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RIGHTS OF THE CHILD'

INTRODU Cl ION

Violation of the rights of children represent a common occurrence in many

parts of the world. 2 These violations rake the form of torture, cruel, inhuman

or degrading treatment, disappearances, excessive work and labour, prostitu-

tion, sexual abuse and slavery. Children also form a significant proportion of
the global refugee or stateless population. Millions of children around the
world are at serious risk of star'ation and malnutrition; according to one
estimate, malnutrition, starvation and disease leads to the deaths of 40,000

children every day.3
As a response to these violations efforts have been made to establish a

regime of 11tcrn3ional protection of the rights of children. During the twen-
tieth century the movement to protect children was given impetus by Save the

1 See C. Van B:icrrn. The Jnrer,wrionjl Lie on the Rights of rite Ci!d Dord:echr: Maritnes

Ni jholf Publishers) 1995; M. Freeman and P. \'rerman (cdi), 
Jdeoiog;es of Children's Rights

(Dordrecht: xlartinus Nijhoff Publi she rsl 1992; D. MeGoldrick, 'The United Nations Cons ention

out the Rights of the Child' 5 IJLF (15911132; P. Akron, S. Parker and J . Seymour, Children,

Rights i-nd :J.'e Izv Oxford: Clarendon Press) 1992; D. freestone (ed . ), Childrcn und the Lou:

Eus,ts's in Ji',nri:,r of Professor 11 R. Bci.in Hull: Hull University p ress) 1990-
The Cons ention on the Rights of the Ch.i(J confirming this poiotm nOeS in is preamble that

all couirtric in the ss mId, there are children is ung in eNceptionslly JiIfuulI orsJirionS ' . Preamble

to the Conenmicrrs on :he Rights of the C9. Id 119S9). Ai-cording to Freeman there are Countries

sshich rod are 5v5:ros.siicilly  sh:Idren as if they ssrrc sent
-an. l'overr'. disc-sr,

epIo:tt;sun are rile in es cry part of the luh'. M. Freeman,'The Limits of Children's Rights' in
Fronisan and \'ccrm.uri (ciii), above a. 1. 29-16 at p. 31; \'.S. Rogers and J . Roche, Chil (runs

Wi-i/arc & C/uliJrcri's g ights: A Pri-1ic.il Ciii	 to ,jr Law (1 indon. Hodder	 S:oighron) 1994.

1 Va,1 Barren,ibosc n. 1, at p. 293. C. V.- Bunco, 'Coiriluaring Child Poverty-Fluiman Rights

Approaches' 21 HRQ (1999) 6S0.
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Children International Union, an international N(;O established shortly after

the First \Vorkl \Var. 4 In 1924, Save the Children International Union drafted

a Declaration, which is more commonly known as the Declaration of Geneva
or the Declaration of the Rights of the Child.-' This Dccla ririon was adopted
by the Fifth Assembly of the League of Nations.' The Declaration provides for
fundamental rights of children such as the right to normal dcvclopiascrir, the
right to be fed, relief from distress and protection from exploitation, and
proved to be the inspiration behind subsequent international child rights

instruments.
Effbrts to promote the rights of children continued alter the Second World

War. The United Nations Charter (1945) 7 though containing references

to human rights does not refer to children's rights per se. The UDHR (1948)

contains important provisions for children, although the emphasis is upon

protection and non-discrimination, rather than granting specific, independent

rights to a child as a person Article 25(2) of the Declaration provides that
motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All chil-

tken, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the satne social protec-

tion. Article 26 instructs compulsory and free education at elementary level.

It also provides for parents to have a prior right to choose the kind of educa-

tion that shall be given to their children. 9 The ICESCR (1966) 10 contains

Articles regarding education and health, issues most intimately connected to

children. The ICCI'R also has several Articles which protect such valuable

rights as the right to life, liberty and security of persons - rights that are

applicable to all individuals including children) I The Covenant also addresses

children's rights in Article 24, which provides that:

(1) Evcmy child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, colour, sex,
language, religion, national or social origin, property or birth, the right to
such measures of prulectiori as are required by his status as a minor, on the
part of his family, society and the State.

(2) Every child shall be registered imnickiiatcly a Item birth and shall have a name.

(3) E%-try child has the tight to acquire a nationality.

Sec C.P. Cohen, 'I he Rofe of NonC( crrrmcriral Org.irririr ' ris ii I he [)ralnng of rhc
Cot,' eritiori on the Rights of the Child 12 1 (RQ 11990) 137. Sec S.ii e (lie ChiIdre w1rsirc
liii .Iiwivw.5 rth cch rid reir. orgl

See C.P. Cohen, 'Natural l.a s and Leg.i P,,sr iv ci,,' in N1. F teen ii and I'. Veer mml (eds ).
abimic n. 1, 33-70 at p. 60.

6	 of the hInt i\vscint)lr, Snrrrleinen, No. 23 I.ONO). 1924.
UrnS XVI, URiS 67 (1946), Cnmnid. 7015, Sec above (;Ii.mprcr 2.
Adopted 10 l)c,.e-i:rl,cr 1918, GA Rev 217, U . N. Doe. AJS 0, 71 Icc mhovc Chapter 3.
Ankle 26)3) UI)) IR.
Adopted at New York, 16 December 1966 Entered into lorce 3 J.mriirio 1976. GA Res. 2200A

(XXI) UN Doc. A/6316 (19(6) 993 U.N.T.S. 3 (1967), 6 I I..Fvl. (1967) 360.
Aelupred at New York, 16 December 1966 Entered into hirer 2 Mire), 1976. GA Res.

2200A (XXI) UN Doc. A/6316 (1966) 999 U.N.T.5. 171, 6 1.1.51. ()967) 365.
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The Human Rights Committee, which implements the ICCPR, has also

rlahorated on the provisions of Article 24 through its consideration of

State reports and its grneral comments on the Article.

INFERNAIIONAL INSTRU.\IENIS ON THE RIGHTS OF [HE

CHILI)

.\ far as cht]d:cn's rich:s as 1 d:stinct category of humnn rights law is concerned,

real impctns'.vas rrovdcd with cite adoption of the Uiiicd Nations General

;\ssoiiiL:iy Declaraton on the Rights of -,he Child in 1959t2 Ihe Declaration,

which consists of ten substantive principles and a p:eamhle, enumerates the most

bndamental rr-hta of the child in international law. The principal aim is to pro-

vide for a range of rights including the right to a name and nationality, hoiisini,

rccreatt;n arid medical seices. The Declaration cons:drrs the position of phys-

callv, mentally and socially handicapped children and children without a faintly.

It proved instrumental in developing concrete intcrnar;oital standards and in par-

ticular the drafting of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The year 1979

was designated by the United Nations General Acsetnhly as the Year of the

Child. t3 During 1979, the UN General Assembly authorised the Commission on

Human Rights to draft a Convention focusing on the Rights of the Child. A

working-group established by the Commission started work on drafting of the

Convention, a task that culminated in the adoptiots of the Convention on the

Rights of the Child in 1989)4

The Convention came into force in September 1990. It is the most valuable

treaty in the armour) of human rights law with which to protect and defend

The rights of children the world over. Notwithstanding the fact that the

Convention is more comprehensive than any other human rights treaty, it has

attracted the greatest number of ra t ifica t ions . tS The rights provided in the

Convention have been extended by the Optional Protocol to the Rights of the

Child cii the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflicts t6 and the Optional

Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Sale of Children,

Child Prostitution and Child Pornography) Children's rights have been

12 Unlike the IJD} IR, this General Assembl y Resolution oat adopred wirhout any abstentions;
CA Res. I $S6, XIV, Not ember 1959-
U GA Res. 31/169.

Adopted at New York, 20 Net ember 1969. Entered into ior:c 2 September 1990. kiN GA Res.
44/25 Annex (XLIV). 44 UN GAOR Supp. (No. 49) 167. CX Doe. ,V44149 (1989) at 166; 1577

U.NT.S. 3. 28 l.L M (19891 1448.U Thme arc currently 191 Sres prries -,o the Csn ' cntion. .A!I Stancs apart from the USA and
Somalia have ratified the cOn\enOr,n. See Appendix II
' Adopted by the General Assembly 25 May 2000. CA P.m. 263, UN GAOR, 54 Scm., Sapp.

49; UN Doe. .VRc-s1541263.
Adopted by the General Assembly 25 May 2000. GA Res. 263, UN CAOR, 54 Sets., Supp.

49 UN Doe. AJResJ54/263.
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expressly i ncorporated at the regional level through the European Convention

for the Exercise of Children's Rights (1996) and the African Charter on

Rights and \Vclfarc of the Child (1990)8
Children's rights have also been integrated into the wider human rights

debate. We have already noted a developing human rights jurisprudence cmcr-

gent from international bodies such as the European Court of Human Rights,

and the Human Rights Committee)"' The subject is increasingly being

addressed by various international and regional bodies. The new international

criminal court is authorised to consider specific aspects of child rights as it

qualifies the conscription of children under 15 years of age as a crime.20

International economic agencies and intergovernmental bodies such as

GATF1\VT0 are increasingly reacting to sensitive issues of child exploitation

and child labour. 2 ' The focus of this chapter is UOfl the Convention on the

Rights of the Child, however, brief consideration is given to the jurisprudence

emerging from regional or national instruments.

THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD22

The basic thrust of the Convention is that the Child has independent rights

and the primary focus of the Convention is to operate in 'the best interests of

the Child '. 23 According to Professor Van Bucren the Convention is essentially

about what she terms as the 'four Ps'. These arc:

the participation of children in decisions affecting their own destiny; the protec-
tion of the children against discrimination and all forms of neglect and exploit-
ation; the prevention of harm to children; and the provisions of assistance for

basic need S1.21

There are many positive features of the Convention. The Substantive
Articles (Articles 1-41) arc imseant to cover all kinds of civil, political, eco-

nomic, social and cultural rights. This is a detailed and comprehensive set of

rights. ...lie Convention not only provides a series of new rights for children,

but also reiterates the fundamental rights which are applicable to everyone. It

covers civil and political rights as well as social, economic and cultural rights.

° Adopted July 1990. Entered into force 29 October 1999. O.•\U Doc.CA Fill. EGTSGIREV.I.
' See above Chapters 3 and 5.

2) lii its definition of war crime' the Stature of the Corn t includes mine ofknce of 'Corrscripdng or

crust u	 ciniIdrcrr urnnh-r tine age of lifter-n years into arrirerl fir-cr-c mr groups or siciuug (hcin to par-

trcnptc actisely it, (nostilunes St.r:ute of t he Irrncrrr.nrir,mnIi (..rurrrrlJ( Court (1998) Article S (d(vii).
21 See I). II. Lii renrberg. 'Tie I ctior Link: A pplyi rig the International Trading Syscern in Enforce

\'roLntiori 5 of Forced and Child Labour' 20 YJIL (1993)  361.
22 Adopted arid opcncd for signature ratification and ar-crown by General Assembly Resolution

44/25 of 20 November 1959 (er-tic into force 2 September 1990, in accordance with Article 49).
Sec Article 3(1).

.	 Viii Itucrcnn, 3(105C it. 1, at p
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There is a derailed coverage of laws and regulations that affect children dur-
tug armed conflicts. Rights, which are of a general character and have been
applied in other human rights tteaties, include the right to life, freedom of
expression, freedom of religion, respect for privacy and the right to education.
The Convention also establishes a regime of innovative rihus .Ac cording to
Cohen of the thirty-eight Articles - - . which are devoted to substantive rights,
at least ten of these have never been recognised for children in any other inter-
national instrument'. 23 The innovative rights, which shall be considered in due
course, include those contained in Articles 8, 10, 12-16, 25, 37 and 10

The Convention also provides children with fundamental protection such as
the right to he shicIded from harmful acts or practices, to he prorccrcd from
commercial or sexual exploitation, physical or mental abuse, or engagement
in warfare. The Convention allows for the participation of the child in vari-
ous matters concerning his or her welfare, for example the right to he heard
regarding decisions to be made affecting one 's own life. It is fairly strong as
regards provisional as well as protecrional aspects. Within the Convention,
the wishes of children are given much more prominence. Notwithstanding the
many positive aspects in the Convention, there are also difficulties and ten-
sions inherent in the text. The Convention represents tensions between the
rights of parents, guardians and even the State vis-3-vis those of the child. The
language of several articles is weak and vague. Furthermore, as this chapter
explores, there are significant limitations in the machinery designed to imple-
ment the Convention.

ANALYSING THE SUBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS

The Convention cams be broken gown into three main parts: a preamble, the
substantive articles (Articles 1-41) and measures of implementation (Articles
42-45). The preamble of the Convention spells out the principles and their
ir.tcrrelationship with other internadonal human rights provisions. Jr makes
reference to the human rights provisions of the United Nations Charter, to the
UDHR and to the International Covenants on Human Rights. There are also
references to the principles derived from the Declaration of the Rights of the
Child 011924 and td the De -claration of the Rights of the Children 19591.26

D efiniona1 issues and time obligations of States parties to non-discrimination

The Convention accords the child with a definition. According to Article 1,
for the purposes of the Convention a child is 'every human being below the

Se C?. Cohco, N.rtural Law and 	 al Poiiiiviii,i in M. Fricm.,n and P. \'rcrmjn (rdi),
above n. 1,53-70 at p. 61.
26 See the preamble to the Convention.
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age of eighteen years unless, under the law applicable to the child, majority is

attained earlier )Thc provision represents a compromise since States parties

differ in their views on the age of nsajority. 9 At the samc time the phrase

'unless, under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier' puts

the helpfulness of the article in doubt. According to McGoldrick:

Article I clearly permits the national law of a State to provide that majority is
attained at an age earlier than eighteen. Although that individual is then entitled
to all the human rights of an adult, the special protection applicable to children
no longer covers theni. A minimum age limit for the declaration of majority by

national laws should have been included .27

Article 1 uses the term 'human being' and thc most common deduction

appears to be that it is applicable to a child who is born; a foetus thus can-
not be claimed to have rights under the Convention. At the same time, the

Convention specifically incorporates in its preamble, the terminology from

the United Nations Declaration (1959) which applies 'special safeguards

and care, including appropriate legal protection before as well as after

birth '. 29 The position, as we have noted already continues to remain

ambiguous, and uncertainty exists in other regional and international

human rights instruments. 29 Article 2(1) sets out the obligation of the States

parties, which are to:

respect and ensure the rights set forth in the Convention to each child within their
jurisdiction without discrurninatioti of any kind irrespective of the child's or his or
her parents or legal guardian's race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or
other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other

status.

The reference to 'birtb or other status' is aimed at according protection to
children born out of wedlock. The Convention, in line with oilier human

27 McGoldrick, above n. i, at p. 133. Also see Human Rights Committee General Cosrinicin
17(35) adopted 5 April 1989, psr.i 4.
23 the stren gt h of the p rca ubri at ps ragi .1 ph is however watered down by a ssis scsiicsi s ill the
tnli alsx jir.p2 ratoires which notes iii a doptingng ilis prea iii liii sr p. r.igr.sph, the svm hi up p tori p

does not site id to prej ad Cc the isi wprci .1 iii ti of Article I or 5fl other Pro v i si o l i s of 1 11C

Ci,rivciitii,si by the States parties. UN floe FJCN. 411989/48, pars 43. SceR Alston, 'The lJiihorrs

Child and Abortion noise she luau Cotivensioii on t he Itigisis f the Child 12 IIRQ (1990)
' 9 Attempts  (0 incorpor.11can ar ticle in the Id 1)11K prohibiting abortionion prssved no successful. See
A.	 The Origins of the Universal Declaration of 1 luirian Rights' in G. Allrcilssoii and
A. [ide (eds), 7/sc Ur' ir'crsj! Declaration of J /nni.itt R g/lls: A Common Staridari! of A chivcrzcrit

(The Hague: Kiuwer Law international) 1999, 3-22 as p. 14. Sec Article 2 [CHIt. Article 4(1)
\Cl fit. Iii the contest of uiic-Artiericaui hiuit,.sri rights lasv see the Baby Boy cow, Case 2141
(USA), IACI (K Animal Reporr 1930-81, 25; 2 ((RU 110; for commentary on the case see
1). Shehrs,,s,'Abortion and the Rights to Life in the lnier . As,scrian 5 .% stein: 1 hc Care of [1,1,'

iI51 ( 1 q 50 1 lk!! 309.
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rights instruments 30 and case 2W	 memergent from treaties, 31 ais to eradicate

all ornis of disc niii;atca against illegitimate children. The tel ins 'respect

and ensure' impose positive obligations on the State. The usage of 'urisdic-

tion' as opposed to territory is also meaningful and, following Human Rights

Commit tee jurisprudence, covers a wide range of activities vh:ch are not nec-

essarily confined to the territorial boundaries of a State. 32 Article 2(2) goes on

to i rov de that:

S:a:es parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the child is

pro:ectrd against all fonos of discr;mination or punishment on the basis of the

status, activities, expressed opinions, or beliefs of the child's parents, legal

ard:a tS, or family member s.

The Article is aimed at ensuring the norm of non-discrimination in so far as

children are concerned. The Article relics upon conventional terms, although

it is a more comprehensive expression of efforts to prohibit all forms of exclu-

sions and discrimination. The terminology employed here is similar to the

non-discriminatory provisions in other human rights treaties. It would appear

that the use of the phrase birth' is meant to ensure that the child born through

the process of artificial insemination also receives non-discriminatory

treatment.33

Best interest of the child

As already noted, the Convention is built around the principle that all meas-

ures undertaken must take into account the best interest of the child. This

point is clearly established by Article 3.-According to Article 3(1):

In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken b y public or private social

welfare institutions, cacrts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies,

the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration.

m Sec e.g. A: tide 25(2) Lonersaf Dejuration of Humeri Rights s hich requires treatment of au
ch

i
ldren 'whether born in or our of wedlock'; the ACHR also notes that tie Stairs 'shall recog-

nise equal rights for children born our of wedlock and those horn in wedlock'. For consideration
of this Article see S. Davidson, 'The Civil and Political Rights Protected in the Inter-American
l-tumarr Rights System' in D.J. Harris and S. Livingstone (eds), The Jntcr-Amcricun System of
Human Rights (Oxford: Clarendon Press) 1998, 213-258 at p. 270. The ICCPR requires children
not to be discriminated on erounds of birth and the ICESCR prohibits 'for reasons of parentage'.
The European Social Chance (1961) accords rights 'irrespective of marital macirs and family rela-
tions'.

See ,'d.rrckx v. Filgiiim. Judgment of 13 June 1979, Srr:rs A, No. 31 Joh'm:on nd crhrrs v.
Irei,rd, Judgment of IS December IM, Series A, No. 112; for discussion see J.S. Davidson, 'The
European Convention on Human Rights and the "illegitimate" Child' in D. Freestone (ed), above
'i. 1, at pp. 75-106.

See j apr.dtmuc of Human Rights Committee above Chapter 4.
A. Lopetka, 'The Rights of the Child are Universal: The Perspective of the UN Convermilon ott

The Rights of the Child' in M. Freeman and P. \'cerrnan leds), above n. 1, 47-52 at p. 49.
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The usage of the vords 'a primary' instead of 'thc primary' consideration

allows for other factors to be taken into account. 34 In deciding what is in

Elie best interest of the child, the wishes of the child are to be considered.

Issues of cultural relativism do however enter the debate, making it

difficult for international tribunals to formulate definitive judgments.33
With regard to the application of the rights, she Convention, in line with

the division P roduced by the Internatio nal Covenants, distinguishes

bctwcCn civil and political rights of the child 
vis-à-vis economic, social and

cultural rights; there is thus a difference between these two sets of rights

of the child. 36 The civil and political rights obligations are of immediate

application whereas in the case of economic, social and cultural rights,

the State parties are to 'undertake such measures to the maximum extent
of their available resources and, where needed, within the framework of

in ternational prote€tiofl'. 37 The States in the reports have often relied

on the lack of resources to justify their failure to meet the requirements

of the Convention. This argument has, however, been criticised by the

Committee on the Rights of the Child (the body in charge of supervising
35the implementation of the Convention) on numerous occasions. 

According to Article 5:

States Parties shall respect the responsibilities, rights and duties of P arents or,

where applicable, the members of the extended family or community as provided
for by local custom, legal guardians or other persons legally responsible for the

child, to provide, its a manner consistent with the evolving capacities of the child,
appropriate direction and guidance in the exercise by the child of the rights recog-

nised in the present Convention.

This is an important Article withirs the Convention. While accepting the real-

ities of parental influences and rights and duties of the wider family, the Article
is nevertheless reticent in dealing with situations where the interests, directions

Mid guidance of parents arc not 'appropriate ' or 'consistent with the evolvitsg

capabilities of the child'. The 'evolving capabilities' themselves are nor defined.

C.f. The F;nghih Chldieii's Art 1989, which makes the child's interests tle paramount faciuur

In tiuic cnmp.irkon we see chat the child's interests are not gven as much weight in the Cousent10I1

as rio dcc na t ional law. This rcprescrit one significant en iticisin of 111c Courvenoon.

above Chapter 1.
w Cf. Van Bucren, above n. 3, at p. 692, where emphasising the imurcraciro:i herssncui civil and

political rights she goes as far as to sugesr ch.ut ir is rico arguable that lie eco:iouliic and mxi.s!

rights of children have l,ccouiic part of mnte(national vustoisiary law'.

Article 4.
See e.g. Consideration of Reports submitted by States Panics Under Article 44 of the

Convention Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Rights of the Child Egypt, UN
CAOR, Committee on the Rights of the Child 3rd Session UN Doe. CRC/C/15/Add-5 (l99J)

Jordan, UN GAOR. Comnniirtee on the Rights of the Child 6th Session 
UN Doc.

CRC/C/15/Add.21 (1994).
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Developmental rights of the child

Ti-c right to life (as noted throughout this book) is the most fundamental of

all hitrn2n rights. 59 In the case of children, the relevance of the right could not

be ovcrstatcd Article 6 provides as follossg.

1. States Parties rccot:iizc that every child has the inherent right to life.

2. States Parties shall ensure to the maximum cstcnt possible the survival and

dcve(opment of the child.

T(r arnhit of this right is very wide as it includes pre-natal and post-natal care,

ron; ishmeat and pt oper deve1opment. 40 The right to life also includes free-

dr-rn from malnutrition, starvation and disease. It is unfortunate that in some
rtOions of the world, starvation his hccn adopted as a deliberate policy of

extermination of certain individuals or groups.4t In such situations children

are the primary casualties. Convention confers upon States

parties the responsibilit y to ensure the important right to registration after

birth, a right to name and to nationality, and the right to have knowledge of

his parents. A 'right to identity', an unusual right, is accorded to the child by

virtue of Article 8. This Article was sponsored by Argentina with its tragic

experiences of the so-called 'Dirty War' and child disappearances. 2 It was

prompted by the same feelings as those which led to the incorporation of

Article 18 of the ACFlR. 43 icle(in combination with Article 30) would

also be valuable to children belonging to minority or indigenous groups in
preserving their family traditions as well their linguistic, cultural and religious

idcatity.

igjcleinforces a significant factor concerning the development of the

child. It imposes an obligation on States to make sure that the child is never

separated from his 'parents against their will, unless after due judicial

determination it is considered necessary in the best interests of the child.

Examples provided in the Article include situations where abuse or neglect

Sc A;ticic 6 !CCI'R Article 2 ECHR, Article 4 AFCHPR, Article I ADHR and Article 4 ACHR.

Anicle 19 ACHR provides that Every minor child has the right to measures of protection required

by his condition as a minor on t he part of his family, sodery and the State'.
See Ankle 24.
Leo i-(vç'er points to Sudan where 'srarv.ition lhos heenl deplo ed its a weapon against civil-

ar,s'. See L. Kaper, Theoretical lssaes Rl.,tit-rg to Gi-nocid& in G. Andrcopoulos  (cd). Ge,co,-io'r:

C-. ;crp::rl aeil I ham ricnl DJ,".cr:s:o,:s Ph a de Iph a; Urn sets tv of Pennsylvania Press) 1994,

'it-46 alp. 42.
D. Fortrell, Ch;ldrcn's Rights' in A. I trearry .ind S. Leonard ledsi, Hiotan Rights. An Agcrid.r

,
for the Ti Cole lr,t Ccri!ury London: Ca' cnsduh Press) 1999, 167-17 9 at p. 172; D. frerstune,
'The UnitcJ Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child' in D. Freestone (ed.), aho, e n. 1,

255-323 at p. 290.
Sec above Chapter S.
See J . Rehrnan, The Weakoritscs in the jntcrsranonul Pro:ccr:on of Minority Rig/its (11-ne

Hague; <lois-er Law International) 2000, at p. 173.
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had been perpetrated by the parents or where the parents are living sep-

arately and the child's place of abode needs to be decided. 45 The Article also

confers on the separated parents the right to personal contact with

the child .41 The aims of Article 9 arc further s t rengthened by Article 10

through encouraging States partiesto allow the entrance and departure of
parents in order to facilitate Union or contact with their children. The rights
of children and parents to leave any country and to enter their own country

is only subject to such restrictions as are prescribed by law, which are neces-

sary to protect national security, public order (ordrc public), public health or
morals, or the rights and freedoms of others and are consistent with other

rights that ate recognised in the Convention. 
47 The applicability of this pro-

vision has been a problematic one in the immigration laws of many States

including the United Kingdom, 4S Domestic legislation and administrative

practices purporting to separate children from parents have received the
attention of human rights tribunals. The ECI lIt does not include any articles

es t ablishing identical rights, but it has nevertheless been relied upon by indi-
viduals claiming that deportation or refusal to enter the State would mean

separation from children. 
49

Article 11 ordains that States are to take appropriate measures to prevent

the illicit tra ffick i ng of children, their abduction and non-return from abroad.

Several important regional and international conventions to prevent child
abduction have come into operation to reinforce international law concerning
child abduction and child custody. These include the Hague Convention on

the Civil Aspects of Child Abduction (1980) 10 and the European Convention

oil 	 and Enforcement of Decisions Concerning Custody of

Children and on Restoration of Custody of Children (1980).'
Another subject crucial to the development of children is that of adoption.

Article 20 attemp ts
 to cater for adoption of the child, although as the provi-

sions confirm there are widespread religious and cultural differences on this

subject. Within the Sharia, (the Islamic legal system) adoption per se is not

permissible, although the concept of Ka/alah exists whereby the child can he

taken care of in situations where the biological parents cannot do so. However

efa!aJi 
is a weaker concept as it does not permit the child to adopt tite

" Atricfc 9(1).
Anick 9)3).
Ar(icle 10(2)
M. 	 '1 tic I IEl\i7S of CI1i(drccl'S ll7	 III M I relIl.srl .oul P. Vcnijfl )cds(, iIc n 1.

29-46 at p. 10.
8cc Anic)c S PCI IN. 1.rr,6,b . The N Ji cT f.771d7 Jwl 6 iiicnt of 2.1 Juoc I9SS, Scrcs A. No.

138 Mor4staJI1m Bc!ofl1. 
judgment of 18 February 1971, Scctcs A, No. 193. DtsuoCJ 

2bovc

Ch.spccr 6.
° Cmnd 8281 (19S0).

Cniird 8155 (1980).
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family's name and does not confer propeiry or other rights. 32 The trar'aux
prej'arato:rcs of the Convention ref lect substantial disagreements between

the Islamic bloc on the one hand and western States on the other. 53 As a

consequence the original text, which was drafted in 1932, had to he altered.54

The final text of the treaty represents a compromise applying only to

those States which recognise the institution of adoption." Article 21 while

sanctioning inter-country adoption attempts to ensure that the interests of

the child are upheld. States parties undertake to ensure the rights of the

child in inter-country adoptions. They also guarantee that such adoptions

will be undertaken by competent authorities who will safeguard the interests

of everyone involved and that such placements are not going to result in

inproper financial gains' for any party.56

Childrcn and their freedom of expression, association and religion

Articles 12 and 13 deal with the important rights to be heard and freedom of

expression particularly in relation to the matters which affect the person and

ntcrcsts of the child. By virtue of Article 12(1), States undertake ' to assure to

the child who is capable of forming his or her own views the right to express

those views freely in all matters' which affect the child. Article12(2lavs

particular emphasis on the

opportunity to he heard in any judicial and adniinis:rative proceedings affecting
The child, either directly, or through a representative or an appropriate body, in a

manner consistent with the procedural rules of national law.

Article 13 rovides the child with rhriEt to freedom of expression which

includes:

freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless
of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any
other media of sh!chi!d's choice.

The exercise of the right is, however, subject to restriction. These restrictions

are to be established by law and are to be laid down to ensure 'respect of the

rights or reputations of others' or 'for the protection of national security or of

public order (ordre public), or of public health or morals'. The provisions of

Articles ] 2 and 13 can he criticised for the vague terminology, which allows

Van Burren, above n. I, or p. 95.

The issue of adoption has contrhured 10 rcccr y irions n ' n several tslorn:c Stoics. Se

W.A. Schabas, 'Reservar;ons to rhc Convention on the Rights of the Child' 18 J LRQ (1996) 472.
UN Doe EJI982JI2JAdd.1, C, para 76.
D. Johnson, 'Ct,lisirl and Regional Pluralism in the Draftin g of be UN Convention on

Righis of the Child iii M. Freeman and P. Verrn,ani (rds), abose n. 1, 95-114 or P. 105.
16 Arin!e 21(d).
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Stares parties to apply their own standards to justify the ecluion of children

from effective enjoyment of their rights.

Article 14 which deals with the right of the child to freedom of thought,

c0risaellce and religion is a problematic one. The article has attracted

widespread reservations from Contracting States parties. As already noted,

it is difficult to state if the right to freedom of religion or belief is fully

established in international law - certainly in the light of divisions among

Stares the parameters of any such rights arc nor clearly drawn. 57 Article

14(1) notes that 'States Parties shall respect the right of the child to
frecdoni of thought, conscience and religion'. However, attempts to incorpor-

ate a right for the child to change his or her religion proved abortive.58

Article 14(2) places an obligation on States to allow parents to direct their

children to exercise the rights provided in Article 14(1) and Article 14(3)

notes that freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs can be subject only

to minimalist limitations that are established by law and are necessary for

public safety, public order, health or morals, or for the protection of fun-

dairienral rights and freedoms of others. There are substantial tensions

inherent in the provisions of this Article, The Convention is reluctant to

allow substantial rights to the child vis-à-vis the family, parents and the

State. There is a worry for children living in societies which ordain

submission - the State, society and parental pressure may force children

towards cultural and religious extremism.
Article IS provides for the recognition of the right to freedom of associ-

ation arid to freedom of pcaccful assembly." The limitation clause associated
to Article 15 is taken from Article 22 of the JCCPR - right to peaceful assem-

bly.'; ') Article 16 prohibits arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy,
family, home or correspondence. The Article also makes it unlawful to attack

the honour, dignity and , reputation of the child. Article 17 ensures that the

child has access to information and materials from a divcrsity of national and

international sources. This is an innovative right and usefully highlights the

significance of mass media in the development of the rights of the child.

Article 18 obliges States parties to ensure recognition of the principle that

both parents have common responsibilities for the upbringing and develop-

ment of the child. 6 1

See above Chapter 9.
n UN Doc. FJ(-.N.4!195117 I (1984) parar 13-33. Sec Van Itorren, ihovr n. I, at pp. 157-58.
I). Johrrvoti, CuIcural and Regional Pluralism in the I)ralnittg of the UN Convcntinn on the ight

of the Child' in hi. Frccissarr and P. Vceristart (cd), above n. I. pp. 951 1 -t -
5 ' in its original (orm,su the Article indudcd th right to privacy. I tois ever due t o ni[.riiIICaflt

ctiflercnccs, two articicr ins tead of one were dralird. Sec UN roe. E/CN.41L987125 (1957)

paras 1 11-118.
° hlcGotdrick. above n. I at p. 142.

Aruele 18(1).
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Measures to combat violence, abuse, exploitation and maltreatment of
children

•Ar t jc	 19, obliges States parties to take the necessary appropria 	 actions to
protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or

hitse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or CXiOIt.1 tion including
sexual abuse, while in the care of parent, parents or legal guardian These
appropriate actions include ' legislative, administrative social and educational
ticasu res' 2 Article 19(2) goes on to provide that:

such pi Otective measures should, as appropriate, includr effective procedure for
the estahlihment of social prcgramn:es to proiiJe necessary support for the child
and for those who have the care of the child, its well as for other forms of pre-
ention and for idtntifica t ion, reporting, referral, illvrstigar:on, treatment and

follow-up of instances of child maltreatment dcscrbrd hcrctoforc, and, as
appropriate, for judicial involvrrticnt.

Article 19 is a very broad article as no definition is provided of physical or
rne'nta] violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment
or exploitation, including sexual abuse'. According to Professor Van Bucren,

the terms neglect and abuse are intentionally undefined in order to avoid the dan-
ger that a dcfinition of child abuse and neglect could unwittingly be based upon
either arbitrary or ethnocentric assumptions. In general terms child neglect involves
either the inability or the deliberate refusal to care for a child with the result that a

childs,developmenr is impaired. It is also clear that abase and neglect includes all
acts or omissions where the sole motivation is the desire to harm the child.63

Following the jurisprudence of the European Convention, on Human

Rights, Stares have a positive obligation to ensure the provision of civil and

criminal proceedings against those involved in sexual offences against chil-

dren."' Subsequent Articles of the Convention deal with unfortunate practices

such as economic exploitation, illicit usage of drugs, sexual huse and traf-

ficking of children. Article 32 deals with some of most critical issues relating

to the rights of the child. It provides as follows:

1. Stares Parties recognise the right of the child to be protected from economic
exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to he hazardous or
to interfere with the child's education, or to be harmful to the child's health
or ph sical, mental, spiritual, moral or social deselopment.

2. State  Patties shall take l egislative, administratise, social and educational
measures to ensure the implementation of the present it rticle. To this cad, and

Article 19(2 .
\'n Burren, above n. 2 at	 5, Cottcll-Rri!,rts v. United Ki'rgdoin, Judsmcnr of 25 March1993 ,  Sc.-,es A, No. 247-C t .4 v. UK, Jude:ne:t of 23 Srptrmr 1998, 1998-VI RJD 2692.
See X and Y v. The Netherlands, Judgment of 26 March 19S5, Series A, No. 91. Discussed

above Chapter 6.
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having regard to the relevant provisions of other international instruments,

States Parties shall in particular

(a) provide for a fliiiiiliiUill age or ritinimuto ages for admission to Cmploy-

tStC nt;
(hI 1i ovide for appropriate regulation of die hours and conditions of

p1oynic it;

(c) 
provide for appropriate penalties or other sanctions to ens ure the effect-

ive enforcem ent of the present article.

No t wi t hstanding the abolition of slavery and slave trade, child slavery

and servitude is still being practiced in Africa and Asia. In addition there are

millions of children employed in rigorous labour in many parts of the world.

Children provide employers with a stable source of cheap labour. They are

capable of putting in long hours and arc unlikely to question their

employers over working conditions and wages. It is estimated that SO to 100

million children between the ages of 10 and 14 are currently in nll-tirne

employment.' 5 Child labour is ins t i t ationa1iscd in many regions of the

world, for example Pakistan, Bangladesh and India. Article 32 not only

complements existing human rights provisions but extends them to a signifi-

cant extent. The UDHR and the ICCPR prohibit slavery, servitude and

forced labour for everyone including children. Article 10(3) of ICF.SCR

imposes a duty on States parties to protect children and young persons from

economic and social exploitation. It requires States to set age limits below

which it would be punishable to employ a child for labour. The Article also

makes it punishable by law to employ children in work harmful to their

morals or health. Child labour and exploitatio n for commercial and

eCOtlOiflic purposes has been an issue raised in a number of quarters. A

useful study was prepared by Mr A. l9ouhcliba in 1981, which prompted

the UN Sub-Commission's working group on Contemporary Forms
of Slavery to propose a '35 -point programme of Action for the Elitninitio1

of Exploitation of Child Labour'." This proposal was adopted by the UN

Coinru SsiOfl 
on I Lunian Rights in 1991 .' The 11.0 ConventiOn, ConveIltiOtl

No. 138, places alt obligation on States to ensure effective protection of

children from Labour- 69 lhcre is also increasing pressure on international

61 V. n Ii,jcrcit, i f-v n. I at p . 263.
labour, IJCN.4/Sub.214 79 ee.I (1989). sce also

A. Roui 1d.i, E pionitios of Ch3J

SuConirriisSi0ii urs 1990131 and Corriniiss1);L '6 Rcs. 1991/54, Ii II. pira 10

67 ,;cc A. Eidc, 11,c Sub . Comsiksioli on Prcvrnn(nOfl of Disc r iinination and ProrccinoO of

I nor I Cs' in 1'. Al sm	 rd ), Time Vnnrrl Ni t joO s curl 11 wa	 P ,/,ti A C,nt,c.1! Appraisal

(Oxford: Clarcndomn Prcss) 1992, pp.21 1-264 at p.234

" Article 1. ILO Concenijoit No. 138. Convention Concerning Minsiinunn Age for Admission to

[In plo> inient, 1973.
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trading organisatiotis to impose sanctions oil 	 which 3110w the practice

of child lahour.69

Article 33 ordains States to take all necessary measures to proct children

from the illicit use of narcotic drugs and psycliot ropic substnccs. Article 34

is also a sexy signilcaiti Article of the Convention. Ch:Irlrc:; suffer 1cm

forms of sexual exploitation and abuse which the Article designs to crimi-

nalise Child pornography, prostitution, sale as serva:; a; J bc.;Jed i; [tour,

iiifl and satanic abuse, Cr rranseultural or Ira nsracial adoptions arc n1so

widespread contemporary phenomena ..Ax tide 34(1) aims to prutcvt children

from inducement or coercion to cngage in any unlawful sexul activity. This

ncli:des sexual ct:p:ttiatiofl or abuse. l:xcioiratioii of children in activities

such as prostitution, unlawful sexual practices and exploitation through

pornography is also pi 0hh 1 d . rO The international community has advanced

further oil 	 child pornography through the recent adoption of tim

Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Sale cI

Children, Child Prostitution anii Child Pornograp}iy.
One of the mote prohieniatic areas ',vhhin inter ntional and national fanHly

law relates to sexual abuse that takes place within the confines of the home and

family. As with many other Articles in the Convention, international human

right law provides protection for the child from sexual abuse conducted by

non-State personnel. However,in practice these rights often remain ineffective

largely due to lack of disclosure and detection. According to McGillivray:

In a dysfunctional relationship [the) interpretive power d;spaees the child's view,

making disclosure unlikely and detrerion difficult. The value given to the arche-
type of the family asa priva cohesive unit joined by ties of blood, ffcctioa and

ecuuoni:c interdependence conrrihuics to the ideology of famil y loyalty. Childrrn

fear breaching the family compact by disclosing problems to cessiders and recant

where family cohe;iveness is threaiened.'2

BY srtue of Article 35, States endeavour to rake all appropriate and necessary

action to prevent child abduction and the sale and trafficking of children,

.According to Article 36 'States Parties shall protect the child against all

other forms of exploitation prejudicial to any aspects of the child's welfare'.

.Article 37 echoes the traditional human rights approach; it provides for the

See Ehrenberg, above n. 21, n  p. 361.
G. Kent, 'Link Frirrin ttcdies: !n:Crnariona) Dimension of Ch1!d Prostitution' in M. Frecmaa

and P. Veermztrr {cds), above n. 1, pp. 32-346;	 Eancac, Tire Sexual	 !ouex:a.': if	 ,d,e,'

(Cambridge: Polity Prcs) 19S6
Prorc'col on the Sale of Children, Chid Pornography and Child pmtiiurion CA Res, 541263

Annex if (23 May 2003); ace M.J Dennis, 'Newly Adopted ['rot Os to the Convention on tie

Rights of the Child' 91 AJ?L 120001 789.
2 A. McGillivray, ReConstruction Child Abuse: \Xcsteiti Definition and Non-Wcstrrri

Experience' in M. Freeman and P. \'ecrnrarl (edt), above ii. 1, 213-226 at p. 216.
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prohibition of 'torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or

punishment' for the child. Widespread divergences exist on the subject of

corporal punishment of children. 73 Distressing facts have emerged even from the

developed world. Thus, for example, the Cominiee on the Rights of the Child,

in ts coridderation of the report from the United Kingdom, has shown concern

at the legislative provisions dealing \vitlt reasonable chastisement. The coiircrit

according to the Committee is that this so-called 'reasonable chastisement' may

'pave the way for subjective and arbitrary interpretation'.74 It can be argued that

following the cases from the European Convention on Human Rights a general

norm is emerging in international law, which regards all forms of corporal

punishment of children as violating the provisions of A tide 3775

Article 37 also provides for a bait on capital punishment and life imprison-

inent (without possibility of release) for offences committed by persons below

eighteen years of age.' It also provides for prohibiting unlawful or arbitrary

deprivation of liberty, and provides for requisite safeguards. 7 ' The prohibition

of capital punishment for those under eighteen is a particularly valuable

provision with implications for the issue regarding the point of majority, the

definition of childhood and the overall campaign for the abolition of death

penalty in international law. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 37(a)

and Article 6(5) ICCPR, capital punishment has been imposed on seventeen

year olds. A number of such situations have arisen in the United Stares. In two

cases filed in the United States and brought before the Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights, the petitioners had argued that a norm of

customary international law existed prohibiting the application of the death

penalty to individuals below the age of eighteen. 78 While accepting the view

that 'in the OAS member States there is a recognised norm of jus coens

which prohibits the State execution of children', 
79 the Commission could not

For further consideration see above Chapters 4-6.

Sec UN Doe, CRCJJI5 Add. 34 pars 16.

Sec Tyrer v. United Kingdom, Judgnierir of 25 April 1978, Scries A. No. 26 (judicial corporal

punishment of iS year old boy violating Article 3); A v. UK, Judgment of 23 September 1998,

1998-VI RJD 2692 (caning of a 9 year old boy by stepfather, violation of Article 3). See also the
Human Rights Committee's General Comments (forty-fourth session 1992). In the Committee's

view 'the prohibition in Article 7 (on torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punish-
merit) relates not only to ac-is that cause physical pain but also to acts that cause mental suffering
to the victim. In the Committee's view, moreover, the prohibition must extend to corporal pun-
ishment, including excessive chastisement ordcred as pun i shment for a crime or as an cducatis

or disciplinary measure. It is appropriate to emphasize in this regard that Article 7 protects, in
pai icclar, children, pnpiis and asirnts in reaching and medical institutions' pars 5.
6 Article 37(a).

Sc /. :uck 37(b).
Note Article 6(5) ICCFR whch provides that 'Sentence of death shrill not he imposed for crimes

committed by persons below eighteen years of age'. USA was riot a parry to the )CCPR at shrir 6111c -
79 Roach and Pinkerton v. United States, Case 9.647, Res. No 3187, 0EAJScr.IJVI1l.71, Doe. 9

rev.1, at 147.
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refute the United States conteri tior
' oil die nberice of any customary rules lot

the ckterminatio;1 of the age of majority. 80 It iS also intcrCsnng to note that the

United States, upon its ratification of the ICC15R, entered a reservation to

Article 6(5) of the Covenant. This reservation has been considorcd as 'inColil-

pit bk with the objects and purposes of the Covenant' by the I lunsan Rights

Committee which has called for its withdrawal-t'

Children in wars and conflicts

Article 22 ensures that the child receives the protection of international
refugee and humanitarian law. Article 22(1) provides that the States parties

shall take appropriate measures to ensure that a child who is seeking refugee

status or who is considered a refugee, receives appropriate protection and

humanitarian assistance in the enjoyLlwtlt of applicable rights under the pres-

1t Convention and other intcrLlZltiOtial l i unlallitarian ad human rights

treaties. The proteioti applies regardless of whether the child is accompanied

by his parents.52 According to Article 22(2) States are w cooperate with the

UN and other in tergovcr 'irnentat agencies to trace the parents or other mcm-

hers of the family of any refugee child or to obtain inforniatioti with a view

to his reunification with his family.
Fuller safeguards are provided by Article 38 which aims to ensure the corn-

pl iancc and respect for the rules of iti
tertiational hiurnanita nan law applicable

to children it) armed conflicts. The obligations of the Article 
a re to prohibit the

creation of child soldiers and ordains States not to allow those below the are

of fifteen years to take a direct part in hostilities. 13 It is important to appreci-

ate that during timeS of unrest and war, children need greater protection thazi

do ring peace times. At the same time, it is also unfortunately the case that iii

times (if war, children arc more likely to be abused and arc vulnerable to being

coerced into becoming combatants. 84 A vast majority of contemporary armed

conflicts are of a localised nature; examples of such internal conflicts can be

'> The Ir i rcr. AriietidSfl CorrinikSofl Frond the US in 'iOI3(ioO fun :n p.rrrerrr o f Icgir)iti.0

a clii nra r ire s s throughout Inc U St ames which results   in the a rbitrary deprivation o life

and incqaa)rmy hefoec tire I:,w' (p.nra 173) For (r,ir1flCI .sOcr rr UT. Fox, li,mr.Anir5

(,rrrrnic5iOil on Human Rhts finds the Ur ntcd Stares ii \Solarirrnn' 
82 AJIL (1955) 61] I,

1). Shelton, l he Uceisioll ci (ACt I R of 27 Maceli I 9S 7 in the Case of Roach and l' i rnLertori A
ates

N(ne' 8 IlRl.J (1987) 355; L) \Vcisibrodr, 'L 	 ion of Juvenile Otfeniders Erg the United St 

Violites lnterIlitiOfl.1l Hrinianm Rights Law' 
3 ALIJlIJ' (1988) 339.

i Sec Report ol mine I tn:rnn.rni R 1 ;Lrr Crnnrrnrnntree 1J' 1)oc. A/0iIO it 995) pan	 279, sec also

Anrnncslg ln(e(rlalnonna Report hup.JIwsvw.ai1ic1011hd5l 	
)t May 2002)

it Artmn.'e 22)1).
V.rn Ruerern, above n 1. at p. 275.

' JG. Gardani, 'The j . ,y oi Armed Conflict: A Fcninnnint p
er spec t ive' in K.F. M.ihonq and

P. MahoneY (eds), Huron" Rights Fr the Twe,ity.IlTSt Cer;un: A G(ntb,jI CIn.,lIc'tgC 
(DmnrdrcdO

Martimnu5 Nithoff I'uhinshersl 1993.  pp. 419-4 36; M. LI.ihi. 'The Rights of the Child Under

!sl.iniic Law: Prohibition of the Child Soldier' 19 Cl (R LR (1988) 259.
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found in many regions of the world. In these armed conflicts children are used
as combatants. Children also represent the highest number of casualties and
suffer immensely. Until recently the Geneva Convention Relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Times of War (1 949),83 supplemented by
the Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 Relating to
the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflict (1977)t6 and the
Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts 87 have remained
the most pertinent treaties protecting the rights of children in international
humanitarian law. The combined effect of the aforementioned treaties is to
accord protection to children living in occupied or unoccupied territories and
to regulate child participation in hostilities. A further extension of hu.rnanitar-
ian law has been through the adoption of the Optional Protocol on the
Involvemen t of Children in Armed Conflict. 88 Among regional instruments,
there exists the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child which
takes a specific interest in protecting children in civil unrest and internal
conflict. Article 22(3) of this chapter deals with children caught up in inter-
national and internal armed conflicts. States are required

to protect the civilian population in armed conflicts and shall take all feasible measures
to ensure the protection and care of children who are affected by armed conflicts. Such
rules shall apply to children in situations of intemal armed conflicts, tension and strife.

Concerns of disability and health

The Convention also accords rights to mentally and physically disabled chil-
dren. In its Article 23, States parties recognise the rights of mentally and phys-
ically disabled children to have a decent living and to ensure that they live a
life of dignity, self-reliance and are enabled to participate in the life of the
community. This is an extremely important provision as disabled children are
prone to abuse, violence and suffering. Inherent in the Article is the provision
of non-discrjnijnation as provided for in Article 2. The Article provides for
special care and encourages the State to extend available resources.89

The rights in Article 24 are interrelated with those in Article 6, the right to
l ift: for the child. Article 24 expands on this right noting that the State parties
recognise the right of 'the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable
standard of health and to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilita -
tion of health'90 and that they 'shall strive to ensure that no child is deprived

u.x.i.s. 39 (1958, Crnnd 55.
1125 U.N.TS 3; .Misc 19 (1977).
.\lisc 19(1977); 1125 U.N.T.S.

iS GA Res. 34/263, Annex II, 23 N13 2000. Sec Dennis above n. 71, at p. 789.Article 23(2).
°° Article 24(1).
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of his or her right of access to such health care services'. 91 Particular emphasis

is placed on diminishing the mortality rate of children, 92 and provisioty of

medical and health care 93 to combat malnutrition and disease, 94 to provide

maternal pre-natal and post-natal health care, 93 and to ensure that parents,

children and others involved in the upbringing of children have the knowledge

and education essential inter a!ia for the protection of child health and

hygiene. 96 These provisions are much more specific than other human rights
7.

provisions including the right to health recognised by Article 12 of ICESCR.9

While unlike Article 11 of the ICESCR there is no specific reference to the

right to food, there is a recognition of the need to combat malnutrition.95

Making reference to the Convention on tire Rights of the Child in its General

Comment oil right to health, the Committee on the International

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has noted:

The Convention oil Rights of the Child directs Stares to ensure access to

essential health services for the child and his or her family, including pre- and post-

natal care for mothers. The Cons cntinn links these goals svitlt ensuring access to

child-friendly information about preventive and health-promoting behaviour and

support to families and eonirniinitiCs in in i plemcncing these practices.

Implementation of the principle of no ti -discrirt ilia tiOti requires that girls, as wei1

as boss, have equal access to adequate nutrition, safe environments, arid physical

as svcll as mental health services. There is a need to adopt effective and appropriate

measures to abolish harmful traditional practices affecting the health of children,

particularly girls, including early- marriage, female genital mutilation, preferential

feeding arid care of male children. Children with disabilities should be given the

opportunity to enjoy a fulfilling and decent life and to participate within their

community.99

According to Article 24(3) State parties shall take all effective and appropri-

ate measures with a view to abolishing traditional practices prejudicial to the

9 ' fl,jd
92 Article 24)2)).$).
91 Ankle 24(2)))').
' Article 24(2)(c).

91 Article 24(2)(d).
9 ' Article 9(2)(d).

According to Article 12 States recogittee the right of everyone to the eninyitient of the highest

attainable st.nid.sril of physical and mental health' and that steps are to bc taken by States to the
preseiit Covenant to achieve the full rcalisaii,i of this right shill iriclade those neccrs.lry lich
are as follows (a) lhc provision for the redsicoot, of the sr,hi-h,rih rate and of inla.ii tiioitah(y
and for the healthy developitient of the child; (h) 1 he irnproveitieric of all aspects of eiivironmcri

iii an,1 i:idii q nial hygiene; (c) The Ne s cniio n , ttC3tnieiit and contrOl of epidemic, rideic, edeinic, ocr-

p.atioinal and other diseases; (d) 1 he crc.irion of conditions which would assure to all medical

service and medical attention its the es rot of sickness-
98 lslcGoldrick, above is. 1, at p. 146.

" ICESCR Gncral Connnncnt 14, 7/y e R igbr to I fig/rest .Att.iv,,thf,' Str,t!tud of) f,'a/tb (Article

12) General Comment No. 14 (110)5/00) (FJC. 12120011), para 22.
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health of children. As an important improvisation, the intention had been to
target such practices as female infanticide, male preferences, neglect and abuse
of children and female circumcision. During the drafting of the treaty, the
issue of female circumcision aroused significant tensions and disagree-
ments 100 In order to prevent holding up the work on this particular article, it
was decided that no examples (including that of female circumcision) could be
referenced in the text of the article itself)°' As noted earlier, the practice of
female circumcision continues to cake place in many parts of the world,
although there is equally a strong condemnation of this activity in many
quarters. The abhorrence and condemnation of female circumcision has been
so strong that in one case a girl fleeing from a country for fear of forced
circumcision was entitled in principle to claim refugee status if she had
a well-founded fear of being persecuted by reason of membership of a
particular group)02

Article 25 of the Convention provides that States Parties recognize the right
of a child who . has been placed by the competent authorities for the purposes
of care, protection or treatment of his or her physical or mental health, to a
periodic review of the treatment provided to the child and all other circum-
stances relevant to his or her placement'. There is, however, no elaboration of
'competent authorities' or 'periodic review'. Article 26 recognises the right of
children to State benefits such as social security and social insurance The right
to social security as an important right has been recognised by Article 9 of
the ICESCR and Article 12 of the European Social Charter. Article 27 of the
Convention of theRights of the Child (1989) provides that States 'recognize
the right of every child to a standard of living adequate for the child's physical,
mental, spiritual, moral arid social develojrnent'. Articles 28 and 29 deal with
various aspects of the educational rights of children.

Educational rights

According to Article 28i tares parties recognise the right of the child to
education, and with a view to achieving this right progressively and on the
basis of equal opportunity, they shall, in particular:

(a) Make primary education compulsory and available and free to all;
(b) Encourage the development of different forms of secondary education,

including general and vocational education, make them available and access-
be to every child, and rake appropriate measures such as the introduction of

free education and offering financial assistance in case of need;

ISO For a m idlitude of literarure sec Chapter 13.
'°' UN Doc. E/CN.4/1986/42.
02 Sec Mdcmoisc!je x 9 September 1991) Case is considered in Pnblir Law 0993) 197.
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(c)
Make higher education accessible to all on the basis of Capacity b

y every

approprote means;

(d)
Make educational and vocational information and guidance a' ailahie and

accessible to all children;

(e)
lake nleastLrCs to encourage regular attendance at schools and the reduction

of drop-o0t rates

The Articles develop the obligations inherited from Article 26(1) of the

UDHR and Articles 13 and 14 of the ICI-
: SCR. As already noted, Articles 13

and 14 of the ICESCR have been the focus of substantial attention by the

Committee on the In t
ernational Covenant on Fxonomic, Social and Cultural

Rights, with the right to education being the subject of two General

Comments by the Committee.'°3 While 
0nimcnting on the right to primary

education the Commiee noted:

[ijn line with the clear obligations under ar
t icle 14 [relating to prima

	

	 atiOtiledr 

every State party is under a duty to present to the con
•riTiittCe a plan of action

[which must cover all of the actions necessary in order to secure each of the requis-
ite conipOtlent parts of the right and must be sufficiently detailed so as to ensure
the comprehensive realiratiun of the right. Participation of all sections of civil
society in the drawing up of the plan is vital and some means of periodically

esseritiall This obligation
reviewing progress and ensuring accountability arc 
needs to he scrupulously observed in view of the fact that in developing countries,
130 million children of school age are currently estimated to be without access to

primary educat ion , of whom about two thirds are girls.t

Jilt as many States, particularly those from Asia
The Article is importa	

and

t poorly in education-105 Although there is increasing
Africa continue to inves 
emphasis on compulsory primary education, many children for economic or

social reasons arc forced to remain illiterate. The pros isions of Article 28 are
complemented by Article 29. The Cornmittoc on the Rights of tire Child

recently noted in its first General Comment that:

Article 29(1) is not only conrplcrncuitillg the right to education recognised in
article 28 by a qualitative d:nicnsiuii svhiic)i reflects the rights and inherent dignity
of rhc child; it also inskis upon the occd for education to be child centred,

clsild-Iricr.clly and empowering; iii d 
it highlights the need for educational

processes to he based upon the very pniisciPl which are recognised ni article
29(1). 1 lie education to wInch every child has a right is one designed to pros ide
the child with life skills, to sircngthcn the childs capacity to cnjo) the full range

of hiima n rights and to promote a culrure which is 
i nfused by appropi ate human

103 
ICLSCR General Comment ii, 1'!as of Action for Prima Ldiic,ilion (.4tu Ic

74) Cc 'ma1

Comment No Ii (10/05/991 (FJC. 
I I 999/41; CESCR General Comumirni 13, FOe RigOr to

FdiueJ000 
(Article 13) General Cornirmert No. 13 (S112199) (FJC.17Jl999°)

i0 ArtiCle 14. pars 3.
ii Sc, I IRCP, State of Humor RiJnru is Pais(J ' i 	 I 99S (Lihoto I IRCI') 1999, pp. 6-15.
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rights values.. The goal is to empower the child, through developing his or her

skills, learning and other capacities, human dignity, sell-esteem and self-

confidence Education' in this context goes far beyond formal schooling to
embrace the broad range of life experiences and learning processes which enable
children, whether individually or colkctivcly, to develop their personalities, talents

and abilities and to live a full and satisfying life within society)06

Article 30 is based on Article 27 of the ICCPR. It deals with the rights of

minority children. It has attracted criticisms similar to those relating to Article

27: there is no definition of minorities' or persons of indigenous origins; the
Article itself is drafted in a negative manner; and it is party to the same short-

comings that attach to Article 27.

Criminal justice rights

A number of the provisions within Article 40 draw inspiration from the

Beijing Rules. Aspects of the Beijing Rules have developed into recognised
rules of criminal law within domestic jurisdictions of States; there are, how-

ever, many others which do not have any such binding effect and belong to the

regime of 'soft law'. 107 These 'soft laws' however, can prove significant in the

development of norms of customary international law or binding treaty law.

Article 40 caters for wide diversity in Penal systems. Some States have juvenile

courts - separate regimes of administering offences conducted by children -

whereas others treat children in more or less the same manner as adults)08

The Article confirms many principles including the principle of non-

retroactivity of penal law, ' 09 presumption of innocence,"' being informed

promptly of charges,'' the matter being decided promptly by a competent,

independent and impartial authority' t2 and non-compulsion of confession.' 13

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONVENTION' 14

The second part of the Convention, dealing with its implementation, is
provided for in Articles 42-45. Supervision of theConvention is conducted by

106 Article 29111: The Aims of Education 08/0112001. CRC General comment 1.
107 See above Chapter I.
06 Van Bueren abine is. 1, at p. 179-190.

Article 40(2)(j).
110 Article 40,2)0l1i(_
° Article 40()(ii).

112 Article 40(2)(U).
Article 40(2)(ivb

1 I M OFlahtrtv, Hunan Rights and the UN: Practice before the Trc,;hl BnJica (London: Sweet
and MaNIvell) 1996, p 196; C.R Cohen, S.N. Hart and S.M. Kolu1e, Monitoring the Uncd
Nations Convention on the Right of ihc Child: the Challenge of Informat i on Mamigenienc' IS
J-IRQ (1996) 439.
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a t
en-member Committee called the Corill1littee on the Rights of the Child.' '

The members of the Committee are drawn from Stares which arc parties to the

treaty. Members sce in their individual capacity. ' t6 They are 'of high moral

standing and of recognised Competence in the field'.' Each members term of

office is for four years, with the possibility of re-election'
. The only inecha

nism for implementatio n of the Convention is through a system of periodic

reports submitted by States parties.
Under Article 44 the Committee is obliged to

 forward a biannual report of

its activities to the General Assembly via ECOSOC-' 19 The Committee started

with one session for the year; however, with the growing number of States, it

soon became evident that this would be inst flicient. Since 
1995 three sessions

per year have been the standard, these sessions being held in January,

May—June and Sep t enihcr_C)ct0l) in Geneva. Each of the sessions lasts for

three working weeks and i.folloved by a meeting of one week's duration of

a working group to prepare for the next session.
Tile Convention requires the reports to be suhmitted within two years of a
h 

State's entry and t hereafter every five years. ' 2 ° According to Article 44(7.),

reports submitted by States 'shall indicate factors and difficulties, if 
any,

affecting the degree of fulfilment of the obligations' of the provisions within

the Convention. Reports are also aimed at providing adequate information of
an analysis of the Convention's implementation. The first meeting of the

Committee was held in 1991, and the scrutiny of reports started in 1993.

During its sessions 1991-1992, the Committee concerned itself with practical

issues such as drafting provisional rules of procedure and reporting guidelines.
121

The first periodic report was examined in October 1997. 
Iii order to improve guidance on initial reports by State parties, the

Committee has issued guidelines regarding the form and content of these

mepon ts. These guidelines aim to provide a clear indication of the nature and

depth of information required, and also to impose sotime degree of unifortin 
ty

oil the production of reports. 
123 The Committee has also produced guidelines

Iii AriiJc '13. An Aismcitdiiieiii tO )iicrr.lte the 1 ,,ibcr of mite c r,rnrtce no rightecis ws 3ipicd

by rise General Aociribly - GA Res 501155 Fcbrii3i 1996. The at etdrnriit requires acLcpraiicc

ola two-third majority, and has as yet not come into nperaiton.

ArtiJc 43(2).
10 Atticic 41(1)
0

7 Anti-lc 41)5)
Ar t icle 44(1).

111 Comtnincc ott the Rights of the Child, Report of Lite	 Session, CRcJU69.

121 General Guidelines regarding thc for 	 .ind CO-irent of in1il Reports no be Submitted bm

Stares parties under Article 44, paragraph 1(a) of ( he CRC, U Doc- CRCJC/5.

G. tn 5 down, 'The Reponing Procedui ur.der the Conventio n on the Rights of the Child in

P. Alston and J. Crass ford (ed.), The rumii,e of UN fi t io,i Rights Tre:y Mo,titOriT& (Ca nibridyte

Cambridge Univcrsi1 Pint) 2000, 113-123 a: p. 114.
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on periodic reports. '24 In accordance with the provisions of the Convention,
the Committee has asked governments to publish their reports within their

own countries. 115 It has also been suggested by the guidelines that summary
records of a State party's dialogue with the CRC, alongside the concluding
observations, be published. The guidelines recommend a thematic approach
for the reports adopting the following structure. Information should he
provided with regard to the implementation of the following:

• General measures of implementation (Articles 4, 42 and 44(6)).
• Definition of the child (Article 1).
• General principles (Articles 2, 3, 6 and 12).
• Civil rights and freedoms (Articles 4, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 37(a)).
• Family environment and alternative care (Articles 5, 18(1), 18(2), 9, 10,

27(4), 20, 21, 11, 19 and 25).
• Basic health and welfare (Articles 6(2), 23, 24, 26, 18(3), 27(1), 27(2)

and 27(3)).
• Education, leisure and cultural activities (Articles 28, 29 and 31).
• Special measures of protection (Articles 22, 38, 39, 40, 37(b), 37(c),

37(d), 37(a), 39, 32, 33, 34, 36, 35 and 30).

The guidelines highlight four underlying principles in relation to compliance
and scrutiny of the Convention rights. These concern non-discrimination
(Article 2); the best interest of the child (Article 3); the right to life survival
and development (Article 6); and the right of children to participate in
decisions affecting them (Article 12). In considering any issue these
underlying factors must be central and relied upon. The Articles categorised
in one band do not fall neatly in any single aspect of the rights of the child.
Such a categorisation, howee4 places emphasis upon the integration of civil
and polifia1 rights with those of social, economical and cultural rights -
and the reaffirmation of the indivisibility of these sets of rights.

At the end of each session f the Committee, one weck is allocated to
consideration of the questions to be addressed to the States parties due to
appear inthe next session. A working group from among the Committee is
established for the purpose of identifying areas within the report which raise
concern or need further clarification. This pre-sessional working group meets
in private; no government representatives are allowed to attend and no public
record of the discussion is produced. NGOs are, however, invited to attend
the pre-sessional working group With the input of NGOs and other UN
agencies, the Committee writes its list of issues to be presented to the relevant

24 General Guidelines regarding the form and Consent of Periodic Reports to he Suhmirtcd by
States parties under Article 44, para 1(b) of the CRC, UN Doe. CRC/C/58.
125 Az-tick 44(6).
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governrnciit. j1 A list of issues for transmission to the State parties is compiled

with a request for written replies to be considered together with the issues

drawn up by members serving as 'country rapporteurs'. 127 In addition, other

sources of information derived from NGOs and agencies such as the ILO,

UNICEF and the UNI (CR are collated.

A State report once submitted is likely to be considered by the Corunsittec

within IS months of submission, although it is difficult to predict at which

session the report will be receiving consideration. A three-hour plenary session

is allocated to each country report. At the plenary session the governmental

representative appears before tire Committee. At these sessions NGO repre-

scOratives arc invited to present their comments on the country reports and to

iden t ify major areas of concern. Those NGOs who wish to tnhke submissions

to the working grotip should inform the working group in advance and must

provide evidence of the relevance of their i n t ervention and interest.

Reports are considered in public sessions and arc introduced by the State

Representative. The proceedings of the Committee arc based on the categor-

isation as provided within the Convention guidelines. ihe discussion on each

of the categories is introduced by the comments of the State representative,

followed by questions and coltlmcrIts of members and concluded by responses

of the State representative. At the end of the consideration, the Comnucc

members summarise their observations and make suggestions and recomrncn-

dations. 1he State representative may make a final statement and provide a

response to the Committee's observations.
After the eortpletion of its review of the report, the Committee produces

concluding observations in which the Committee presents its opinion on the

adequacy or inadequacy of the report, positive as well as negative features of

the report, and considers any possible difficulties of implementation. The

Committee also puts forward the issues which it perceives to be a matter of

concern and ends with suggestions and reconinicndations. The concluding

observations are issued at the end of each session in the form of public

ducunrerits and are included in the bianinial teliort to the United Nations

Gcncr,il Assembly These concludnig observat )trs arc also transmitted to UN

sjrccialised agencies such as UNICEF.

S-re H. Gullets and N. Morrow, '1rrrrraion.il Civd Soicty in Iritum.trionil Lon: Ili- Gr,ndr

of NGC) F' j r tici m nitiots 3 N-.c	 Ac!,,rs a;d 1,,'ern.ilioini! lou (200!) 7	 j). 35.

There are signficaio l:ejrcurts derived from (his priiCdLJC. \\ii }i mh NG() iip.:z ihc

Committee ri ciii hers become much more aware of the actual sr'., nit. 1 (mc (Jim rim iii cc tie mhc r

can Also raisc concrete issues and cririciscs the nmisinummriiiauon within Stair reports. Co',crnmrmim

reports arc often cak in terms of measures of irirpleimienmirig the Commvcirmiaa rights and tIme
Committee is bencr placed to show their cormceriis in i t s concluding observations The NGO.

produced alterniuve reports underlines iliii wc.i(. nessjr, the oiimci.mi position. The encouragement
....h...r ,l,,, 1 -r, ri, r report on bclm.rlf of the N ii imi.,l NCO body as whole. The con-
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INNOVATIVE FEATURES AND OTHER INITIATIVES

Iii comparison to other reporting treaty-based procedures, the NGOs have
a more prominent and formally acknowledged role to play. According to
Article 45, the specialised agcncics, the United Nations Cht!drcn's Fund, and
other United Nations organs are entitled to he represented at the consider-
ation of the State reports. Thus, for example, when consideration is given
to provisions related to employment or labour, the ILO can attend the
proceedings of the Committee as of right. The Article also authorises
the Committee to request submission of reports from the UN Children's
Fund (UNICEF) and other UN bodies on areas falling within the scope of
their activities. It can also invite these and other expert bodies (which
implicitly includes the NGOs) to provide expert advice on areas falling
within their respective mandates)" The Committee can consult, for
example, the ILO on issues arising out of child labour in a particular State.
This is a unique provision among human rights instruments and the
Committee has responded by inviting NGOs to submit alternative reports
which provide the Committee with a fuller and more critical analysis of the
state of children's rights in a country.

The Convention also provides for NGOs to have a function, which is
reflected in the rules of the procedure. The Committee has made use of the
formal position of NGOs, as important providers of information. NGOs
have also established a Group for the Convention on the Rights of the
Child, with a full-tirre Geneva based co-ordinator facilitating the flow of
information to the Committee and encouraging NGO contributions at the
international and national level. This allows for a more effective contribu-
tion to the work of the Convention. Article 45(b) authorises the Committee
to transmit at a State's request 'technical advice or assistance' to 'the
specialised agencies-,UNICEF, and other competent bodies'. The objective is
to enable those States which are having difficulties in implementing the
Convention to have access to and support from all the relevant competent
bodies. In accordance with Article 45(c), the Committee may recommend to
the General Assembly that it request the Secretary-General to undertake
studies relevant to issues concerning child rights on its behalf. Article 45(d)
allows the Committee to make suggestions and general recommendations
based on information received through Articles 44 and 45. These sugges-
tions and general recommendations are transmitted to the Stare party
concerned and to the General Assembly.

The Committee has also adopted a number of initiatives. For some years
now, for instance, the Committee has devoted one day cvcrv year to a general

Ankle 45(a)(b); Cohen, above n. 4, at p. 146.
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discussion of a specific issue. Rule 75 of the Rules of procedure sanctions such

art activity. It provides:

iii order to enhance a deeper understa nd i ng of the content ii Ird imp1 CanOns of [Ile

Convciuion, t he Co;irnrittcc nra) devote one or more iircctings of its regular

SCSS1OflS to a general discussion on one specific article of the Convention or related

S U bicCt.

This provision has been used to set aside a series of 'Days of General

Discussion' on a range of topics. 130 The first such discussion took place in

1992 on the subject of children in armed conflict; the second in 1993 related

to the economic exploitation of Children; the third in 1994 focused on the

role of the faniilv. In 1998 the Conrmirtcc dcvtjlcd a day to discuss 'Children

living in a world with HIV/AIDS'. The next days of general discussion were

dedicated to State violence against children (2000) and violence against chil-

dren within the family and in schools (2001). These discussions are attended

by members of the Coniriuttec, NGOs and international organisations. They

have been very useful in reaching a greater appreciation of the 'role of the

Committee and in providing a forum of consideration and debate. Such

debate may also influence international State practice and lead to the formu-

lation of new standards regarding the Rights of the Child. Days of general

d i scussion are normally announced in the report of the session immediately

preceding that in which it is proposed they occur. The announcement may he

accompanied by a paper by the Committee on the topic. 131 All those who are

interested and concerned arc invited to make written representations to the

Co in mit tee.
Members of tire Cotiunittee have also undenaken missions to various

counrries. 1hrese missions allow members of the Committee to consider and

discuss issues arising out of the implementation of the Convention with tire

representative of the State, relevant organisations and NGOs. Traditionally

all the Committee menrmhcrs have been able to participate on these missions.

I lowever, for the future, it is more likely that  a scicc red group of mcii hems )-vill

be on each of these trips. 132

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the rita i i > positives enietgirg from the work of tire Corirmi tree there

are concernS amid theme reimi.iinS siiriIIC.iIIt room (or intprovcruerrr. One of [Ile

outstanding concerns is the volume of work svluch the Conninrittee is having to

12' Ruks of Procedure of lire Comniimrcc oil ilme Rights of the Child, Rule 73, UN Doc. CRC/Cit

I' OtI.ihrrmy, those ii. 114, at p. 196.

Ibid.
III Ibid. p. 191.
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deal with. The United Nations has agreed to provide further resources to the
Committee. Fivc new posts have been created providing additional support to
The Cornirurrec. It has also been proposed that the Committee's membership
be increased to eighteen. In terms of substance of the State reports, many of
the concerns that are reflective of other treat ) bodies, for example the mad-
equacv, insufficient information, etc. is reflected in the observations of this
Committee. With its enormous workload over the last decade, the Committee
is increasingly under pressure, There is currentl y a backlog of reports.
However, if the reports are being produced on time, it is inevitable Thar a delay
in their consideration will take place. This will, in turn, lead to a situation
where, by the lime of their consideration the reports may be outdated.

Another concern regarding the Committee's consideration of the reports has
been the inadequate attention given to some sets of rights. These include
Articles 13-16 (freedom of expression, religion, conscience and thought, and
privacy) and Article 23 (disability). It is important that the Committee pays
attention to all the rights equally. On a procedural matter, the pre-sessional
working groups have proved very useful. They allow for NGO input and for
effective scrutiny. Even in this regard, however, there are some negative points.
After a lengthy session of the Committee, members are often exhausted and
frequently too few are present. The Committee members tend to show a rela-
tive lack of interest in these sessions, which is disappointing for the NGOs.

Having considered some of the weaknesses and limitations of the work of
the Committee, the overall contribution of the Committee and the Convention
must not be overlooked. The Convention has proved to be a stimulant to
almost every State in the world-to improve the position of children within its
jurisdiction. As we have noted, serious disagreements remain on the scope and
nature of many of the rights contained in the Convention. At the same time
there is a fundamental recognition that the international community must act
in the best interest of the child and must ensure his welfare, and respect his
innocence and integrity.
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TORTURE AS CRIME IN

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND
THE RIGHTS OF TORTURE

VICTIMS'

INTRODUCTION

One ot the most atrocious violations against human dignity is the act of torture,

the result of which destro ys the dignity and impairs the capability of victims to

continue their lives and their activities.2

Throughout this hook we have made references to the offences of torture,

and inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment. A detailed con-
sideration of the crime of torture and the rights of torture victims is
therefore a fitting subject for this penultimate chapter. Actions amounting

to torture unfortunately go back as far as human history itself, having been

practised in all societies since LitHe immemorial. 3 A historical legal analysis

depicts a melancholy picture of the antiquity of this crime. During the

twentieth century, torture was conducted in various forms. The two world

wars provide tragic examples of torture being conducted during military

operations as vcll as iii non-armed conflicts against ordinary civilians.

N. S. Rod icy, lie T'cj from! of lri;a.'i mrs in Jo rc-r,rat,o ' ia! Iou, 2nd cdii (Oxford: CIa ten do in

Psess) 1999, A. 1toulcshaa, The UN Cortnernrion on Tor:urc and J'eospe:ta for Enforceriierit (The

1 lagric: Martinius Ni;hofi T'UhIISLaIS) 1999; J . I Tcriran Etugers and 1-1. l).mnclius, The United

Nations Cornveritiosn ag.iinSt lorure: A Handbook on ziw Contention against Tortii ad Other

(JOCI, t,ihunran OT i!,jg T ) d i i I, t''rcrit or I(i ,'I iSIflrnCOI I11e I l,iiuc: MS iii ILIS N iihof(
I'ubiishrsi 1988; D.J. F I,irrk, (oe5 ri.! Aiate,snli on J,itc,,ijtio.'iJ( Lout, 5th cdii (Icicidoir: Sweet

and Ma vwril) 199S, pp. 710-761.
United Nations, Vir,rtra Dechi '.0,00 and Progrontme of Action (New York United Nxions

Department (il Public Information) 1993 pars 55 (p1 TI).
On the historical analysis of acts of torture involving genocide see J. Relirnran, Weaknesses in the

intcrinatnonji Protection of Minority Rights (1 he 1 lague: Kluwcr Lass lnntcrrtanional) 2000, pp. S 1-54.
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'un-c the end of the Second \Vor]d War, I bet c have been Ifl.iii grtiC(. iC

cts of crture. It is also a clinic that is csirrcatly prariced on a rcguia

 Stmany a:cs o tf hc	 0r !d.4

Torture is an offence against human dignity and is rightly regarded is a

time  against lturnanity. t Since the establishment of the United Nations in

I	 significant efforts av e been made to cradcate acts of torture The

lcguc of in ternational provisions condemning torture is so extensive th.t it

would be impoSsilc!C to give a comprehensive list here. There is currently an

isv of in t ernational documents prohibiting and condemning ails i ll the

n.sture of torture. Among general huniait rights instruments torture, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment s prohibited by the UDHR, 6 the

IC-CM" and by the three regional lrurtt.n rights mechanisms- 5 The inter-

ration	 nal ruacluery in die fight against those conducting torture has been

supplemented by a variety of related instruments. The whole thrust of

international humanitarian law is to attempt (in so far as is possible) to reduce

pain, suffering and torture during international warfare and internal con-

flicts. 9 Specific human rights instruments dealing with litter a!ia genocide,'°

slavery and the slave trade,1 I racial discrimination,t 2 apartheid, t3 children,

Boulribaa, above n. 1, at p. 99.
The Statute of the lrutcrr,ational Criminal Court incorporates Torture as a crime against

humanity'. See Article 7(1 ((1). It defines torture as the intentional irilliction of severe pain or
suffering, whether physical or mental, tr1an a person ill the custody or under the control of
the accused; except that torture shall not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in
or incidental to, lawful sanc-tions' Atticle 7(2)(e). 	 -
6 Article S provides that No one shall he subjected to tore or to cruel, inhuman or degrad-

ing trearment or punishment.
According to Article 7 No one shall he suliiected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or dcgrad-
LZCaSIOCFIL or puttishmert. In part;cular, no one shaii be ich 1 evied ss ithout his Ice consent no

medical or cicntific experimerniatiofl'. The 1 (oman Rights Committee has established a substam
rial iurisprudence on this subject. See above Chapter 4.

Article 3 ECHR (15301 see abose Chapter 6; Article 5 ACIIR (19691 see abuse Chapter S;
Article S AFCHPR (1981) see above Chapter 9.

See the Geneva Conventions and she Protocols to these Conventions. In paritcular note the
Common Article 3 of the Conventions.

Cons crition on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, adopted 9 December
1948. Entered into force 12 January 1951. 78 U.N.T.S 27. Considered abose Chapter 11.
it The Supplementary Convention on the Abolnsicn of Savery, Slate Trade, and Institutiors
of Slat cry and Practices Similar to Slaver y (1956 1. Ado pled by a Confercrce ci

Plenipotentiarics cons ened b y ECOSOC Resolsiriern SC'S (XX1) 90 April 1956, Geneva

7 September 1956.
0 lnrertsatioitirl Convention on the Elimination of All FormS of Racial Dkcrnnsinatioli (the Race

Contention). Sec above Chapter 10.
ntettianional Cons citnion on the Suppression and punt5hmcnt of the Crime of Apartheid

(1973) GA Res. 3068 (XXVIII). Adopted 30 November 193. Entered into force IS July 1976;
lOIS U.hJ.T.S. 244.
4 Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) Article 37: see above Chapter 14.
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' 6 have also condemned acts of torture and violence. Vc
Women 15 and refugees 
have already noted that the Carom 155!Ofl on I luriti ii Rights set up a working

group art Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances in 1980) In 1982 a UN
Special Rapporteur was appointed on Arbitrary Executions followed by the

(iN Special RapporteUr oil 	 in I 935)5
In addition to the aforementioned instruments and mechanisms the United

Nations, as this chapter will consider in detail, has established a binding treaty

which deals exclusively with the subject of torture, cruel, inhuman or degrad-
ing treatment or punishment. This United Nations Convention, known as the

UN Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading

Treatment or Punishment was adopted on 10 December 1984. 19 The adoption

Of the treaty at the universal level provided the impetus for other regional

treaties concentrating on torture. In December 1985, the General Assembly of

the OAS adopted the Inter-American Convention to Prevent and Punish

Torture, 20 and in 1987 the European Convention for the Prevention of

Torture and Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment was approved

by the Council of Europe. 21

The existing prohibitions in treaty law on the subject are strengthened by
international customary laws. fit earlier chapter we considered that

treaties provide evidence of State practice. An oversvheltiiing acceptance of

a treaty may lead to the formation of customary international law,-which

would he binding on all States. In the case of torture, the substantial number

of ratifications to the treaties concerned with prohibiting torture (combined

with the fact that neither the ICCPR nor any of the regional human rights
treaties allow any derogations from those articles that deal with the prohib-

ition 0 f torture) provides persuasive evidence that the norm is binding lit

i nternational law. Furthermore it can also be argued that the prohibition on

15 Tire UN Gciieri Ascciiibly's Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against \Vorncii

(1993); t he l0rrr-Aiiicacin Convention on the l'rrvriitiofl, Punisilirictit and Eradication of

Violence ag.i iii 'c s.oiricii. Sec above Chapter 13.
6 Convention Relating to the Stanic of Refugees. Signed 28 July 1951; entered into forcc

22 April 1954; 189 tJ.N.T.S. 150.

See shove Chapter 2.
See discussion  itt ( tic cha p(er.

19 Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession on 10 December 1 934 by GA

Res, 39/46, 39 UN GAOR, Supp. Nit. 51, UN I)oc. ,V39/51, at 197 (1984). Entry into force

2, lone 1937. 1465 IJ.Nl.S. 85; 23 I.L.M. (1985) 535.

Signed 9 1)ei:eiiil'ci 1935. E0tcrcd rita force ZS cl ' ivaiy 1987 OAA. LS.6/, GA Doc/Scr.l',

A(/duc. 2023/35 rev.1 1986) pr .16 . 54, 25 11-M. (1956) 519. Sec F Kapl.in, 'Cornir.iting Intca

Airrcricarr Crriivi'iir;i ' ri to l'cecctrt a iii Purdsh l(irnirre' 25 flroo(iyrr JiurrrrrJ! a! J,,tcr,r,rtzorra! I Cr6'

(I 9S9) 399; 5. I)ir idsoir, 'No Mote Broken }tJis or Minds: The Dcfnnritiotr and Control of

orriire iii the Late 1wcnrictii Century' 6 Gi,rt,biirv Las Revieio (1995) 25.

21 European Conceit (Oft for the Pre vention of Torture and Inhuman or 1)cgradi iig Treatment or

l'iirrkiiirrerrt. i: IS 126, cniered into force Febru.trv I 1939.
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torture is a norm of jus cogn., a norm from which no derogation is
penn issih!c.22

StarestCS arc Son rid under in tern2t ona I law not only to refrain from 101 tu r rig
their citizens and other residents, but also to punish those involved in

coinrittini' this act. Having made tins universally accepted statement, there

irs'ertheless remain a number of controversial issues. First, while consensus

eXIStS On [he prohibition of torture, there are disagreements over the meaning

arid scope of the term torture ' . Secondly, thcrc are dfIcult15 in identifying
the nature of prohibitions iri ' nlVCrl in treatment or punishment that is cruel,
inhurnar: or degrading. Societies as well as individuals dtffcr it) their percep-

tions. Thus, sonic societies view ccr1nn punishinemits as cruel, inhuman or

egradrig is hereas others rigs rd them as fair and just tmmeans of retribution."

Issues cfcultural relativism are directly relevant to this debate.-24 Thirdly, there
arc difficulties in implementing a id enforcing the prohibition of torture. As

this chapter elimborazes, whlc the UN Convention anainst Torture provides

for iinp]ernenration mechanisms, there are a number of limitations and

weaknesses in the systems which need to he explored.

THE CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE (TORTURE

CON V EN TI ON)

The Convention against Torture is the product of a sustained campaign to

respond to growing instances of torture and violence. Many occurrences of

torture including those relating to the treatment of political opponents in the

East Bengal civil war (1970), in Chile (1973) and under regimes of men like

Idi Amin of Uganda (1971-1979) and Francisco Marcias Nguema of

Equatorial Guinea (1969-1979) highlighted the necessity of concerted

international action. Like the Convention on Elimination of All Forms of

Discrimination against Women and the International Convention for the

Elimination of All Forms of Rac i al Discrimination, the Torrure Convention

was proceeded by a Genera! Assembl y Resolution. 25 In 1977 the Commission

Professor 'ilgel Rodicy makes the valid i.nt that 'it is safe to conclude that the prohibition is
one of general interisatiorial law, rrga rdlcss of ii he:hcr a particular state is parts to a treaty cxprsslv
contain:ng the prohibi t ion . Indred, it isia 0 rI be ihzt the same reasons, especially the fact 01 O071.

erogabilimv of the prohibition in the human rihts treaties, permit accrp:ance of the str'v thu he
prohib i tion is itself a noon of jim c('e';s or a pereiilpmory norni of general international Iass.
Rodlv, ahome n. 1, at p. 74. On ihe inean:-e	 'us cr.'cria norms see above Chapter 1.

See the Rporr of the 1982 Working G:oJp, UN Doc. E1CN1198211140 1 19,92) Trt repro-
duced Addaduni UN Doe E/1982112i.AdJ. 1 119821 p. 3. On capital punishment see ;ihove
Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.
' 5,c ,bo-,c introductory chapter. 	 -

toe Drclaratjôo on the Protection of A l ) Pusons from Eking Subruted to Torture and Odor
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Pnishmnemm t adop:d by GA Res. 3452 (XXX)
9 Decc inli cr 1975.
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on 1-lurnan Rights was requested by the General Assenilrly to draft a convcn-

(iOU against torture and other cruel, i nhuman or degrading treatment. These

negotiations in the Commission (and in later stages in the General Assembly)

took place during 1977-1984, Debate centred around a number of areas;

these included the implernenratiois of the Convention, and jurisdictional issues

such as universal jurisdiction. 26 Agreement was particularly difficult to reach

on issues relating to implementation. In March 1984 the drafts of the treaty

were t ransmitted to the General Assembly to finalise the Document. During

much of 1984, the General Assembly worked on the improvement of the text

and to agree on the implementation of the treaty. The Convention was

adopted by the General Assembly on 10 December, 1984 - on the thirty-sixth

anniversary of the adoption of the UDHR. The Convention ca
ttle into oper-

ation in 1987 rind currently has 128 State particS. 1 he Convention is divided

into three sections. Substantive rights arc contained in Article 1-16, imple-

mach inery is pr0	 ditArtic es	 4,ianTlTauses	 g to

25-32. 1 he prearnhi fiTiOTiWiitThn, iiiikcs TI7Te to the United

Nations Charter, 2.8 to Article  of the UDL IR and Article 7 o the JCCPR. It

also refers to the Declaration on the Protection of Al] Persons from Being

Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or

Punishment, adopted by the General Assembly. 
29

Provisions contained in the convention

Article 2	 Obligation on States to take cufccnvc legislative, administrative,

judicial or other lileasurcs to prevent acts of torture

Article .3	 Obligation on States not to return or expel people to countries where

they may be sub j ected to torture

Article 4	 Obligation upon States to criminalise all acts (and attempted acts) of

torture with appropriately severe pun i sliroents

Article 5	 Oblig.irion upon States to estl bl i sl i jurisd i ction over the offcnccc of

torture

Article 6	 Obligation to take into custody alleged torturers

Article 7	 Obligation to extradite or tr y alleged ofleiiders

Article S	 Obligation to ensure tha cxtraditiori is available for torturers

0. AM Ii. I'cirii'c3rd, Arri.Ic 5' iii C. AIIre,lcsiri and A. lute eIi, The U "riersa! !),'c(arJliO':

/ 1,iirii Rihrs: A (:,r,,,,,io'i •Si,iJ,r! [ AcI,ie,c,'iefl( ('111C it	 klirvrr law iincriianioiial)

1999, 12I-14(at P . ISO.

It his )ern corrcciy poincd out dcii our of six l,uiiiari cigtiis crc.iucs with an iinplriirriitiiig

biuly, the 1orrure Convcniion has rcceiscd the Ic,isr rstil,catioisS cleat fir. l'ersncglrd, Ibid. at

p. 130. For deraits of Stares part/ct see Apvirdix II.
t'sri/esilarly Aitick 35.

21 Adopcd by General Assembly resrilni/on 3452 (XXXI i ii9 t)cciribcr 1975.
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Artide 9	 Obligation to anord assistance in connrction with Crisr sal recdies
in rcspct of rorrure, including supp1y of evidence

Ar:;cle 10 Obaroa :0 ensUre cducatinn and inforni,sticn regarding Ire
prohibition against rorfilte

.\r:ic Ic 11 Obliga non to keep tinder res cv, interroatina rues a rid pracr Crrs for

the csrody and treatment of persons suhected to airy form of arrest,
detention or mr, .-isonnsenr, to prevent torrure

Article 12	 Obligation to proceed to i pro;npt and impartial isivcsriga:icsi in
cases of tO[flirc

Article 13 Obligation to ensure the rights of torture victims (including the right
to corriplairl and have their case hrrd b y competent authorities)

Article 14 Obligation to provide reused cs
Article 15 Obligation to exclude evidence obtained through tort arc
Article 16 Obligatio'n to prrvcilt acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment

or punishment (riot amounting to ton nit c)

Defining the concept of 'torture', 'cruel' 'inhuman' or degrading treatment' or
'pu iii s hmen t'

A preliminary issue relates to the mcii sing of the terms of ' torture', 'croci',
'inhuman' 'or 'degrading treatment' or 'punishment'. At the very outset of our

survey oldie Torture Convention, there appears to he a discrepancy; while the

Convention defines 'torture', there is no detailed exposition of the terms

'cruel', 'inhuman' 'degrading treatment or punishment'. The Convention

;

def * n torture as follows:

or the purposes of this Convention, the term 'torture' means any act by which
severe pain or suffering, whether physical or rnetstal, is intentionally inflicted on
a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information
o a confe&sion, punishing bins for an act he or a third person has committed or
is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third
person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain
or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or With the consent or acquies-
cence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not
include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful
sanctions •30

,A number of issues emerge from this definition. First, the Convention defines

and envisages 'torture' as a product of an 'act'. Could an omission with

equally serious consequences amount to torture? While the matter was

debated during the drafting of the convention, no clear position seemsseenis to
has e been established. it is submitted that onlissiotrs if intentionally con

ducted (for example, denial of food to prisoners) amount to torture. There is

Article 1(1(.
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evidence to support this argument from case law emergent from human

rights bodies. 31
Similarly to the debate on the scope of 'an act', controversy surrounds the

meatung of 'severe'. During the drafting stages several proposals were made

in order to delete the term from the defiriition. 3 It was however retained, with

some States expressing the view that pain or sufferin g must attain a certain

threshold before it could amount to torture. 33 There are other [imitations in

the definition of torture as well. Pain arid suffering must be inflicted inten-

tionally and for the purposes listed in Article 1(1) to constitute torture. Pain

and suffering administered as a 'lawful sanction' does not conic within the

definition of torture, although it may lead to 'cruel, inhuman or degrading

treatment or punishment')4
The ambit of torture is limited to when this activity is conducted 'by or at

the instigation of' or 'with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or

other person acting in an official capacity'. This definition only covers torture
conducted by public officials (for example, police or other agencies estab-

lished by the State). The public officials also include paramilitary organisa-

dons, vigilantes or death-squads. Torture may also be inflicted by private

individuals provided they act on the instigation of, or with consent or acqui-

escence of State officials. The definition is, however, restrictive in that it
excludes acts of torture conducted by non-State actors and private individuals

against other individuals or State officials. This appears to be an unfortunate

limitation as many instances of torture can be found where the act of torture

is committed by non-State actors or private individuals.
The definition provided in Article 1 also raises the issue of the scope of the

crime. The obvious intention of the Article is to protect the detainees in

the custody of law enforcement agencies or security forces etc. The question

has been raised as to the scope of torture outside of places of detention, for

example, in public schools etc.35 Andrew Byrnes, in suggesting a broader

In Denmark, Nor..I); Sweden s. Greece, chc.Europen Commission on Human Rights held that
'chc failure of the Covcnmeni of Grcccc to provide food, scarer, hearing in wirucr, proper washing
fac ilities, clothing, medical and dciical care to prisoners ciinctirures an acr" of torture in violation
of article 3 of ECHR. See the Greek Caie Yearbook XLI (1969) 1. Also s ee L)rrrmJrt, NoncJy.

Sweden v. Greece, 12 YB 1 (1969). Also see Loirideu v. Turkey (Preliminary Obiections),JUdgmCnr
C, 

f 23 March 1995, Series A, No. 310, pars 62.
u 5cr the Report prepared by the Secretariat on the fifth UN Congress oil the Pie' 	 of

Critic of lorture and the Treatrirenc of Offenders (1975) p. 35.
See rhe surcirriary pr aced by the Srcrccarr Gcnerl in accordance ivich the Comnus.ori

R so I j (con 19 (XXXIV I corn ri ci rcg ri:e co rnnierr n received from pci vccn:ct C itt on thc 1) c ft

Articles of the Convention on lornirre, Corrrnnisscon on Hvrnrs Rights, i hcrty . frfth session.

Doc.EJCN/1314/Add.1119791 P. 2.
See Harris, above n. 1, at p. 715.
A.	 .rncs, 'The Cnr.rrrcd-cee A.rir.s: Torture' in P Alston (ed.), The (jnj	 \',l?roro and

H:r,rr.;ri Rights: A Critical .4pprait.zt (Oxford: Clarendon Press) 1992, 509-545 at p. 515
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approach, notes the possible .spp!icatiori of torture to institutions which are

per se not regarded as places of detention, for example St.uc-run hospitals,

offices and schools.36
Havir.g pointed to the complexities in the definition of torture, the next

issue concerns distinguishing torture Irons other forms of ill-treatrne:ie. These

distinctions have been scrutinised by some human ri ghts bodics more closely

than others (see, for exam pie, thc LCI IR as opposed to she ICCPR). Under the

lorture Convention, while States are under an obligation to prevent acts

amounting to cruel, inhuman, degrading treatment or punishment, the dis-

tinction is of significance 5151CC certain provisions can apply only to torture

(sec for example Article 20). A number of important provisions are only appli-

cable when the offences attain the threshold of torture. These provisions are

contained in Articles 3-9 and 14.

The absence of ternis other than torture has alread y been alluded to; there

is a similar dearth of analysis of these terms in the general corpus of inter-

national human rights law. One strategy adopted by some human tights treaty

bodies is that of avoiding the issues of distinctions altogether. Thus the

Human Rights Committee, the European Committee for the Prevention of

Torture and the Jntcr-Anierican Commission have generally avoided distin-

guishing torture from cruel, inhuman, degrading treatment or punishment.37

This is possibly a result of the varying notions of torture; a generalised treat-

ment of violations of particular articles is often seen as less controversial.

Andrew Byrnes makes the following valid point:

while it is obviously desirable that international bodies concerned with the
prevention and punishment of torture not work at cross purposes, it is also import-

ant to keep in mind that there is no one, standard definitron of torture and other
ill-treatment that applies in every context. What torture' means for the work of

one body will depend on the text, purpose and history of its enabling instrument,

as well as on its own p.ncrice, and the relevant practice of States.38

In the light of these complexities inherent in defining torture, a broad

approach is recommended. it would also be useful for CAT (the Committee

which implements the Torture Convention) to develop its jurisprudence in the

light of related cases from other treaty bodies. The case law of the Human

Rights Committee has been extensive and provides useful guidelines. The

Human Rights Committee has classified physical acts such as punching and

' 	 Ibid. 516.
S. Dav,dtoa, The Civil and Political Rihrs Proccrerl in the Ii er-Amrricrn 1-{umars Rirh:s

Sysrcrn in D. Harris and S. I irlgsmurie Irdal, Th I.,!er-A,,:cr:r:rr .Synen, of H'rjynrrn Rig/ut
(Oxford: Clarendon Press) 1998, 213-288 at p. 230.

A. Byrnes, The Commiirce Against Tonure' in P. Akron (ed.), above n. 35, at p. 5)3.
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kicking, 3 ' forcible standing for hours, 4° electrocution and shocks,4 ' and

enforcement of malnutrition and starvation42 as torture. Other regional

bodies have established that physical beatings, 43 the death penalty, 44

disappearance s , 4 
prolonged periods of detention incommunicado, 46 rape,

putting hoods so as to suffocate the victim; 48 mock burials and mock execu-

tions, 49 amount to torture. It is also firmly established that torture results
not only from physical force, but is also manifested by mental torture and

suffering-

Non-expulsions and torture Convention

Article 2(1) of the Convention places an obligation on States parties to the
Convention to 'take effective legislative, administrative, judicial or other
measures to prevent acts of torture in any territory under its j.irisdiction'.
The obligation is immediate and the emphasis is upon effective measures to
prevent acts of torture. While these provision are directed towards ensuring
that State parties remain under an obligation to ensure effective prevention
of torture within their own respective jurisdictions, complications have sur-
faced where a State decides to expel or extradite individuals to another State

Miguel Angel Estrella Y. Uruguay, Communication No. 7411930 (17 July 1980), UN Doc.

Supp. No. 40 (V38/40) at 150 (1983).
40 Moriana Hernandez Valentini do Bazzano, Lids Maria B,zz.zano Ambrosini, Martha V.;lentini

do Masserj and Jose Luis Massera v. Uruguay, Communication No. RI/S (15 February 1977),

1914 Doe. Supp. No. 40 (A134l40) at 124 (1979).
Alberto Grille Motta v. Uruguay, Communication No. 11/1977 (29 July 1930), UN Doc.

CCPRJCIOPII at 54 (1984).
Raid Send/c Antonaccio V. Uruguay, Communication No. R.14/63 (28 November 1979), UN

Doe. Supp. No. 40 (A/37/40) at 114 (1981); Rostik CS al. Y. Uruguay, Case 9274, Res. No. 11/34,

October 3, 1934, OAS/Sizr.L/V/11.66, doc.10 rev 1, as 121.
See Denmark, Norway, Sweden Y. Greece, 12 YB 1 (1969), 504; Raul Sendie Ant orraccro v.

Uruguay, Communication No. R.14163 (28 November 1979), UN Doc. Supp. No. 40 (A137140)

at 114 (1932), paras 16(2) and 20.
In its 1993 Resolution on Peru (IACI-IR) Annual Report 1993 478, is nosed 'For the hirer

American Commission on 1 lurnan Rights, there is no premium that can be placed upon human
life. The death penalty is a grievous affront o human dignity and its application constitutes cruel,
inhuman and degrading treatment of the individual sentenced to death'.

See Liss.ardi and Rossi Y. Guatemala, Case 10.508, Report No. 25/94, lnter.Arn.C.H.R.,

OE,VSer.IJVIII.88 rev.1 Doe. 9 at 51(1995) at 54.
V'l.tsqi ' e: Rodriguez Case, Judgment of July 29, 1988, InserArn.Ct.H.R. (See. C) No.4 (1983).
Aydin Turkey, Judgment of 25 September 1997, 1997 - VI RiD 1335, pars 86, Caracoles

Comnr:,nizz v Rolwi.t, Case 74S I, Res. No. 30/32, Nlarcls 8, 1982, OAS/Scr.IJV/1l.57, Doe. 6
Rev. 1, at 20 September 1932,  at 36 (1994). and Raquel Marti do Afejia v. Per6. Case 10.970,

Report No. 5/96, lnrer-r\m.C.}1.R., OEAJ5er.IJV/1l.91 Doe. 7 at 157(1996) at 182-8. 	 -

Lo ssto	 El Salvador, Case 10.574, Report No. 5194, Inter . Arn.C.l l.R., OEAISr.l.A'I118'

Doe. 9 res. at 174.
' lS.T,CrJ C. Bol;s .ia, Case No. 7824, Res. No. 33/82, Inter.Am.C.H.R., OA5ISer.tfVfll.57. Doc-

6 Rev. (1953)44
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in the knowledge that upon their return (w their State of resdence or

nationality) they are likely to he subjected to torture. Such expulsions

el non-nationals have been The st:h ) ect of intense debate in general

inter-national law- We have already considered a number of cases where

the i-luntan Rights Committee and the European Commission and European

Court of Human Rights have been confronted with this issue. 40 Article 3 of

the EC:HR has, in particular, led to some striking and exceptional decisions

here iho claimants have successfully relied on the argiunent hat if expelled

Cr extradited they would suffer from torture, or inhuman degrading treat-

ment or punishment2' Article 3 of the Torture Convention, inspired by the

case law of the ECHR, provides that:

(1) No Stare Pa nv shall nvpel, return (rcfouiler') or extradite a person to another
State where there are substantial grounds (Or hel:eving that he woud be in

danger ci bring subjected to torture.
121 For the purpose of determining whether there are such grounds, the compe-

tent authorities shall take into aceeuut all relevant considerations including,
where applicable, the existence in the Siaic concerned of a ons;sie;;t pattern

of gross, flagrant or mass violations of human rights.

Article 3 emphasises the fundamental right of non-refoulement, which is now

considered part of customary international law. 52 Similar provisions can be

found in Article 33 of the 1931 Convention Relating to the Status of the

Refugees. 53 The significance of Article 3 of the Torture Convention is

confirmed firstly by the fact that it has been the subject of regular scrutiny

by the Committee against Torture (CAT) in its consideration of State reports.

Secondly, CAT has thus far produced its only 'General Comment' oil

Article and, thirdl y and most significantly, a majority of cases dealt with by

CAT relate to this particular Article.

An interesting example of the application of Article 3 is provided by Alan

v.Su'i!zer!and. 54 [,-I -,his case the author of the communication, Ismail Alan,

was a Turkish national who had been involved in political activities in

Turkey for the outlawed Marxist-Leninist group KAWA. During 1931-1983

he was detained a number of times during which he claimed to have been

tortured by the Turkish authorities. He was sentenced in 1984 to two and a

half years of imprisonment and was awarded a ten-month Per i od of internal

c Sec .ibii ' e Chii prers 4 sod A

See Si er ri V. L'nne.$ .'. ii,: . . r. J iid gnieir t iii	 J U l t 1989,  5cr CS .5. No. 161; CL'uIal e. Li; IC /

k;n0/oi11, Jiiilgrnent of 15 Ni'ernbcr 1996, 1996-V RJD 1831.
\1. Kjrlririn, Arrik 14' in C. AlireJsson and A. Ede ledsl, ihioc n. 26. 29-295 at P. 285.

- Cu;evciii iii Echo nit iii the Sriiiis of Rfuzs. Signed 28 Jul 193 I: cnrrrcd inn force
22 \ 1ir,l 1954; t59 U. [S. 1 1)
° (soraif Alan v. Su'it:crl.ind. Coniniunicition No. 21/1995, UN Due. CAT/Cl l61D12 Ill 99S
(1996).
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exile for his involvement with the militant organisarion, KAWA. During

19S9 and 1989 he was re-arrested. The author claimed that during this

period he was tortured and his house was searched by the Turkish police. In

1990, after having left the Turkey on a forged passport, Ismail Alan sought
asylum in Switzerland. Despite having produced medical evidence of scars

on his body, the Swiss authorities turned down his application on the basis
that there were too man y inconsistencies in his claim for asylum. Ismail
Alan, relying upon Article 3 of the Convention, then complained to the

Committee against Torture (CAT). The Committee took account of all the

relevant considerations as provided in Article 3(2) of the Convention. 53 It
considered the existing consistent and s ystematic pattern of serious viola-
dons of human rights in Turkey, which'had been confirmed b y its own find-
ings in its enquiry under Article 22 of the Con vention. 56 According to the
Committee, the critical factor in assessing the validity of the claims based

under Article 3 was a determination that the person in question would be in

danger of being subjected to torture upon his return to the country. Specific
grounds must exist establishing that the individual concerned would be at
risk personally. 57 In upholding the author's claim the Committee made the
following observations:

In the instant case, the Committee considers that the author's [Kurdish] ethnic
background, his a!leged political affiliation, his history of detention, and his
internal exile should all be taken into account when determining whether he
would be in danger of being subjected to torture upon his return, The State parry
has pointed out contradictions and inconsistencies in the author's story, bm the
Committee considers that complete accuracy is seldom to be expected by victims
of torture and that such inconsistencies as may exist in the author's presentation
of the facts are not material and do not raise doubts about the general veracity of
the author's claim.53

In its General Comment adopted in 1997, CAT set forth the following
guidelines as useful in determining the valtd;ty of the applicant's claim under
Article 3 of the Convention:

(a) Is the State concerned one in which there is evidence of a consistent
pattern of gross, flagrant or mass viola tions of human rights (see art. 3,
para. 2)?

(h) I-las the author been tortured or maltreated b ' y or at the instigation of or u tb
the consent or acquiecciice of a puhli efI:C!3! or other person a:t;g in :50
ofrteial capacity its the past? Il so, was this the recent pac?

Para 11.2 arid ItS.
Para 11.2; see below on Ar-id 22 procedurn.
Ibid

Pin, 11.3
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(c) Is there medical or other independen t evidence to support a claim by the
2u:hor that l-eishe has been tortured or m trered ; ,, I he p-ct? Has
nurC had aftcre11ccts?

(ii) Ha s the situation relcrred to in (a) above changed Has	 =nftrn:I si:'::or
I: ' rccpr	 of hunts n rights altcrrd

M 1 1.1 s the author engaged in politteal ci other airiu-ity ',6 thin or outtid :hr
Stare concerned which \voJ(c( appear to make hinc'lter particularly vulnerable

to the risk of being placed in danger of torture sere he/site to be expelled,
rercenci] or extradited to ihc State in guestion?

(1) Is -.here any evidence as to thc c:eduhihty of the author?
(e)	 rr there factual t o'lrIctu:ucic- S :n the ciainl of rh	 .iuiihui/ if so, are hey

rcicvsnt9

in another more recent case, A.S v. Srseden, 0 CAT relied on the aforenten-
cioned guidelines to decide in favour of an as y lum cia rn brought by an
Iranian national. The case concerned an Iranian widow, whose husband had

died hiIe performing services für the State. After her husband's death,

although provided with greater tnatcrial support, the complainan t was sub-
jected to a strict Islamic code and was forced into a marriage with one of the

high ranking Ayatollahs. This marriage, the author complained, was

enforced through threats of physical harm to her and to her children. The
author claimed that vltrIe not exp

ected to live with the Ayatollah, she was
used for sexual services whenever required. The author subsequently met a

Christian man and in her attempts to elope with him was apprehended and

allegedly severely beaten and tortured by the police. She was subsequently

successful in leaving Iran and on arrival in Sweden submitted an application
for as y lum. She also submitted that since her departure from Iran she had

been awarded the Islamic sentence for adultery stoning to death) and was

fearful of the exccutionof that sentence were she to be returned. The Swedish

Immigration Board turned down her application for asylum, based on what

they perceived as inconsistencies in the author's claim. On her communica-
tion before CAI', the C	 iiiiiC in upho!din the aurhcrs' claim noted:

Considering that the author's account of events is consistent with the Committee's
knots ledge about the person human righrs situation in Iran, and that the author
has given plausible explanations for her failure or inab:Iiry to provide certain

detaibNNhicll might hav e heri of reevaIicc to the case, the Committee is of the
view thai, in the prevailing c irctirnstances, the State parry has an obligation, in
accordance with article 3 of the Cotivention, to refrain from forcibly returning the
author to Iran or to ice other countr y .'.hcie Sheruns a risk of being expcJkd or
rturtted to Iran!"

' Para 9.
AS. I. Su'cdc,r, Communication No. 1491199. CAT1025D/I4911999 (1999).
Ibid. pra 9.
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Torture and the issues of sovereign immunity and universal 1Ufl5diCtiOfl

The crirninalisation of torture is universally acknowledged and in this regard

our earlier discussion needs to be recalled. Norwichstanditig the prohibition

and criminalisation of torture, two issues of fundamental importance remain

to he considered. First, whether universal jurisdiction to try and punish those

involved in crimes of torture exists. Secondly, to what extent can State or

governmental officials rely upon their position to claim immunity from any

challenges brought by their victims in domestic courts,

International law has struggled to provide definitive answers since both of

these questions affect the very core of the international legal system which is

based upon State sovereignty. Subsequent discussion aims to highlight he

existing tensions through case law, State practice and the treaty provisions of

the UN Convention. A frequently invoked case on the subject is Fildrtiga v.

Pena-lrala. 62 The case concerned a claim of torture brought in the United

States by two Paraguayan refugees against a Paraguayan (former police offi-

cer) who was apprehended in the United Stares. The applicants instituted civil

proceedings for damages against the defendant even though the alleged acts of

torture took place outside the United States. The plaintiffs claimed that the

United States court had jurisdiction to deal with the case under the United

States Judiciary Act 1789. The Act establishes federal court jurisdiction over

'all causes where an alien sues for a tort - . - [committed] in violation of the

law of narions'. 63 The United States Circuit Court of Appeal 
in confirmingconfirming the

United States courts' jurisdiction to try the case noted:

A threshold question on the jurisdictional issue is whether the conduct alleged vio-

lates the law of nations. In the light of the universal condemnation of torture in
numerous international agreements, and the renunciation of torture as art instru-
ment of official policy by virtually all of the nations of the world (in principle if

not in practice) wc find that an act of torture committed by is State officia against

one held in detention violates established norms of international law of hunian

rights and hence the law of nations.

In the Fildrtiga case, although the defendant was a former police officer, any

defences based on acts conducted in an official capacity were disregarded. The

decision in FiltIrtiga, in particular the recognition by the Court that torture is pro-

hibited by customary international law, has been widely welcomed and publi-

cised.65 At the same time the views expressed by  the court must be exptcssed with

a hint of caution for two reasons. Firstly, because the Court was dealing with a

630 F. 2d 876 (1930); 19 ILM 966. US. Circuit Court or Appelt, 2nd Circuit.
" 2S U.S.Ct 1350.
£ Per Circuit Judge, Kaufman.
' Sec J.M. Ellurn and R.G. Seinliardc, 'Federal Jurisdiction over International Human Rights

Claims: The Alien Tort Clams Act after F,Liriia v. P,',ij.Ira!u', 2?. Hjrsa.'J f,rrerrt.ttiOr.2) La,,.'

Jourrt! (19311 53.	 -.
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civil liability (as opposed to criminal liability) action, and secondly because it

does not address the subject of universality of jurisdiction ic the case of torture.

In relation to torture claims, the defence based on sovereign or State immuni

has been ttsted in the English courtS. its Al Adsan: v. Gctcrnn:ent of Kuruait, r -

the plaintiff, who had been tortured by the members of the Kuwaiti Royal

l-am;iv, brought a civil action for damages against the Government of Kuwait

(the first defendant) and individual members of the Royal Jai-i(y (as second,

third and fourth defendants). In dismissing the appeal in so far as it related to

the first defendant, the Court of Appeal relied upon the limitations of State

immunity as provided by she State Immunit y Act 1978.

The enforcement of the Torture Convention a ppea rs to have addressedressed

sortie of these uticert;sintics. The thrust of the Convention against torture is

directed towards any individual committing acts of torture. The holding of

official or public position is, therefore, not an excuse or justification for con-

d net mc; torture. In other words, as Lord Browne-Wilkinson noted III Ice
l'mochct crse, the notion of a continued immunity for ex-heads of States is

inconsistent with the provisions of the Torture Convention' and that torture,

as established by the Con'ention 'cannot he a State function .61

The Convention also sets down jurisdictional principles. Article S in estab-

lishing a multi-jurisdictional system provides that:

1. Each State Party shall take such measures as may be necessary to establish its
jurisdiction over the offences referred to in article 4 in the following cases:

(a) When the offences are committed in any territory under its jurisdiction
or on board a ship or aircraft registered in that State;

(b) When the alleged offender is a national of that State
(c) When the victim is a national of that State if that State considers it

appropriate

56 Rodky notes that the case d:d not deal, however, with the intractable question of \iiCO an
international law prohibition, e ' ri one that requires penal action by States to repress violations,
becomes one that reçciires or f'e:mirs universality of criminal jurisdiction' and that it must be
remembered that Fildrtiga case %% --s one of civil, not criminal law. There is no reason to conclude
that criminal liability would not also be the case, but as yet there is no state practice to endorse
the poinr.Jndced, the chances of e.iablishing such a practice svIl be rare: evidence is hard to come
by in torn'te cases, especially in cases heard outside nbc country whe:c the torture took place'
Rodlee, above n. 1, at pp. 12S-t.:9.

A(.4dun, v. Kuwait (1996) (CA Court of Appeal 12 March 1996, Tf:e T7,,tcs, March 29 1996;
In the proceeding hrciiq;ht by Al-AJsaii acaint the United }iiidom before the Europran Ccit;ri
of Human Ri5hts, the Court recerrlv decided that there us ere no violations of Article 3 and 6 of the
European Convent inn on I lut via a R it;b is. See .4)-A Ia.i,;i v. tinted Kii:Iom 2 1 Noven i her 200 I
No. 55763197(2002)34 E/IRR 11 1.

R. s. Et.a,zs Ex p. rinocher 1.irte (Nun. 1) (HL) 25 Nosember 1998 1995) 3 'AIR 11456;
V. Bow Street Metropolitan 3;ipertdiiry Al agistrarc Es p. Pinoclrrt Ltganr:e (No. 2) (Il LI

Ii January l99 1199912 'ALR 272; R. s. Bow Street Afutropohtun Sripcndi.try Alagis:r.;re Ex
P. Piu-tochet Ug5irte (No. 3) (HL( 24 March 1999 [19991 2 \VLR 827.
69 Ibid. at 114 i-I 15 a-c.
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Under the provisions of Article 5(1) Stares parties are required to esta

criminal jurisdiction in cases of torture where torture is conducted in

erritory;70 relying upon the nationality principle, when the offender

national; 71 relying upon the passive personality principle, where the vi

have the Stare's nationality-72 The provisions in Article 5(1) are reinforce

Article 5(2) according to which '[e]ach State Party shall likewise take

measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over such offe

in cases where the alleged offender is present in any territory under its

diction and it does not extradite him pursuant to Article 8 to any of the S

mentioned in paragraph I of this Article'. Article 5(2) and Article 7 ol

Convention place an obligation upon the State either to extradite the all

torturers or to try them on grounds of universal jurisdiction!3

The existence of the multi-State grounds of jurisdiction as provided ir

Torture Convention have often been equated with 'universal jurisdictio

Such a view, however, remains questionable since in the absence of attai

a status of customary international law the jurisdictional provisions only I

States parties to the treaty. 75 Some commentators have suggested that ux

the Torture Convention the multi-State jurisdiction 'would permit all Sts

including those not parties to it, to prosecute or extradite torturers founi

their territory'. 76 Others however have questioned this approach. Accorc

to Boulesbaa:

The term 'universal jurisdiction' ... does not connote the same technical meanirt
as 'universal jurisdiction' over piracy in which any State may prosecute the pirate
it obtains personal jurisdiction over him regardless of whether it has any cor.nectto
with the crime or the pirate. The multi-State jurisdiction in the Torture Conventio
merely connotes 'a multiplicity of jurisdictions' limited to the State parties of di
Torture Convention which is intended to deny torturers any safe haven in suci
States. It does not include those States not party to the Torture Convention. 77

Boulesbaa' s argument appears persuasive in the light of the recent high pi

file case concerning General Pitiochet. In its second hearing iii the House

Lords, although their Lordships relied upon a range of sources from genes

Article 5(1)(a).
Article S( lhb)
Article 5(l)(c).

' 3 Rodley, above n. 1, at p. 129.
See Burgtrs and Dineliits, above is 1, at p. 132-131; Aceord;ng to I'oiessor Hams, 'lslgrr

ciiily, the Coiv.cntiois grounds for criminal jurisdiction include universalirs 1iirisdition, it i
siifhcient that the alleged offender is present" in its (ccricory for the Coi ' cr,non so arpl
Arsick5(2).' Harris, above n. 1, at pp. 715-716.
71 On treaty provisions as binding in customary intrnacional law see above Chapter 1.
" G.C. Rogers, 'Argentina's Obligations to Prosecute Military Officials for Torture 2G
Col,n1,ia If unran Rights Law Review (19 g 9) pp. 289- 290, rs. 1 54.

Boulesbaa. ahose n. 1, at p. 205.
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ricE ilational law and came to deny a blanket immunity to General Pinochu,

nevcrthcless they lirntted the scope of the offences of torture and conspiracy

to cornrn:t torture to after 3 December 1 9S8 the date '.vhcn the UK incorp-

orated with i n its domestic law the Convention ;trainst Torture. The mnor tv c.1

their lordships recognised that jurisdiction, in so far as United Kingdorii courts

were concerned, was established from the time of the incorporation of the

Convention into UK law. 73 However the issue aIo ra;scd confus:on. Ibus

according to Lord P,rosvn-Wtlkirison

I tjlie pa cogcns nature of internal crone of torture justifies states in taking uni-
versal urisdrction over torture wherevcr connnnintcd. International law provides
ihat cifcnces jus cri ,çcos may he punished by any state because the offenders arc
corrmnn enemies' of all mankind and all nations have an equal interest ill -,heir

apprehension arid prosecution ... In the light of the authorities to which I have
referred (and :(iere are ninny othrrsl I has e no doubt that long before the Tot tore
Convention of 1984 State torture was an international crime in the highest sense.

I Living made these substantial comments, he goes on to say:

until there was some form of universal jurisdiction for the punishment of the
crime of torture could it really he talked about as a fully consri:utcd international
crime. But in my judgment the Torture Convention did provide s\ hat was missing:
a world wide universal jurisdiction. Further it required all member states to ban

and outlaw torture.

A detailed consideration of the judgments delivered by their Lordships in

the Piirochet case highlights the existence of a Tack of clarity, particularly on

issues of jurisdiction of domestic courts. Having said that, the articulation of

rules through an international treaty is. proving useful. The increasing number

of ratifications to the Torture Convention and the equally insignificant num-

ber of reservations point towards a growing consensus that, in addition to

treaty law, customary international law is moving towards a position where it

is envisaged that States would be tinder an obligation to ensure the existence

of universal jurisdiction in cases of torture.

THE COMMITTEE AGAINST TORTURE (CAT )79

Part Jl (Articles 17-24) of the Convention deals with the implementation of the

treaty. Article 17, establishes a Committee against Torture (CAT) which

Incorpnration of the treaty effected through S.134 of the Criminal Jcsn:cc Act 1993. The Act
Caine in t o force on 29 September 1988.

A. Dormenval, 'UN Comminee against Torturc: Practice and Persprcrics' S NQl-IR (1990)
26; A. Byrnes, The Committee Against Torture' in P. Alston (ed.), above n. 35, at pp. 309-545;
M. OFlahertv, Human Rights and the UN: Practice before the Treaty Bodies (London: Sweet and
Maxwell) 1996, p. 139.
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consists of ten independent experts. CAT, alongside the Committee on the
Rights of the Child, represents the smallest of the treaty-based bodies-in the UN
System. The small size of the CAT is arguably a consequence of its relatively
spccilic mandate and incre:ssing financial constraints. These mcrnhers of CAT
are of high moral standing and are .vell known for their _ye d
cnpetcnImmanrigliflaw. Tscrve on the CAT in their personal

term of four years. They are eligible for

re-election if renominated. 80 The Committee members are elected by the Stares
parties although consideration is provided to equitable geographical distribu-
tion and to the expertise (in particular legal experience) of the individuals.

The Committee members are elected by secret ballot from a list of persons

nominated by States parties. 82 Each State party is allowed to nominate one

person from among its nationals. 83 In nominating individuals for membership
to the Committee, States parties are required to consider the usefulness of
persons who are also members of the Human Rights Committee established
under the ICCPR and who are willing to serve on the CAT. 64 Unlike most

other treaty-based bodies, it is the States parties and not the United Nations
who are responsible for the expenses relating to the meetings of the
Committee including staffing costs and other facilities. This feature was
modelled on the CERD, although in the latter case the costs of the Secretariat

are provided for from the United Nations budget. 83 The financial liabilities on

State parties are a potentially discouraging factor in ratifying the treaty. There
is also the danger that States could, in a way, hold the Committee to ransom'.
As States parties go into arrears, there also remains the uncertainty about the
prospect of future sessions. Article 18 authorises the Committee inter a/ia to

formulate its own rules of procedures, which according to the Article must
establish a qu&'um of six members. The decisions of the Committee arer.o be
made by a majority vote of the members present.

IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS

Convention conipris . test t e reporting proc. 
State complaints procedure, thirdly an individual complaints procedure and,
fourthly, the initiation of enquiry and reporting into acts of systematic torture.

According to Article 17(5) the term of live of the rncmbrs elected at the first election shall
expire at the end of nvo years; iriinrdiately after the first elccncn the names of these five members
shall he chosen by lot b y the chairman of the meeting referred to in paragraph 3 of this art:cIe.

Article 17(2).
Ibid.
Ibid.

" Ibid.
A. Byrnes, 'The Committee Against Torture' in P. Alston led.), above n. 35, at p. 521.
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The reporting procedure is the only compulsory procedure, the others beiry
optional. \Vc shall deal with each of these mechanisms in greater detail in the

remainder of this chapter

Reporting procedurcs86

Article 19 of the Convention deals with the reporting system According to

Article 19(1) each State party is obliged to submit a report within one year

after the entry into force of the Convention. These reports are to be submit-
ted to the Committee via the UN Secretary-General. 87 States parties are

required to report on the measures they have taken to give effect to their

undertakings under this Convention. 85 Periodic reports are to be submitted

once every fouryears or at the request oTthe Committee.CAT isgiven iii
consideration to State Reports. In its initial phase

CAT held two regular sessions every year, each lasting for two weeks. During
each of the sessions, on average, five to seven reports were considered5
However, since its tenth session in May 1998 the duration of the sessions has
been extended to three weeks, which has allowed the Committee to consider

Lip to ten reports. 90

As itt the case of other treaty bodies there is an enormous amount of reluc-
tance to submit reports as it opens the way for public criticism of State

compliance. 91 At the same time, CM also faces a backlog of examination of
reports that have been submitted; and in the case of reports that are examined,
pressure of time often does not allow a thorough or adequate discussion. In
addition, the work of CAT has been criticised on a number of grounds. These
include a failure to investigate the most pertinent questions, .a superficiality
and vagueness in consideration of reports and posing of questions, and
inconsistencies in the approaching of issues among members of the
Committee. These shortcomings remain, although the Committee members
have, over timC, gained more expeiicnce and there is now greater informal

interaction with NGOs.
CAT like other human rights treaty bodies has issued reporting guidelines

to States parties. The guid7lines for inaial reports are of a very similar nature

R bin... Cojrzry-Ocrird Pr .Jur 	 under the Conrition ag.nrin Tunuic: Iowjrdi a

D ' ca--ic in P. Alicon arid J . Crawford cdi, The Ti.rure of UN F tr'i:.n: R igbr, Tre.

,,(o,u:ur.-r iCa:	 cc. c.ri	 U vciry P.-r;	 21')). pp. 145-I 74.

Article 19t1.
Ibd.

'' R tck, Com:ryO cr.nd Pece	 :e5 tSr- the Corrcrion a.onur in lure: lovard. a

New Dycarrri in I' Anon 3n5 J. Crjwford cdii, above n. 86, at P. 147.

Ibid. P. 149.
CAT has considered twuharir rnp!crncntirig then'.) pis to discuss the Convention's imple-

is relarion to the Starts '.hh have nor subrciricd reports. Ibid. p. 18.
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to those of the Human Rights Committee. In these guidelines, the request

is made to States that reports should be divided into two parts: the first part

outlining the general legal and constitutional structure within which the

Convention is implemented and the second part should provide detailed

information on the steps undertaken to implement individual Articles of the

treaty. In the second part it is also anticipated that States would provide

details of the difficulties experienced in the implementation of the

Convention. The guidelines for periodic reports require the States to provide
information on new developments in the period preceding their last report.

Information that is sought in particular areas relates to institutional, legisla-
tive and administrative changes; to relevant case law and details of com-

plaints of torture or other ill-treatment and their outcomes; and information
requested by the Committee at the consideration of the previous report. As

indicated earlier, CAT faces many of the issues confronted by other treaty

bodies for example a growing backlog with overdue reports, inadequate

reports or failure to provide additional information. The quality of reports

that have thus far been submitted (like reports submitted to other treaty bod-

ies) has been variable, both in terms of quality and relevance of information

and length.

Procedure for the consideration of reports

The procedure for the consideration of the State reports is also similar to other

treaty bodies. It is the norm that one member of the CAT acts as the Country

pporteur a	 etaskofthes	 enibersis to

consider the reports itTliti rkey issues, and to formulate a list of

questions and comments to be put forward to the State representatives. In

order to formulate his views, the Country Rapporteur relies upon the State

report itself, on any previous reports, and on information received from the

Special Rapporteur on Torture and from the NGOs.92
The CAT considers State reports in public sessions. It invites a State

representative to introduce the report. The outline by the State representative

is followed by questions put to him (or her) by the Committee members. These

questions are usually initiated by the Country Rapporteur or a co-Rapporteur.

The representative, if unable to answer the questions, appears before the

Committee at a subsequent meeting (often held a few days later) to respond to

the questions. At this subsequent meeting, CAT members ma y pose additional

questions. The Committee then formulates v. , hac are termed 'Conclusions

and Recommendations' or 'Concluding ObservarionsfComrnents'. These

Conclusions and Recommendations, while synthesising the Committee's views

' OF1aherry, above n. 79, at p. 117.
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of the report and the overall situation pertaining to torture, consist of an
introduction, positive aspects of the report, factors and difficulties impeding
the application of the provisions of the Convention, subjects of concern and

recommendations. 93 Like the Human Rights Committee and other treaty

bodies, the CAT is authorised to make 'General Comments'. 94 The authority

for formulating these General Comments is based on the same premise as the
one provided for other treaties. The CAT has thus far utilised its authority in
this regard very cautiously, adopting only a single General Comments on

Article 3.

Inter-State procedure

Article 21 provides for an inter-St-ate complaints procedure, and has distinct
rn- - — -	 -	 --.,	 ,-similarities to the provisions ortic14 I	 theTCCPR. Although part of the

sCànverition, the procedure is optional with States interested in using this
mechanism being required to make an additional declaration. 95 For the pro-

cedure to he operative, the complainant State and the State against whom the
complaint is made must have made a declaration under Article 21.96

To pursue this procedure a State (A) that considers another State (B) is

violating the Covenant can bring that fact to the attention of the State party

concerned (that is, State B). State (B) must respond to the allegations within

three months. 9t- If, however, within six months after the receipt of the initial
communication the matter has nor been resolved, either State may bring the

matter to the attention of the Committee. 98 The Committee must decide

whether all local remedies have been exhausted (unless they are unreasonably
prolonged or are unlikely to bring effective relief to the victim) before

considering the case in closed sessions. 99 The Committee's task is to make
an attempt to resolve the dispute through its good offices.'°° In order to
pursue its functions of conciliation the Committee may appoint an ad hoc
conciliation commission. The provision relating to the establishment of the
commission is similar to the one provided in Article 41 of the ICCPR.
However, unlike ICCPR, the procedures or mechanisms of the conciliation

For rrc	 p(:s sce Go:	 sois and R ommndidon of c1 Co.mn	 7jii,sr lortuir
(I 7/cs,2(:t- 1) CAt7C/XVLCnlcl.7iP :v.1. (Cor,cl,u1rte Ob..iioJCorniiini',

Conclusions anf r,icornn,cncLttions of Eh e Comm agirisi Tor-u— (111101)

CAT/CJXX'v'lJCmiCI.4'RC1 - (Cor,c(udng Obsrui ion tJCortii1i111i(.
' Scc Ard 193)

' At-tick 21(11.
Ibid.
Articic 21(1).

" Articlr 21(1 )ibF
Artirlr 21(1

IC') Arti.tic 21(1(k).
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commission are nor addressed in this Convention. The Committee is obliged

to produce a written report within twelve months of the date of receipt of

notice of complaint. 11 a solution is reached then the Committee's report will
be brief and confined to facts and the solution reached) 01 If a friendly solu-
t:o,i has riot been reached, the Committee is required to confine its report to

a brief statement of facts. The written submissions and a record of the oral

submissions made by the States parties are to he attached to the report. 102 In
our study we have considered that inter-State mechanisms have been put in
place in several human rights instruments. 103 While occasional usage has
been made of the inter-State procedures (see for example, the ECHR), by and

large States remain reluctant to use these procedure. This reluctance derives

largely from a concern of straining diplomatic and Political relations. Nor do

Stares wish to establish a precedent which may ultimately be used against
them. 104 It is therefore nor surprising to note that the CAT has not received
an inter-State complaint.

Individual complaints procedure

Article 22 provides for the individual complaints procedure. According to
Article 22(1):

A State Party to this Convention may at an y time declare under this article that it
recognises the competence of the Comniinee to receive and consider communica-
tions from or on behalf of individuals subjec t to its jurisdiction who claim to be
victims of a violation by a Stare Party of the provisions of the Convention. No
communication shall be received by the Committee if it concerns a State Party
which has nor made such a declaration.

The individual complaints procedure is optional and requires States parties

to make an additional declaration to recognise the competence of the

Committee to receive and consider communications. As at 1 March 2002,

forty-six States had made a declaration under Article 22, Like the inter-State

procedure described above, the individual complaints procedure is also mod-
elled very closely on the first Optional Protocol to the ICCPR and the rules

of procedure adopted by CAT largely mirror those adopted by the Human

Rights Committee. There are a number of distinctions between the Optional

Protocol and Article 22 which need to he highlighted. First, under Article

22(1) the Communication can he made either by or on behalf of the

individual provided there is evidence that the Communication has the

Arrivle 21(1 )h)(;).
iU	 Arrick 21(1

Sec e.g. the ICC1'R Race Convention and ihc three Rrgional Ireaties.04 See S. LeLkic, 'The Inter-Stre Complaint Procedure in International Law: Hopeful Prospectsor Wishful thinking?' 10 HRQ (1988) 249.
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authorisat i on of the victim. 105 B y contrast the wording of the first Optional
Protocol is restrictive in that it only allows the I luman Rights Committee to
consider communications from 'indIVIJLJAj, 1 . I16

 In practice, however, as we
considered in an earlier chapter, the Human Rights Committee has allowed
Others to petition on behalf of the victim in circumstances where he is being
held i ncommunicado, there is strict mail censorship, there is an incapacita

ing illness consequent to detention or death has occurred as a result of a
State's actions or omissions. 107

It is also noticeable that while the provisions of Article 22(1) of the

Torture Convention authorise Communications to be made on behalf of the

victims, the position regarding submissions by NGOs remains uncertain.103
Thus far NGOs have been unsuccessful in submitting Communications
before the CAT. CAT has also not allowed actio popularis submissions to
be made. In B.A1'B v. Tunisia,'° 9 a Communication on behalf of a (lead vic-
tim was held inadmissible since the author of the communication was not
able to establish sufficient evidence of authority to act on behalf of the
deceased victim.

Secondly, according to the provisions of Article 22, the same matter must

not have been (and must not currently be) under consideration through

another international procedure.°° Thus the CAT is unable to hear cases
already, examined by, for example, the European Court of Human rights or
the I luman Rights Committee. However it does not affect those situations
considered under the ECOSOC Resolution 1503 procedure or those situations
under the consideration of the Special Rapporteur on Torture. Similarly it
would not be affected by a consideration of such bodies as the UN working

group on indigenous peoples or the working group on minorities. Finally,
unlike the first Optional Protocol procedure whereby the Human Rights

Committee is restricted to taking account of 'written' information, the CAT

can consider all the information made available to it by or on behalf of the
individual and th State party.t U

Soo abor Ch.i:r 4.
Ibid.

" Scc ie'ea R:il' : v. Co!o,-:., Cornrnuoi3rion No. 161/1953 (2 Novcrobr 1937), (fl.:
Doe. Supp Ni,. 4U */45,4C am 190 (1559); Miao V. Zaire, Comniunicam(0 Ni 194119
Oomobr I 9S7, UN rN.	 No. -10 (A/43.40( a 218 (1955). Se P.R. Ghaodbj, The H.....-
Rmmh: Co,,m ',un' ,. a.,' J7.J,. c 	 Li:u a'J Pr.,crice (A(dcrs)'v.

F'uh)s).0 I	 1 I93 a p 95.
'	 Aco,J,n 4 to or. sou:c -`,: CO ma y h,' er,c,ikd (0 takc cam-s F.crc mhy can iosr)/y ihir ac.

on ,,'	 hf.1 ). s	 tIN Ceroc (am Ha:n.an Rigb 	 Fam: Sbcc; No. 17 , The
Lo,i,,(

m B. MB.	 Too:,,., Coniun, :(,n. No. 14/1994, (/N Dc, . Ai50/44 a: 70 (1995)
Arid- 22(5).
O'F)a',c-ov a- ii. 79, a: p. 160.
Amuck 221,.
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Art icle 22 also provides the admissibility requirements, which are similar to
those of the other treaty bodies. Thus the communications must not be anon)-m-

011S.
113 Nor should they be an abuse of the right of submission of such

communications t or in any manner incompatible with the provisions of this

Convention.1 15 The individual, before making a commu nicatioti must also
have exhausted all domestic remedies unless they are ineffective or unreasonably
prolonged)" The Committee has taken the vc\V that a delay of fifteen
months in investigating alleged torture is unreasonably prolonged. 117 As

regards the burden of proof, while the CAThas refused to accept sweeping
gencralisations by authors as sufficient evidence of exhausting domestic remed-

jes, 118 it has required the authors of the Communication to establish prima
facie evidence of having exhausted domestic remedies. Those communications
which are held inadmissible because of the non-exhaustion of domestic remedies
can be re-submitted once domestic remedies have been exhausted) 19 At the

same time a genuine (although ill-directed) effort to invoke domestic remedies

has been held as satisfying the admissibility requirement)20
The procedure of handling communications is very similar to those oper-

ated for the Human Rights Committee. The Communication should provide
all the material information. On receipt of the communication, it is screened
by a member of the Secretariat and is allocated to a member of the CAT who
is known as the Special Rapporreur. In practice the Special Rapporteur will
seek out the information on both the admissibility and merits of the case.
When the Special Rapporteur has collated all the relevant information, the
case is put before the Committee. The Committee brings the matter to the
attention of the State concerned. The State concerned is required to respond
within six months by submitting written explanations or statements clarifying

the matter and any remedies that have been underraken. 121 The Committee

then considers communications received under this article in the light of all
information that is ma available to it by or on behalf of the individual and
by the State parry concerned. There is an opportunity for the author of the
Communication and the State party to further his case or to defend it both at
the admissibility and merit stages. At the admissibility stage, the author of the
Communication is given four weeks on issues regarding admisibility and
six weeks at the merit stage to comment and to provide further evidence to

Ill Ar-ri1e22(2).
114 ll'H.
113 Id.
1 Ariik 22(51(b).

117 H.;(i,,i-Nefzibj v. ArtrH, Conin ,)icatoIl No. 8/1991. LN Doc. A/49/4 .1 at 40 (I 9'34 I.

' See R.E.G v. ThrL'cy, Communication No. 4/1990 rcportd in 1N Doe. A146/44.

See /lL)' v, Sjmii, C,,miu,nmn;c.mmion No, 611990 rcporueJ in (N Doe .2J48144 Anric, Vi.

See Henri Llnji Parot V. Sp.iii, Couimunic.11On No. 6/1990, UN Doc. M5 0/44-it 62 (199

121 Ankle 22(3).
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substantiate his case.	 The CAT may also seek relevant information from

other international agencies and UN specialised agencies.
The Committee makes its decisions to combine the judgment on the admiss-

ibulity and merit stage. CAT goes on to consider the case on its merits in the light

of all available information. The Committee makes decisions in closed meetings

during its examination of the questions, and after consideration forwards its

'views' to the relevant State party and individual. There are no sanctions

attached to the failure of the State concerned for not respecting the views of the

CAT. The Committee reaches its decisions by consensus, although members are

free to append individual opinions. Once the Committee has reached a decision,

the views are forwarded both to the State party and the individual concerned.

Under the provisions of Article 24, the Committee is required to submit an

annual report on its activities and to the General Assembly of the United

Nations. From a brief history of the CAT, it is apparent that the individual

complaints procedure has not been used readily; the contrast between these

procedures and those under the ICCPR and the f-Cl IR is striking. A number of

reasons cdn be advanced for this, including the fact tht:

The overwhelming rnaoriry of countries accepting the optional article 22 individual

complaints procedure are also subject to one or more analogues procedures under the
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights or the
European or American Conventions on Fluritan Rights, which potential applicants

may feel provide more authoritative remedies ... there is lit-le knowledge of the
Convention and its protection system even among lawyers. It may well be th.st the
procedure will only be of substantial use in respect of countries to which no other
international procedure is applicable or as regards Convention provisions which are
more convendon-specihc. lit this connection it should be noted that the Conunirree
has set up an expedited procedure for dealing with threatened expulsions121

Investigation on its own initiative (Article 20)

The CAT is unique ansor.g other iisternario:1a treaty-based bodes in that ii is

authorised to initiate investigations on its own initiative. 	 An essential

1-': S . [ rwis..2 thur i, Item . B sic1 Procedures for hI.ikirg Hui:smn Rights Complaints within

th tSY Sysreri' ir H I fiCaurti (ed ), G,iid in j,:rerm(io ': J( tlu,na ': Rights Prmciire, 3rd edo

(>e'.s York:	 rans:lm:Ionil publishers) 1999, 41-39 at p 56.
Ii Rodiry, abuse ci. 1, at p. 157.

S. I rwis-Aiihi. lent-. Based Procc	 r ,_- fur b1.skunt If-,irnan Rights Complaiitts ssirbin the

hi S . stern ' in H. II snuci ci.), ave ci. 112, at p. SJ, co:tni::ci:tiC5 0:: i ' s puzni::.a Sr N5: Id

rensatks ',hnc is n;3 model for a prcdurr such as that pros dcl b 	 nicIe 20 in a United Nation

N miii rights t:emi The uunos atis charasten of the puela:n is pa.u:Culail: sed to the

cements of the s s:emi::C practice of tonure. lhc u:l:torirty c1a::destiii crr:,ms:a;:cts ii: is h.ch

tortue	 curs m.ikc it rceesviry for infatuation to be compiled (locus a rangf of sources includcrg

families of viCtims and ciational aid ir:tCrn.0i01121 Orr.in,e.lrior.s.' Rodley, asc n. I, at P. 160.
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prerequisite for initiation of this process is for the Committee to 'receive
reliable information which appears to it to contain well-founded indications
that torture is being systematically practised in the territory of a State
Party'. 123 In practice CAT receives such Information from NGOs and
intergovernmental organisations. The CAT has provided an interpretation of

'systematic practice' according to which:

Torture is practised systematically when it is apparent that the torture cases
reported have not occurred fortuitously in a particular place or at a particular
time, but are seen to be habitual, widespread and deliberate in at least a consid-
erable part of the territory of the country in question. Torture may in fact he of a

systematic character without resulting from the direct intention of a Government.
It may be the consequence of factors which the Government has difficulty in
controlling, and its existence may indicate a discrepancy between policy as
determined by the central government and its implementation by the local
administration. Inadequate legislation which in practice allows room for the use
of torture may also add to the systematic nature of this practice.126

After having formulated a view that it has received reliable information about
the systematic practice of torture, the Committee invites the State party
concerned to cooperate through submission of observations on the alleged

practices of torture) 27 It requests the State concerned to appoint a represen-
tative to meet with the members designated to conduct the inquiry so as to
provide them with the relevant information. The inquiry on the part of
Committee members may also include, with the consent of the State party, a

visit to its territory by the designated members, who may gather evidence and

proceed with hearings from witnesses.
In the light of all the available information, and if the Committee considers

that there is sufficient evidence to proceed, it appoints one or more of its
members to conduct further investigation and report to the Committee as a
matter of urgency. After an inquiry has been conducted by its members, the
Committee is required to submit its findings to the relevant State party along

with its views, comments and suggestions. 11-8

This innovative procedure is potentially of great significance for highlighting

practices of torture. 29 Its broad nature and possible sources of information

presents similarities with the ECOSOC Resolution 1503 procedure. However,
unlike ECOSOC Resolution 1503, exhaustion of domestic remedies or other

limitations do not apply. 30 The only crucial test is that the information

125 Article 20(1).
l2 Sec Doc. AM 8/41/Add, 1, pans 39.

Ibid.
2C Article 20(4).

119 See Harris, above n. 1, at p. 716.
See above Chapter 2.
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provided contains well-founded indications that 'torture is being systematic-

ally practised in the territory of a State Party'. 13 ' The possible sources of infor-

marion include not only individuals but also NGOs and, occasionally, States

parties themselves.
Despite the potentially broad nature of this procedure, there are a number

of limitations that need to he noted. First, the procedure is confined to situ-

ations of torture and is inapplicable to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment

or punishment. The procedure is confidential in nature and can be conducted

only with the cooperation of the State. States parties are given a further option

to opt-out of the procedure by making a declaration under Article 28(1). This

op-out facility is available upon signature, accession or ratification but not

once the procedure has been accepted. As at the end of 2001, only thirteen

Stares had maintained a reservation to Article 20.
On the completion of an inquiry under Article 20, the CAT may at its dis-

cretion produce only summary accounts' of the result, in its annual report

which is published."' No other sanctions are attached to the Commirtees

findings tinder Article 20. Norwithstanding the enormous significance and

potential of Article 20, the procedure has only been used three times. The CAT

has employed this procedure against Turkey, Egypt and more recently against

Peru. Only in the case of Turkey and Peru has it been possible to conduct a

visit to the State.' In all these instances the published summaries varied sig -

nificantly in terms of the qualities and issues addressed. In the case of Peru,

two members of the CAT visited the State between 31 August 1993 and

13 September 1998. The Committee members came to the conclusion that:

despite the existence of constitutional provisions protecting them, the rights of
detained persons have been undermined by the anti-terrorist legislation, most of
which Was adopted in 1992 and is still in force, and which makes detainees par-
ticularly vulnerable to torture. At the sanie time, the rights of persons detained for
ordinary crimes have also beers undermined under the legislation adopted in 1998

;I 	 of particularly serious ofieres)34

'I HE UN SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR, -1 - 1 11 : QUESTION OF THE

RIGHTS OF TORTURE VICTIMS AND OTHER INITIATIVES

TAKEN BY THE UN

A sgni fscart clerssei:m in furthering the ls.itiss ii rights norms has beers the use

of the institution of Rapporteurs, focussug ()it 	 rights on a

,.uicle 20 I)
Asuele 20	 .
R Rink, 'Cor mr. .Ocrci,rd PcoceJure udet I II,, Cons ensiorm agiussr To nure: To.' stir a

e" Dinimie' in P. Alsrors ind J . Crass ford	 s, above n. 86, am p. 167.

I; ' See Do.. AJ56,1 54 (200	 pars 16 4.
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geographical or territorial basis. The present study has taken advantage of

works conducted by several Rapporteurs; these include: Capotorri, Dcsch&ncs,

Ruhashyankiko, Abdelfatrah Amor, Whitaker, bide, K'rishnaswarni and

Bcuito. Of particular significance ia the campaign agansr torture has been the

role of the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture. The initial appointment of the

Rapporteur had been authorised by the Commission on Human Rights in its
Resolution 1935133. This appointment was to last for a period of one year,

and in 1986 the mandate was renewed for a further year. The Commission has

since that time extended the mandate of the Special Rapporteur.135 The first
Special Rapporteur was Professor Kooijnsans from the Netherlands, who was

succeeded by Professor (Sir) Nigel Rodley from the United Kingdom. Sir

Rodicy gave up his position during 2001 in order to become a member of the
Human Rights Committee.

The role of the Special Rapporteur on torture has been of great significance
in inter a/ia 'examin[irig] questions relevant to torture' 136 and reporting 'on
the occurrence and extent of its practice') 37 The Special Rapporteur has been
able to gain valuable insight into the nature of torture and its modern usage.

Since his appointment the Special Rapporteur has submitted yearly and

interim reports, which are extremely instructive not only in highlighting inci-

dents of torture but also in providing constructive solutions and making valu-

able recommendations. His work is characterised by a number of activities -

these include seeking information on torture from governments, specialised
agencies, intergovernmental organisations and NGOs, responding effectively

to the information he rccei\s, sending communications to various States and

analysing their responses in the light of the prevalent human rights standards.

The communications also include urgent appeals where a particular individ-

ual or a group is under imminent threat. Another significant feature of Special
Rapporreur work is in situ vit (with the consent of the State party
concerned) and their follow-ups, which are valuable both for gathering

opinions and comments on all alleged incidents of torture. The previous

Special Rapporteur made a number of significant visits to several countries,
including such afflicted areas as Rwanda (1994) , 1 3 8 Pakistan (1996) 139 and
Columbia (1994).10

While it is true that the findings and recommendations of the Special

Rapporteur do not have any binding effect and per se cannot he enforced, they

153 The latest renewal ((or a period of three years) was conducted by the Cornrnissiriri on I lurrian
Rights in its RoJutkrn 1 998138, 17 April 1998.
L'6 

Commission on Human Rights Resolution 1985/33 (para 1)
1-17 Ibid. (pica 7).
' Sec UN Doc E.CN.4/1995/34, para 7.
139 

See UN Doc E.CN.411 997/7/ Add.2.
140 See UN Doc E.CN.4/1995/111.
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have nevertheless had an impact in raising awareness on the subcct, and have

been helpful itt providing solutions to t he problem of tot tore. Corutneitrig ott

the valuc of the Special Rapporteur'S 0itrhiitions, Sir Ntgcl Rodlcy n01CS

II is work confirms that a person who is tortured or thi 5tiiJ with tIn 'ire 
is in)

,Crlon 	
anisarlons of the world's States; on the con-outside the concern of main org 	

to account for the late of
trary, the organsatiOfl nOW seeks m hold its ntenthers 

that individual.141

A question that has often been raised relates to the overlap (and possible
conflict) of the work of the CAT and the Special Rapporleur. Although

CAT an d 
the Special Rapporteur are pursuing the saute goals (prevention

of tot Lure and unshment of those involved in tort unrig iitd ividuals), the
is in rttany respects mitch

ambit of the Special Rapporteur's mandate 
broader. First, unlike the CAT, he is not restricted to working with Stare
parties to the Convention against Torture; the Special lCipportclir'S titan-

date in this respect is global. Nor is he inhibited by the Ii 11itcd definition

of torture as is provided in the Torture Convention ' Secondly, the Special

RapportCur call to a call of to almost imtncdiately. I Ic is not

hound by the procedures that arc set out in the Torture Cor i vetltioit (for

example, exhaustion of domestic remedies etc.) under Article 22. A Special
Ra pportcu r, unlike the Committee under Article 22, looks at sit nations

rather than individual cases. In relation to the examination of Investiga-

tions under Article 22, the situation has to resell a particular threshold

before it is possible for the CAT to examine it; no such l
i mitations apply to

the work of the Special Rapporcur.
In addition to the appointment and continued retentiOn of the Special

Rapportein, the United Nations has also established a special Fund called the

United Nations Voluntary Fund for Victims of 1nnurc. The fund was estab-

lislied by virtue of the General Assembly Resolution 36/151 of 16 Deccinint

1981 .t2 'Fhr fund is sinned at providing aid to ' i nds'idiitls whose human

rights have been severely violated as a result of tortuic and to relatives olsuehi

victitliS'.113 The fund is administered by a board of t rustees. Although there

arc no gcolu.ipltical limitations, as such, to the origin of tIne beneficiaries, GA
Resolution 36/151 provides that priority needs to he given to aid victimS of

violation by States it) which he human rights situation has been the subject of

resobmoos or decisions adopted by either the Asst'imshl, the Economic and

Social Council or the Commission on Ilumait Rights. t At tie start of nh

tivenrietli session
Of the Board of Trustees of tlt hind (1 S M ny—I June 2001),

41 Rodcy, aL,o'e n. 1. an p. 150.

iO GA Res 36/1 I 16 Liccennhcr IM).

W GA Rec. 36115 1 opCr.liI' C pint I 1(a).

I" 11.;4 (lrnr.Vis	 r1r.1
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the fund had received a total amount of USSI,079,516.' 45 Attempts are also
currently being made by the CAT for the adoption of an optional protocol to
the Convention which would establish an international mechanism for carry-
ing out visits to places of detention)16

CONCLUSIONS

A persistent point of reference in our study has been the international corn-
muniry's concerns over acts of torture, and cruel, inhuina n and degrading
treatment or punishment. We have noted that all international human rights
instruments condemn and prohibit torture and other forms of ill-treatment. A
number of treaty bodies have established substantial jurisprudence on the
subject. In the fight against torture and gross violations of human rights,
the enforcement of the Torture Convention represents a significant Step
forward. This chapter has, however, been critical of the narrow definition that
has been given to the offence of torture by the Convention. Ins recommended
that wherever possible the CAT should rake account of the jurisprudence
emergent from related article!; of other human rights instruments.

As this chapter has explored, the Convention against Torture contains a
number of useful mechanisms to protect the rights of the individual. A particu-
larly innovative procedure is provided by Article 20 where by the CAT may
investigate a State on its own initiative after having received reliable informa-
tion that torture is being systematically practised. Article 20 is subject to an
opt-out clause, although it is fortunate that only a small minority of States has
opted themselves out of this procedure. Despite this, the CAT has thus far
been unable to utilise the procedure to its full pateritiál and a greater use of
Article 20 is recommended for the future.

On the whole, however, the CAT (since commencing its \vcJri has per-
formed a commendable job. The funding and resource problems which the
CAT faces must be addressed. As noted i •n t'his chapter, the CAT is funded
largely by States parties. However, the purpose of CAT would be much better
served if it were funded out of the United Nations budget. Improvements are
also required in the provision of resources to this Committee. The present
Secretariat comprises of one parr-time member, which is inadequate to deal
with the substantial workload. While in the early years of the Convention
NGO involvement was limited, various oroanisarions have gradually shown
an increasing amount of interest in the proceedings of the CAT, which has led
to informed discussions of State reports and decisions on individual

See Report of the Secreurv-Grneral, Ciii:! and Political RiEbts, iicluli;g rbe Q,,citiit of
leTtuce and l)(tention [ ' :e,Y ..atiC y is Voluntary F:ind for Victinis of Torture, C ornisson Oh

Human Rights, FJCN.412001/39/Add.1 4 Apo) 2001).
i6 See Doe. AJS6I54 (2001).
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CollipLi urs. Thc role of cl i c Spcci;d 1I )J)C) UCUi on Torni rc now srcrlls

nccsSlry. Dcspitc the fill, itatiotis \.itltItt winch thc UN system opciatet, the
Special Rapportelir has examined the subject with grcar maturity and
ltitlliglited various instances of torture. His work has also been constrilCti\ C

br many povernmenits iii devcboptrt procedu rcs and srancgics to combat acts
of torture. The UN Voluntary lund for the Victims of Torture also represents
a valuable initiative, although its overall impact has thus far hccn limited.



16
TERRORISM AS A CRIME IN

INTERNATIONAL LAW'

We are all determined to fight terrorism and to do our utmost to banish it from

the face of the earth. But the force we use to fight it should always be proportional
and focused on the actual terrorists. We cannot and must not fight them by using

their own me t hods - by inflicting indiscriminate violence and terror on innocent

civilians, including children.2

INTRODUCTION

The consideration of international terrorism in the present chapter provides a

fitting conclusion to a volume dedicated to the study of international human

rights law. As the events of 11 September 2001 established, terrorism poses

the most serious threai to international order and global human rights in the

twenry-first century. The crime of international terrorism also represents the

culmination of many other human rights violations. Whatever definition is

accorded to terrorism, it violates fundamental human rights as enshrined in

i See R. Hhgiris and M. Flory (cdt). Tcrrorisni and lnteena!ional lair' (London: Routlrdge) 1997;

M C. Bassiouni (cd), Legal Responses t o Terrorism: US ProcediirolAsPects (Dordrecht: N1artinS

Nijhoff Publishert) 1 9S8; Y. Akaiider cdl, l,i;ernarronal Terrorism: p01,iic.;l ,:j

Legal Documents (Dordrecht: Martinus Ni 1 ho(( Publishers) 1992; Y. Alexander (cdl,

!,,rer,:a,i':il Terrorism: National, Regional .-,,:d Global Pcrspeetiies 
(New York: Praeger) 1976;

.1 . Lodge (ed.), Terrori,s;: A Challenge :0 rIse r.7,,e (Oxford: Martin Robertson) 198);

Terrorism rod Hostages in Inrcr,ra:iustr! Law: .4 Commentary on (jr Hostages Co,jr'CntiOn 1979

(Cambridge: Grotius) 1990; L Freedman et .sl., Tcirorisrr and International Order (LofldOfl

Rout(dge & Kegan Paul) 1986.
- Koui Anan, United N.irionc Secreiary . Gcnera) addressing the United Nations Genera( Assenlhll'

(18 November 19991.
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the international hill of Rights.' icrroristti also COti,tiCUftS LIC S lOhitiWi Of

specific human rights treaties such as the (tivcntioil on the I'icvcntinit arid

Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 4 the I IN Convention against Thriiirc

7nd Other Cruel, lnhuniaii or Degrading Treatment or l'iitiisluncnt

(Convention against Torturc), 5 the Convention on the Elimination of All

Forms of Discrimination against \Vomen 6 and the Convention on the Rights

of the Child.' Some of the case law arising out of human rights violations has

already been considered in this book. 8 1 iowevcr, as this ciiaper elaborates,

there is no established definirion of tire precise meaning and scope of the term

' terrorism'. The ambiguity in defini t ion has been used by some States to deny

heir people's legit;ni.ate rights such as freedom of expression and religion, and

collec ti ve group rights - particularly the right to self-determniatioti.9

The present chapter advances the view that international law remains a

difficult medium thrmtgh svli ieh to address the subcct of terrorism. There

is first tlmc difficulty in defining terrorism; perceptions vary, for example

in differcntiacin; a terrorist from a freedom lighter. Second) ' , there is the

-' See e.g. Unite,! Sr;tes Diplomatic airl (;o,,sr,Lrr Stall in fpl,ran (Linac,! .Soie, ii! A,ion ,:

!rJ?r), Judgment 24 May 1980 (1 9S0) ICJ Reports 3, where the International Coon LrotcS
'Wrongfully ic deprive human beings of their freedom arid to trihr iect them to ph oral constraint
ii:conditions of hardship is iii itself nrai:Iesthy 0c01,p(hle with . . the fund iricrrt,d pririij:lns
enunciated in the Universal J)evtaiatiorr of I tirr,,ait Rights' il l i d. para 91. 0,, the v,iIu	 of

Universal Dcelar.srioii or, I lurtian Rrglit see aim' e Chiapree 3.
Crm,,vcrrtinn on the Preveirtion and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, adopted 9 Drcenil'cr

9-IS Fronre:! ' ito forcr 12 Jarotary 1951. 78 U.N.i.S. 277. for furtl:O aa.il5$ see atone

Chapter 11.
Adopted anti opened for signature, ratification arid accession on 10 December 1984 by GA Ken.

39/46, 39 UN GAOR, Su t ip. No. 51, UN Doe. 1V39/51, at 197 (1 9S4). I any into force 2 Jute

1957. 1 ,165 UN T.S. 85; 23 1.1 M. (1958) 535.
Adopted at New York, 18 December 1979. F.,:terrd into force 3 Scpreiirfrer 1981. UN (A Rem'.

341I 80(XXXIV), GA. Rec. 311180, 34 GAOR, Sripp. (Nn. 46) 194, UN Dr. N3i140, at 193

(I 979), 2 U R iS (1989); 19 L1..M (1980) 33. See also The UN (,eneOi Assctirbly's 1)r,.l.,ratiot
ott the Lli,n,irtiii'i:: cml Violence agarrisr Wonre,r (1993); (he Inim A,ur:i.iri Comrc,rt.''ri oil 1)0

Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Vjo j crjcc against v.iii;rcn. For further e:mrr5idrratioit

see above Clt pier 13.
Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) Article 37; see above Chapter 11.

See above, Parts If and M.
See M. Entire r a nec, S 'I/dc I'm I i3Ot$di S ti 1,-, and Practice: The Neiu (ii. trim: e sr the tb: tel

'rtnO pti (lire I tague: blarninus Nr1hrofl Pub!iclicrr) I 9S2; A. Rip St,re,la, 71c r. t obsirmmin of I/o'

Rp?,t of	 A .Sr:ofy of tin/a-I Nit/nsa I'r,rcti:e (I eubrr: Srjthr ' li) 1973; 1.1..

Uirgis Jr , re Drgrees of Srl)Irerrr ' nr:r.Oinra ,;: rime Unired .... :r:i.:n lii' (S A])). (1574) SOt,

1'. 1 hnrnrherry, 'Setf.Deirr:fliflatioti, Minorities and Fhur:rin Rights. A hesress of l.aerna0nii.iJ
lncrru:iirtta 38 ICI.Q (1989) 867; If 1 taitiinirtii, Arstiino"y. Soreres,,:nrty a,rJS,'![I)tu'ttrt5tat0)t.

The A cco,o,noda trot, u/Co 'n/I/ding P. igh o (['ii) ,de1phr a Un use usury of Pc rrns hi an' .1 i'resc 1 1 9)) 1,

p. 33; V. Blunt, 'Reflections on The Changing Concept of Sclf.Drterrtrnnationi' 10 Israel far,

Rev/era' (1975) 509; K. Emerson, 'Self-Determination' 65 AJ(L (1971) 459, NI. Koskennie:t:i,

Na:inival SelIDcitrnhi:iati0n Today: Problems of Legal Theory arid Practice' 43 /CLQ (1994)

2-Il
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ci-iplex issue of defining the meaning and scope of the so-called 'political
offences' - should individuals who have committed acts of violence
be exempted from prosecution or extradition because their actions are
purportedly based on political motivations? 10 Thirdly, there is the difficulty
of identifying perpetrators of the crime of terrorism - should the locus of
international concern be individuals and other non-State organisations or
should attention to be directed towards State-sponsored terrorism? If States
are implicated in terrorism, how can international laws be made more
effective? Finally, there is the subject of remedies for victims of terrorism. In
a fragmented and incoherent system that deals with international terrorism,
victims of this crime have frequently been denied access to national and
international tribunals to claim their rights)'

This chapter is divided into six sections. After these introductory comments,
the next section analyses the difficulties in defining international terrorism.
This is followed by an overview of the historical developments and a further
section that considers international efforts to formulate legal principles in
dealing with this crime. The penultimate section looks at the subject in the
light of the political events of 11 September. The final section provides a
number of concluding observations.

THE DEFINITIONAL ISSUES12

As we have noted throughout our study, definitional issues have generated
substantial complications in the formulation of international human rights
standards) 3 The term 'terrorism' is probably the most difficult to define
because of varied perceptions regarding the chatacterisatiora of terrorist acts,
the purpose and motivation behind such acts and the inconsistent identity of
the perpetrator. Indeed the issue has been so controversial that divisions have
emerged not only its the proposed definitions but more fundamentally as to

Sec C.L. ftlakcslev, 'Terrorism, Law and our Coitstirutiotial Order' 60 Up:ruersccs' o[Cotoredo

I_err Fcc jew (1989) 471 at p. 314; L.C. Crcm, 'Terrorism. the Evtraditiorc of Terrorists and the
Political Offence" Dcfrn,e' 3 1 GYBIL (1 98S) 337.

Prolemor Distein corre.tIv points out that 'the principal obstacle on the path of eltorts to
suppress in ret tic ona I term rLm is that too ns.snv countries display  a double sti nda rd iii their
approach to the problrrii. \\ hue coriccrrird about acts of otrcorcsm directly altccciisg their osi s
Interests (or those of their close allies) they demonstrate a marked degree of ansoiiciencr to the
pce j arncrit of oihcr, to the a $grrgacc, the intcrriatioisal community seems to lack he political

ill to take concerted action against terrorists of all stripes. As a resul t , terrorists frequentl y man-
3 7e to get away with Tnur,ec in the literal meaning of the phrac'. Y. Dinstein, 'Terro(iSrn as an
lorernational Crime' 19 1)1(R (1959) 55 at p. 56.

See C. Levitt, 'Is Terrorism Worth Defining?' 13 Ohio Ior-rhrn Unh'ersity i_ia R5'hW
119861 97; J.F. Murphy, 'D, ; ining International Terrorism: A Way Out of the Quagitlite' 19 (YIIR
119891 13.
'' See. Ic eansple; bsse Cb.ipter I I (minorities); Chapter 12 (indigenous peoples).
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whether it is worthwhile even attempting to define such an elusive concept.
A nv attempt to reach a consensus on deuinirjc,nal issues is immediatel y con-
fronted by significant complicatio715. 15 An it mc'diatc and intractable question

relates to the idcnt1;ca ricO of 'ten Or SN'. In any ideological and polittcal con-

tlicr, is it possibk ob j ectively to d i s t i nguish betwects a terrorist and a fneedo:rs

fighter? In contemporary politics, our perceptions of acts of violence con-

ducted by such groups as the Palestinians, the Kashniiris, the Northern Irish
Catholics or the Tamil Tigers is variable. There is a great measure of trn:h in
the '.vcll known cliche: One man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter.

l-unt hcrniore, there is a diIIcnity in agreeing on the entities '.vhich could
conceivably perpetrate this crime of torture. In this regard there has remained

ii majot ideological conflict hcuwccia the developing States ott the o'jc hand

and the deveiopd world on the other. While the developing States have

emphasised State terrorism largely in the cotitetn of racial oppression and

colonial regimes, the developed world has concerned itself with individual acts

of terrorism. 6 From a human rights perspective it is argua blc that every form
of the taking of life, assassination, killings, bombings, hostage- taking and

hijacking should be categorised as terrorist 2ctivity. t7 1 he motive, character-
istics and underlying causes of any such actions ought not to provide a justi-

fication. On the other hand, depending on one's moral and political views,
man y of these actions have been justified or condoned. IS

The controversies generated in the definitional debate have exercised the

minds of many draftsmen and academics; a leading authority has note(] that

4 As Professor Bassiouni makes the point that 'there iu ... no internationally agreed upon method-
0109v for the identification and appraisal of what is commonly referred to as "rerrorism; inc l ud-
ing: causes, strategies, goals and outcomes of the conduct in questits and those svho perpetuate it.
Thrre is also no internation2l cotiwrsus as to the appropriate reacrke strategies of States and the
international community, their values, goals and outcomes. All of this makes it difficult to identify
what is sought to be prevented and controlled, why and hew. As a result the pervasise and indis-
criminate use of the often pclitieall sorts etuietit label of terrurrism continues to m i slead this field
of inquiry.' MC. Bassioun, A Policy-Oriented Inquiry into the Different Forms and
Manitesmation t of International Terrorism' in M.C. Bassiount (ed.), above n-i. 1, at p. xvi.

R. Higgins, The General International Law of Terrorism' in R. Higgins and M. F'lory (eds),
ahose n-i. 1, 13-29 at p. 14.
6 As Levitt correctly points out covernr,rcnts that have a strong political stake in the promotion

of -national liberation trios ements are loath to subscribe to a definition of terrorism that would

crrmnra)ime broad areas of conduct habitually resortcd to b y such groups; and on the other end
of the spectrum, governments a gainst which these groups' s ioleot astir ines are din-tried are ohvi-
ouslr- rt!m,nant to subscribe to ti , y IinitiOfl th.nt would criminalire their own oc of force iS

w upon e to such Semi' iOcs or irthenr se'. Levitt, above n. 12. am p. 109.
R. Higgins. 'The General International Law of Terrorism' in R. Higgins5 and M. Flory icds),

tnboien. 1, l3-29atpp. 14-I5.
' F\a mp)es arc also put Ions t-d about pessihic jusiifiatiots of he hi> pothetneall kilinrgs of

rntcnna:iontnl criminals and gross rotators of human rights such as Adolf IliOrr. Ste Blukrslev,
ahoren. tO, at p. 474.
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between 1936 and 1981 no less than 109 definitions of terrorism WCrC

purposed. 19 Within this timelrarne, one of the earliest and most prominent

definitions was advanced through the 1937 Convention for the Prevention

and Punishment of Terrorism . 20 According to Article 1(2) of the Convention:

In the present Convention, the expression 'acts of terrorism' means criminal acts
directed aiinst a State intended or calculated to create a state of terror in rile

mind of particular persons, or a group of persons or the general public.

To be subject to the provisions of this Convention an act had to come within

the ambit of the aforementioned definition. It had to be directed against a

State party and the concerned activity had to involve one of the enumerated

actions in Articles 2 and 3 of the Convention, namely 'an y wilful act causing

death or grievous bodily harm or loss of liberty' to a specified category of

public officials, 'wilful destruction of, or damage to, public property' or 'any,

wilful act calculated to endanger the lives of members of the public'.

In the event, the aforementioned definition of terrorism along with the

remaining of the 1937 Convention failed to be adopted. Despite this abortive

attempt, renewed efforts were made in the 1950s and 1960s to formulate a

consensus definition of international cerrori5m. In 1972 the United States, pre-

sented a Draft Convention for the Prevention and I 1 unishnsent of Certain Acts
of International Terrorism. 22 Within this draft, offences of 'iriternatior.aI sig-

nificance' include offences committed with intent to damage the interests of or

obtaining concessions from a State or art international orga'nsation under

certain erininerated transisational circumstances, and those consisting of

unlawful killing, causing serious bodily harm, or kidnapping another person

(including attempts and complicity in such acts).` These actions should have

been 'committed neither by nor against a member of the armed forces of a

State in the course of niilitary hostilities' .23

The 1972 US Draft Convention, like the 1937 Convention, failed to gain

the approval of the international eo:1 nunny.in.stea1l lie United Nations

General Assembly established an Ad hoc Committee oil

Terrorism to 'consider the observations of States (and] submit its report with

recontinendations for possible co-operation for the speedy el:niination of the

p ohlem , . . to the General t\ssemblv'.2 1 A Sub-Committee of the Ad hoc

	

\5° t:.cu:, Reti :ion or, Ter,,rrisr,, 64	 A//irs (19S6) 86 a: p. 93.
The Convei,nio7 fo r the Prevention and Porn )rn:errn of Terrorlvm, 16 Novrn:hrr 1937, 19

	

(.ct,re of Nj:rons Ofrril Journal (193S; 23	 -:rr:eJ 27 UN GAOR, A:,:\ 1, A1d.1 l,en 	 O.
92 UN Do. .-VC.6!4 IS (1972).
II Unried Siates Drift Cnvnnion for the PCC'Cfl(LO,I of Certain Acts of In,ri,i:ioisaI Terrorism,
UN Doc. AIC.6/1.850 (1972) reprinted in 67 Dp'r State Bull. 431 11 972i.
-- Artic1c 1.
13 lhd.

GA. Rc. 3034. 2 7 tN GAOR Supp. (No. 30) : 119, UN Doe. VRLS, 1 3034, parac 9, 10.
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Committee was established and within the deliberations of the Sub-
Committee the following definition of ntcrnatonal terrorism was advanced

I I	 •cts of :olcrice nr:d orhr rep, cssivc acts by 	 onial, r3i0 and alien rcct:rnCs
against peoples StrUtZgliitg for their liberar ion

;2j	 Vcicr;ring cr . i,v;Sticct Lv a	 . t r	 It 	 n, Y .t T: , ; i of	 crc.tttjnts cf fo-.
or irxrcCttary grOupS ss hose ret :CtcSt 3Ltt\ try is !.rec:ed 	 ainsi (ci her rocvr•
rriirt couiltrics;

(3)	 Acts of violence com:iirtrd Lv iialividuals cr c, roiipc cf indi .,id,i;cls ch1511

C: .tier or take si ocent rc;.:Ir l:srs or jeopaidite fi csI freedoms.
This should not tillect the n:rlicnjhle right to clI-dcr:;iriinst:ors and rode-
ucnderrce of ill pro pie s under to_' lc' r:ial .1 rid racist rrgrrrrs ::d ether forms of
alten dc'nrirnrion and th	 e	 triter of their stiucii;le

(d ) .Ats of viokncc coiisiri irted by ;ridividua Is or groups of indrvidua Is for prrva to
cain, the effects of is hrch are not confined to one

The contrast between this definition and the 1972 and 1937 clelin;tions con-
sideriri a Lose is striking. The concern of the Sub-Coniinttec is primarily
focused on racist aitd :t l;c:t regimes. There also appears to he sorne form of

exccpt.oss accorded to those activities vliich are conducted in pursuance of the

inalienable right to self-determination. Within this definition, the issue of

intent accordiin; to one comnientator has been turned on its head': 26 private

gain rather than political mot:ves present the key determining factor.

Ideological divisions regarding the definition have hampered further efforts

to draft a treaty dealing with international terrorism. As a consequence of

these differences, the most effective way for the international community to

proceed has been the consideration of specific aspects of the subject. Thus

binding instruments have been adopted in areas of jitter a!ra aircraft hijack-
big, 27 unlawful acts against the safety of civil aviation, 5 marine tcrrorisni,29
hostage-taking, 3 ° and theft of nuclear materials."'

° 28 UN GAOR Stipp ()973).
1_evirt, above n. 12, at p. 100.
See the Convention cr1 Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Aircraft (1963)

704 U.N.T.S. 239; the Consention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, (1970)
860 U.N.T.S. 105,

Ste Convention for the Suppression of Unlass ful Act nseinsr the Safet y of Civil Ariattors
(1971) 974 tiNTS. 177; 10 1dM. (1971) 1151.

See the Contention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the S:frry of Maritime
Nav i ga t ion 27 t l.Nt66S (198S)z the Protocol for the Stipprcssiorr of Lr.lass ful Acts against the
Sa lets of hued )'l.trirurms Loe.utrd on the Coirtinerural Shelf 2da:h I 9SS). Text availahI
ihirpJ!:inrreary.ne-syFru:lisifrerrurisi-n. asp) 31 Jtrrrrnry 2002
0 Ste the Consntion on the Prei crttion and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally

Protected Peitciris, including Diplomatic Agents (1973) 1035 hiNTS. 167; International
Cciisveiutuori .tr:aicsn the Faking of Husiasies 34 UN CAOR Sripp. (No.39 tn 23, UN Doc.,uJ34139
(1979)18 I.L.M. (1979) 1456.

See Constraints on the Physical Protection of Nulcar Materials (1980) 18 I.L.M. (1979) 1419.
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Terrorism: a working definition

Before concluding the definitional debate, it must be emphasised that terror-

ism is a politically, ethically and morally divisive subject. In the existing global

environment it may never be possible to arrive at a COnClUSiVe definition. An

inability to define international terrorism in a comprehensive manner, how-

ever, must not be allowed to paralyse efforts to deal with the crime itself.

Besides, it is fair to say that most rational and sensible individuals have a basic

understanding of what the term entails. As Professor Oscar Schachter has

noted, 'terrorism has a 'core meaning that virtually all definitions recognise'.

By this he means:

the threat or use of violence in order to create etrei11e fear and anxiety in a target
group so as to coerce it to meet political (or quasi-political) objectives of the
perpetrators. Such terrorist acts have an international character when they are
carried out across national lines or directed against nationals of a foreign Stare or
instrumentalities of that State. They also include the conduct defined in the inter-
national conventions against hijacking, arid sabotage, sabotage at sea, hostage.
taking, and attacks on diplomats and other internationally protected persons.
Terrorist acts are generally carried oct agaiilsr civilians but they also include
attacks on governmental buildings, vessels, planes and other instrumentalities.
The objectives of the terrorist are usually political but terrorism for religious
motives or ethnic dontinarion would also he included. (However, violence or
threats of violence for purely private motives should not be included.)32

Further elaboration has been provided by another leading authority,

Professor Christopher Blakesley. 33 He rakes die view that terrorism is 'the

application of terror-violence against innocent individuals for the purpose of

obtaining thereby some military, political or religious end from a third
party' 31 From the aforementioned academic definitions, it cats he argued

that - notwithstanding political and ideological divisions - a generalised and
comprehensible meaning can nevertheless be formed.

TERRORISM AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

A historical analysis establishes an unfortunate picture of the a n:iquity of the
crime of terroris1n. 35 The plienornenoti of tettoristn is as old as human history;

0 Schichicr, 'T	 .•	 5 ......	 ir: Trro:in in \ not rcr Coi:rury 19
IHIR (I 9S9; 209 j: p. 210.

11I35,cstc	 abole fl. tO, .i: p. 473.
' [bid.

Scc W. La..iucur and Y. Akxr.,5cr (eds), The Terrorism Rradr: A Historical Anthology (t'c'
York , Nes Arvnsn L t bcrv. Pcr.cwri) 195	 5 Rtn i 1. lJc 5caL,csc in tb l,,!rr,,_,r(Qn
Pru:ccno,r of .¼ 1noriry g ; 5 11h 

d FIsgur	 Iu:r Las I:riccrJOona!) 2000, pp. $ 1-73.
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on es cry leaf of the chronicle of human endeavours there are sad raks of icr-

rorisri and violence against the weak and the inarticulate. Many examples can

he found where terro: sm was accompanied by gross violations of human
tights including tor;r:re and gcnocde Aiming these one COLA n:rnrion the

horrifying niassacres resulting (lOin the Assyrian warfare during the seventh

a:;d eight cc:i:ur;CS 2C, and the Ro:ini ohhteraters of the city of Carthage
and all its Inh.ibirants. 36 Certain religious ideologies, and the wars that were

conducted to further those ideologies, held a large imprint of terrorism rind

Ito cr an cc.37

In the more modern period the term terror' sv.ss associated with the

Jacehin Reign of Terror in the aftermath of the French Revolutiort. 38 The

J. '.d:in Rciin of Terror' led to 17,000 cifficial executions, with several
thousand deaths mid disappearances-" I he First World War was the

product of art ii-acinarional act of terrorism -- I lie assassination of Archduke

Francis Ferdinand on 28 June 19 14 by the Serbians. 4 ° Over I he course of the

next fifty years, the expression was broadened to include 'anyone who

attempts to further his views by a system of coercive ntintidrit:on; especially

applied to mershers of one of the extreisie revolutionary societies in
Russia'.4 I Throughout the twentieth century, the rise of nationalism,

totalitarian ideologies such as Nazism and Stalinism, and the upsurge of

racial, religious and linguistic extremism have all been accompanied by

terrorism. It is also the case that the essence of colonialism was violence,

intimidation and terrorism of indigenous peoples. 42 In the aftermath of the

Second World War, State-sponsored terrorism was deployed to resist grant-

ing the right of self-determination to many of the oppressed nations and

36 L. Kuper, Ce,iocuic: Its Poisons! Use in the Tuentjeti, Century (New Haven and London: Yak
University Press) 1981, pp. 11-1S J.N. Porter (ed), Genocide and Hunran Rights: .4 Global
.1nihoiogy (Washington DC: University Press of America) 1982; L. Kuper, The Prevention of
(;enocde (New Haven: Yale Univers i ty Press) 1985; L. Kuper, iniernatio,rl Action Against
•:crincide (London: h1iori:y Rights Group) 1984; H. 1cm (ed.), Genocide Watch iNew Flaven
arid London: Yale Uniserjtv Press) 1992.

L. Kuper, Genocide: Its Political Use in :he Tri . cn;,ezh Cntu,y, above n. 36, pp. 12-14; 5cr
Special Rapporteur B. Whitaker, Revised and Updated Report on the Question of the
Prrventron and Punish—rent of 117e Crime of Genocide UN Dec. E'CN.4ISuh.2Jl985/6B, PP.
6-7; also see I. Brors t):c, I'::ernatwnal Los' and the ['se of Force b y States Oc(ord: Clarcndri:i
Press) 1963.

Sec .\lurp}sv, above n. 12, at p. 14.
lambert, abuse n. I. at p IS.
Eiirs:ein, above n. 11, at p. 56.
Cued in Green, above n. 10, at p. 337.

' See S. Qureshi, Poltrical Vil0ç in the South Asian Subcontinent' in Y.Alenander (ed),
.sbose ri 1 pp. 151-193; see aim The Reports srI The sessions of hc workir.g Group on Indigenous
Populations and the \\'or[irsg Group on Minorities; Potter, shrive n. 36, at p . 16; Kuper,
inlernationa) Action Against Genocide, above n. 36, at p. 15.
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peoples. 43 The terrorism of colonialism produced a backlash. Terrorism was
often met with counter-terrorism: the colonisers used terror as an

i ns t rument to maintain their hold over their overseas territories, while the
indigenous peoples and their national liberation movements resorted to

terrorism and political violence as a means to gaitS elfl3flCltiOfl and

independence. 41 In their efforts to rid t hemselves of what they perceived as

alien, foreign and unlawful domination, resistance movements were formed.
,\Iany of the so-called'national liberation movements' such as the Algerian

Liberation Movement (FLN),4 the African National Congress (South

Africa) '46 the Irish Republican Army (Ireland 47 the Indian National

Congress and Muslim League (British India) have at one point all been

deemed terrorist organisations.41
At the height of the decolonisation movement, the issue of terrorism became

a matter of serious contention between States with overseas colonies on the
one hand, and the newly independent and communist States on the ocher.
Even at the end of the decolonisation period, the legacies of colonial times
render the subject often an unpalatable one There is a substantial relationship
with the right to self-determination for such groups or peoples as the

Palestinians. 49 In this context it must be noted that Osama Bin Laden, the
prime suspect for the attack on the World Trade Centre on 11 September
2001, has consistently emphasised the right of self-determination for the
Palestinian people as a prerequisite to world peace and security. Another
particularly controversial area is the right of the Kashmiri Muslims to self-
determination, the conflict between India and Pakistan over the territory of

Kashmir having already resulted in three wars.'

O . Y. F(.sgth, I ,.rflj(ZU ' :JI Law Doci ... ents Reining to Terrorism (London: Cavendish) 1995,

P . iv.
For a useful analysis see Minority Rights Group (ed.), 'AorLI Directory of Al:noritmi (London:

Minority Rights Group) 1997. 
See L. Kuper, The Pit y u/it A!!: I'oLirisjtior: and Ethnic Relations (London: Duckno(th) 1977.

See S. Dubow, The Afric.rr National Congress (Sutton: Scrøud) 2000; W. Beinart and S. Dubo'.
Seregaion amid Ap.:rtictd i'm T1eirtietb- Century South Ap;.i (London: Routkdge) 1995.

See H. Patterson, Tic P?::is of i!Iuj:on: A Po(m:mca! Jfms:..' of the IRA (Londor.. Serif) 199,

M t R. Smith and MA. Ronan, Fighting for lreht,zd: Tire Military Strategy of tire (rim!'

Repmbhc.vr A(oue,,ie r it i (orion: Rout(dge( 1993.

P. Hardy, Tie Alm,mhws , f British India (Canibrid ge: Ca:mmbridge University l'rcsSm 1972; BR,

Tomlinson, The I,:dm.i'm N.nio ' :.z( Congtm'st aiim! the Ri;. [929 - 1942:  The Pe,,i,h,r,rite P/tame

1 nit,! mmmi Nlacrni(I.in 9, A ja)aI, The Sole Sp,i&m'immm.rmm: /:m,nalm. rh M,m/mn, Lea/me, and th

D,-m;.t,i,I for Ptk ista. cC air hridc: Cambridge Door rsmt Prrss) 1935-

On the coinplmca:iimr rer.r:a:vd b-,.tht drlinmri.,n of 'oplcs' and mniligcno:ii	 upIrS' See

a)'omc Chapter 12.
For further considcr.i:mnri ccc J . Rehntarm, 'Re-Ass- rr the Right to SeILDeZrrni,ufbn

L.e,smirri from the Indian L'er,ence' 29 A.4LR (2000) 454.
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INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS TO FORMULATE LEGAL
PRINCIPLES PROHIBITING ALL FORMS OF TERRORISM

The inter-war years 191 9-193 9

The absence of established Judicial bodies, executive agcncies and eulecli\
enforcement powers has led to particular difficulties in devising international
legal norms to combat terrorism. Such a lacuna has also resulted in serious
d;IIiculties in the detection and punishment of terroriSts. international
terrorism was debated by the third (Brussels) International Conference
for the Unification of Pual law held on 26-30 June 1930_` Parallel efforts
were made by the League of Nations to formulate a binding instrument on
international terrorism. Following the assassination of King Alexander of
Yugoslavia and Mr Louis Barthou, Foreign Minister of the French Republic in
Marseilles in October 1934, the League of Nations drafted a Convention for
the Prevention and Punishment of Terrorism. 32 The treaty contained a number
of positive elements. In addition to containing a definition, it obliged States
parties to prevent and punish acts of terrorism. It imposed criminal sanctions
for such acts as attacks on the lives and physical integrity of heads of States
and other public officials, destruction of public property and acts calculated
to endanger the lives of members of the public. 33 Despite its many positive
aspects, the Convention failed to become operative. A prominent feature
(which discouraged further ratifications) was the broad definition accorded
to terrorism. The Convention remained ineffective, having received one
ratification - that from British India. In any event the forces of aggression and
terrorism emerged in Europe; the Second World War heralded the demise
of the League of Narons, along with its Convention on Terrorism.

Post-1945 developments

At the end of the Second World War, there were renewed efforts to produce a
consolidated instrument to deal with terrorism. However, the first two
decades of the United Nations period were taken up by a range of issues
within which the subject of terrorism formed only an incidental part. The
Draft Code on Offences Against the Peace and Security of Mankind as
prepared by the International Law Commission in 1954 dealt primarily with

Fl. Lha de, 'Droir intrrnatucn	 t.utr Cnnrr i.e Teriorisme 32 A nuiiee F,.2u 1 j,s de Jc:t

iniernaiio,ij( (1996) 114.
The Conenon for the Prcveu,on ond Punishment of Terrorism, 16 November 1937 19

League of Nnons OIfithiJnurIi2 1938)23 reprinted 27 UN GAOR. Annex I, Agenda Irein No.
52, UN Dc,c. A/C.6/418 (1972).

Article 2.
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the principles enshrined in the Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal and with
the Judgment of the Tribunal. 54 Article 2(6), however, defines an offence
against the peace and security of mankind as:

the undertaking or encouragement by the auzhoricies of a State of terrorist activ-
ities in another State, or the toleration by the authorities in another State, or the
toleration by 

the authorities of a State of organised activities calculated to carry
out terrorist acts in another State.

Further progress on the completion of the code was hampered inter alia by
disagreements over the definition of aggression. The General Assembly then

turned its attention to the subject of the definition of aggression, an issue that

was only resolved through the General Assembly Resolution on the Definition

of Aggression (1974). 11 Article 3(g) of the Resolution includes in its explan-
ation of acts of aggression:

The sending by or on behalf of a State of armed bands, groups, irregulars or mer-
cenaries which carry Out acts of armed force against another State f such gravity
as to amount to thi acts listed ..., or its substantial involvement therein.

There was, however, a caveat which exempts national liberation movements
in their struggle for self-determination. 56 Such an exemption, although a fea-

ture of this Resolution (and a number of subsequent UN General Assembly

Resolutions), has added considerable uncertainty as regards the condemnation

of terrorist activities. In 1979 the General Assembly passed its Resolution
34/145 which condemns all acts of terrorism. Ar the same time, the Resolution

also condemned 'the continuation of repressive and terrorist acts by colonial,

racist and alien regimes in denying people their legitimate right to self-

determination and independence and other human rights and fundamental

freedoms'. The title arid the text of the Resolution also confirms that the focus

of the Resolution is upon the 'underlying causes of those forms of Terrorism

and Acts of violence which lie in Misery, Frustration, Grievance and Despair

and which Cause Some people to Sacrifice Human Lives including their own

in an Attempt to Effect Radical Changes'. 57 The same emphasis on the

See UN GAOR 5upp No. 9) a: 11-12; UN Dc...n12693 1972).
° GA Res. 3314 (X\tX) 14 December 1974. G A OR 29:h Scsi., Sp. 31. 142; 69 A/lI.
1973) 490.

Arocle 7 of the Resolution provides Noshing in this Definition, and in parriulr Article 3.
coold in any 07 y prnudic the right to lfdeminjion, freedom and ndene is derived
lrrn the Chsrrer, of pco7les forcibly depr ind of chat rihr and rnIene to in tic Dci.sr.itiOn On
Principles of lii;emnn:iccs7l tav concerning Friendl Relations and co .ope:.lsiors 3070555 Stairs in
.sccordarcc with the Chsrrrr of she Uicitd Nations. p3rticuUrly peoples under colonial and racist
regimes or other form, of alien domination; nor the right of these peoples to struggle to that
end and to seek and receive support, in accordance with the principles of the Charter and in
conformity with the ah,ave . mentjoned Declaration." UN GA Res. 34/145 (1979).
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underlying causes is placed in General Assembly Resolution 361109 (198 I)"
and General Assembly Resolution 40/61 (1989)."

The debates within the United Nations General Asscndilv have represented
fundamental divisions between she developing and the developed world. The
developed world has insisted on inc absolute prohibition of [errornsm regard-
less of the motives and under] ing causes. The developing world on the other
hand has remained suspicious of this approach, claiioin that undcrlyiris
causes of set roricm need to provide the determining factors and that national
liberation movements must he allowed to resort to every conceivable means to
rid themselves of colonial or racist regimes. This conflict has been so severe as
to st-riouslv ecpardi:c any progress in devising international mechanisms to

deal with terrorism.

Ending of the cold war and shift in policies

The ending of the cold war and a thaw in East—\Vest relations has brought
about a significant change in she policies of the former communist States.
Many of these States have embraced the global human rights regime and have
also renounced sponsorship of terrorist activities. 60 Over the years, the develop-
ing States themselves have shown signs of changing their position. This chang-
ing position can be attributed to a varier of reasons. First, with the
independence of a vast majorirv of former European colonies the basis for
supporting the national liberation movements has diminished. The case for
liberation movements is confined to the struggle of pariah States such as
Israel. Secondly, and perhaps more significantly, the new States which emerged
Irom the rubble of decolonisarion have themsektes been challenged by seces-
sionist movements represented by various groups. Among these groups one
could cite the Tamil Tigers, the Sudanese Peoples Liberation Army and the
Kashmir] Mujaheedaen. 61 These groups adopted similar tactics hitherto used
by The nationalists seeking independent Statehood from European colonisers.
Many of the new States, while emphasising the principle of territorial
integrity, have treated these secessionist organisations as terrorist groups.
Increasingly, these organisations have targeted diplomatic personnel and there
have been hijackings of national aircrafts owned b y developing States. The
emergence of common concerns have lcd to a fluidity in the position of many
Countries in Asia and Africa.

" UN CA Res. 361]t)9 (1981).
' UN GA Res. 40/6 I (59S9).

For che r,uilic.itoii of himi.,,i rights t:rjtici of the forincr conirniinot Sites see Appendix H.
For consideration of these and other Cases see Minority Rights Group (ed.), World Dirccior-v

of Minoiiiic5 (London: MRG) 1 997.
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Signs of a common concern on terrorism were already emerging in the

1970s. According to the Declaration on Principles of International Law

Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation. Amongst States in

Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations (1970):62

Every State has the duty to refrain from organising, instigating, assisting or par-

ticipating in acts of civil strife or terrorist acts in another State or acquiescing in

organised activities within its territory directed towards the commission of such
acts, when the acts referred to in the present paragraph involve a threat or use of

force.

In 1979, the Ad Hoc Committee on Terrorism, a committee formed pursuant

to General Assembly Resolution 3034 63 recommended inter atia that, the

General Assembly condemn attacks of terrorists, take note of the underlying

causes contained in the Committee's reports, and that the States work towards

the elimination of terrorism in compliance with their obligations under inter-

national law, refrain from organising,instigating, assisting or participating in

terrorist acts in other States and refuse to allow their territory to be used for

such acts and take all possible measures to cooperate with each other to

combat international terrorism.
The General Assembly adopted these recommendations, although as noted

above, these recommendations were tempered by the terminology of 'under-

lying causes' and the 'right to self-determination'. Further progress was made

in 1985 when the UN General Assembly adopted a Resolution in which it

urged States to take measures for the 'speedy and final elimination of the

problem of international terrorism'. 64 The Assembly also took the position

that it;

Unequivocally condemns, as criminal, all acts, methods and practices of terrorism
wherever and by whoever committed, including those which jecipardise friendly
relations among States and their security (-.And] deplores the loss of innocent

human lives which result from such acts of terrorism.63

A distinctive feature of the Resolution is that after a protracted debate of fif-

teen years, for the first time in the United Nations, this Resolution associated

the term 'criminal' with terrorism. 66 Another Resolution (based along the

lines of the 19S5  Resolution) condemning terrorism was adopted by the

GA Em. 2625 IXXVI (1970).
° Scc RNrt of rtt Sixth Committee, UN GAOR &S969 (1972) a: p. 5.

° GA Res. 40161 (1985).
61 GA Em. 40/61 (1955).
" C.Van den Wy ngacrt, 'The Political Oifemc Exception to Extradition: how to Plug the

"Tcrork:;' Loophole" without Depaning from Fundamental Human Rights' 19 IYHR (1939)

297 31 P. 297.
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General Assembly in 1987. 67 In 1994, the General Assembly adopted a
Resolution entitled The Declaration on Measures to Eliminate International
Terrorism. 68 Peace, security and restraint of use of force represents the basis
of the Declaration. In condemmng terrorism the Declaration also calls upon
tatcs to refrain front organising, instigating, assisting or participating in ter-

rorist activities, and irom acquiescing in or encouraging activities within their
territories directed towards the commission of any such acts.

It is t:oriceahlc that since he ending of the cold war, the General Assembly
has been actis e in its condemnation of global terrorism. Such activism and
unified views on the subject represent a positive development At the sante
time It IS important to recognise the fact that a significant reason for such
activism is that General Assembly Resolutions are not legally binding per se;
ambiguous terminology can be deployed to represent a show of unanimity in
condemning terrorism. 69 The situation would he radically different if States
were rcuired to subscribe to any internationally binding agreement on global
terrorism:t. The old differences and suspicions are certain to resurface.

Dealing with specific terrorist activities

As we have noted above, in the light of substantial disagreements over the def-
inition, nature and scope of terrorism, the international community has been
unable to formulate a single consolidated instrument dealing with terrorism.
Progress has however been made in a number of related areas. A range of
treaties have been entered under the auspices of the United Nations and
regional organisarions. In addition, the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO! , and the International Maritime Organisation (10)
have also been successful in sponsoring conventions dealing with aeriel and
maritime terrorism respectivel y. There are currently more than twelve con-
ventions and protocols that deal with the various aspects of terrorism. These
include the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against
Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatic Agents, adopted by
The General Assembly of the United Nations (1973)," 0 the International

GA Rev 4211 59 7 Dcc i/97. \Vririisg in 1989,  Lanibrrr made the following useful points. The
charge in 1.inriinge in incist rrcrnr Gcnrral .Ascmblv Resolunoris must he sects as some
proin-ets to .' .irds a uiiive: . i onscnsiis th.r acts at co urism are nor to he tolerated regadlcss of
ihc cause. It must al',.i, be e:ognised, howrscr, ihit rhe General Assembly continues to send out
somesvhat mixed signals ri-rdirig the issue of national liberation movcmenrs. Lambert, above
ci. 1, at p. 44
" GA Rev AJResJ49I60.

On the value of General Assembly Resolutions see above Chapter 2.
° 1035 U.NT.S. 167; 13 I.L.M. 41(1974).
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Convention against the Taking of Hostages, adopted by the General Assembly

of the United Nations 19791, 71 the International Convention for the
Suppression of Terrorist Bombings, adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations on 15 December 1997, 12 the International Convention for the
Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism adopted by the General Assembly
of the United Nations on 9 December 1999, the Convention on Offences
and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Aircraft (1963), the
Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, signed at the
Hague (1970) '75 the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against
the Safety of Civil Aviation (1971),76 the Convention on the Physical
Protection of Nuclear Material (1980), the Protocol on the Suppression of
Unlawful Acts of Violence at Airports Serving International Civil Aviation,
supplementary to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts
against the Safety of Civil Aviation, signed at Montreal on 24 February
1988, the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the
Safety of Maritime Navigation (198S)7 therorncol for the Suppression of
Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Fixed Platforms located on the
Continental Shelf (March 1988),° the Convention on the Marking of Plastic
Explosives for the Purpose of Detection (1991). 51 There are also a number of
regional conventions on terrorism, including the Arab Convention on the
Suppression of Terrorism (1998),82 the Convention of the Organisation of the
Islamic Conference on Combating International Terrorism (1999),S'
the European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism, concluded at
Strasbourg on 27 January 1977,84 the O.AS. Convention to Prevent and
Punish Acts of Terrorism Taking the Form of Crimes against Persons and
Related Extortion that mire of International Significance (1971 ),55 the OAU

' 1316 U.N.TS. 205. 15 L.M. 1460 (1979).
D. /'JRcs/521164; dcpo6rnry notifiation C.N.801 .2001.TREAT1ES-9 of 12 Orbr 2001
Rrsoluuon eVRrrJ511109; drpoirurv tiiIn,t,rjc C.N.3J.2000.TRtATItS- 12 oi 30 Mry

2000.
' 2 I.L.M. 1012 (t963(.

° 10 1L.M. 133 (1971).
10 I.L.M. liSt 11971).

-: lea av.iiIbI (}'tzr-!/ur re.r:v.un.or0fEeg)ish[krriur.i y 1 31 Jjiiuv 2002.
27 LLM 627 )1935)
27 l.LN). 668 (1 9SS'
'rem aaL,hIe (Ii	 SI J.irrnary 2002.

n Ibd.
a Arab C,,riycri6nr, un the Sit rrtnir of 1errorrn, siinet s a rnrrrnc held it thc Crrrr.i)

Sr.ariaz of the 1.c.seee of Arab States in Ca i ro on 22 Apr) I 956. (Deposued with
General ofol the [.easur o) Ar.ib S:atcs).
' Text ivail.ibte (hnp://uirrreaty.unorgfEngliclsiTerrotcsm acj 31 January 2002.
" Ii I.L.M. 1272 11975).
" 10 l.L.M. 255 (1971)
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Convention on the Prevention and Corhbating of Terrorism, adopted at
Algicls on 14 (1999)," the SAAR(__ Regional Convenhon on Suppression of
Terrorism (19S7 )87 

and the Treaty on Co-operation among S ttis\embcrs of
the Commonwealth of Independent States itt Combating Terrorism (1999)ss
Furthermore, a range of non-hindnig international instruments have hcen

adopted. The following sections considers sonic of the international ins:

uciliS that have been adopted at the international and regional levels to ccni-
bat terrorism.

UN (Aitivcnt;oi)S

}-{ostage-takitig breaches all norms of dignity and human rights. It is a serious
rime under it;tertiationa I law, and has alfecrcd both the developed and the

developing world. The crime of taking hostages was originally only confined

to armed conflict. A number of indictments were brought forward in thethe
Nuremberg Trials for acts of hostage t aking . SS The prohibition on hostage-
raking during armed conflicts is incorporated in Article 3 and 34 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention (1 949)."

Since the end of the Second World War, hostage-raking of internationally
protected persons as well as ordinary civilians has developed into a major con-

cern. A proliferation of incidents led the international community to adopt

binding Instruments condemning and criminalising hostage-taking in all its

forms. One unfortunate example of the violation of the rights of internation-

ally protected persons was the murder of the Yugoslavian Ambassador to

Stockholm in April 1971. Another more publicised instance involved was
hostage-raking in Vienna during 1975 when terrorists seized sixty OPEC min-
isters. In 1973 the General Assembly adopted, by consensus, a Resolution

attached to which is the New York Convention. The Convention, known
as the Convention on the Pres ention and Punishment of Crimes against

Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatic Agents (1973)9t

represents the most far-reaching global instrument dealing with the crime
of h ostage-taking. The New York Convention protects certain categories of
persons from thethe ollencc-s of murder, kidnapping or other attacks upon

' OAIJ Conrnrion on lhc 1,cc'cliasn a,,d Combating of Tcrroirrn, adop:ed at Algiers rn14 Jub 1 999.  (Deposited n,th the Gener( Secrctarar of the Orsni anon of African 1jn t I.
' Te.; ' aiLrb!e tirrpJ/un;resn.iin wc En ishT1'errorisrnaç') 31 Jciuirv 2002.
' Tn-air cii Co-operat,crn amonir Srs es \ 1cn,bvrS uf thc CulrinronvelI:h r;1 In cpcndcn'i San
ii Combar,ng Tcrrorism, done at 2.Iiirsk on 4 June 1999. (DcposrnJ wi?, the Secretarjt of ih

Cc,mnr.s-alrh of Independent Stairs).
'	 Ste Flattab, above ni. 13, at p. 577.
" 75 LI.N.TS. (1950).

9i 1035 U.N.T.S. 167; 13 I.L.M. 41(1974).
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their official premises, private accommodation and means of' transportation
The category of persons protected includes heads of Scare (including members
of a collegial body performing the functions of a head of Stare), heads of gov-
crntnents and ministers for foreign affairs, whenever such persons are in a for-
eign State - and their family members who accompany them. 92 Protection is
also accorded to 'any representative or official of a Stare or any official or
other agents of an international organization of an intergo ernrncntal charac-
ter who, at the time when and in the place where a crime against him, his offi-
cial premises, his private accommodation or his means of transport is
coinmi ted is entitled pursuant to international law to special protection from
any attack on his person, freedom or dignity, as well as members of his fam-
ily forming part of his household.'93

In 1979, the General Assembly adopted another convention, the
International Convention against the Taking of Hostages. The adoption of the
Convention was preceded by a range of incidents including the Entebbe raid 94

and the American hostage-taking by Iran. 95 According to Article 1 of this
Convention any person who 'seizes or detains and threatens to kill, to injure
or to continue to detain another person (hereinafter referred to as the
"hostage") in order to compel a third party, namely a State, an international
intergovernmental organisation, a natural or juridica! person, or a group of
persons, to do or abstain from doing any act as an explicit or implicit con-
dition for the release of the hostage commits the offence of taking of hostages
within the meaning of the Convention'. Article 1(2) goes on to classify
attempts or participating in hostage-taking as offences. Article 2 places the
States parties uudcr an obligation to make offences set forth in Article 1 'pun-
ishable by appropriate penalties which take into account the grave nature of
those offenccs'. 9 ] hese provisions have similarities with other treaties dealing
with gras c human rights violations such as genocide. 97 1 here is a commitment
on the part of States to attenipt to secure the release of hostages, and to cooper-
ate in the prevention üí hostage-taking acts. The Convention also provides
a range of jurisdic(iorial grounds including lex loci, 9 States with registration

Antcl	 1; 1)(.ii.
ArCele 1(1b)

' For fo her con i :dcc con sec D.J. 1 hrris, Gie md , ,c rcmi's oo in c, rnj;ro'r. r / L 'uS', 5th cdi,

It osdon: 5rvcr and MaroIl) 1998, pp. 909-911.
/.5. i)cp/on:ctrc and Co ' r!a ' 5r// c, idrr,j ' C-n,' (lj'sie! Srjrcs 0/ ,4,,rcr.r v. 	 ICJ

Fits 1980, 3; H.n:,i, Aoc ri 94, ac pp. 358-3,2.
Arc:(e 2.
See Ar:H 1 of (he Cicoide Convention Con ' cn:ior. on che F'rr ' cr.rorc :cJ ['nuihrnccc: of

cc Cr	 of GrCOc,J. adopted 9 Dcccccbcr 1955. Fn:crcdi.-,o f,re 12 Jiccu3ry 1951. 7S

U.N.T S 177. For lurcher j!ijI .Ysis SCC 3bosc Chipre: Ii.
" Article 3(1).
'' ,\rc,cic 5(1)(.O.
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of aircraf:s and ships where the offence is committcd,°° nationality of the
oi tender Ui the na nona ity of the hostace, (12 or the presence of the olfcndcr
iii its tcrr tOt •3 En c<::lulort vuh ther rrc.itics vie og suh terrorism, the
Convent on affirms he priticipic cfro: JcJcre ut Jto!rc;r 1'. The apolicar ica

rhs iciclE le nails that ill ears %N ht. tc ailricd vf)codcr s :osti:d in the
icrruorr of a State parts', thu Si.oe :s iitidcr an chiligation to cxtrjdite hint or
ID so hint h;s case bcfre c ipi:e:tt national mrhortie.°° Foilowint ihic

a;] t:ets;pt is naile to in sine the trial of Uuivin rrs. TIdS provision,
hecvcc Cr, ii Is CuE of the problem ;hat : ates refuse extradition O f cci (Jilt
ndmvidua)s hcauce of a variety of ie;isiIns. The point is farther reinforced hv

:he	 r:..rs:ioa Clause as cc:;t:tud in Aticle 9.

Regional Cons cittioflS

A number of regional inst rutnents have been adopted to combat [Cr: [km. The

Council of Europe has passed a series of Resolutions and DecEararions. t ° It
hs also adoprcd the Europe an Convcntioit on the Suppression of Terrorism106

amid the Agreement on the Application of the European Convention for the
Suppression of Terrorism (Dublin . \grcen:emit). 7 The European Convention
provides for coopet triott on matters inter oiia related to extradition aid mutual
assistance in criminal procccdngs.° 5 Article I lists a range of offences which
are not to he recognised as political Offences. These o[enccs are already
well established in international criminal law and include those contained in
the hijacking and hostage-taking Conventions. While according priority to

the European Convention over previously entered extradition treaties and

' Arric	 5)); hi.
102 Article 5(1.

- Article 5(2.
iD4 Aircie S(t).
00 These .c)ude Recommendation 684 1972) on Inrernarional Terrorism; Recommendation
003 (1973) on )n:crra:ioria) Terrorism; Dreloratuon Or) Terrorism; Rccornn:crrdatoru 852 (1979)
on Ttr roosm i n Europe; Recommendation 916 (1981) on the Conference on Defence of
Drmncrc	 >r Terrorism :n Europe - Turks and PrrErrrt'; Reo;:orada:ion No. R (82) of
Se Crimmnee If .iOmcrs ti	 Iernhr.r Sii;es Ccncrin 5 lnrernur;onal Co-operation in the

:tOSCCu:;cn 5nd Punishment of .Sais of Terrriim; Rccnrnrnertdam(on 941 	 9S2) on i'"Ic Defence
of Democracy si rn Terrorism in Eurom: Recomrrcnda:ion of the Conarniriric of Ministers to
Me:nbr: Sni cs c;:i cirsir('s to he Taten ri Court of Kdnapping (i)losved hr a Ransom Demand

982); reori-mo-r1:i:r;us 982 ( 954) er Sc Defric 1 Drsiiracrac rg::r>r Trrrorsra in Europe;
CoaniJ of Europe F)cd;e to Step up Fihi i:aunsz Terroriorri (19861; European Conference of
Sl!riutcrs Responible (or Conriristing lc:rorism () 950).

15 (tM. 1272 0978).
19 11 .I51. $25 ((982)_

08 C. Gacidar, Cooperation between Member Srats of the European Cummuniry in the light
against icrrorrsrri' in R Higgins and M. Fury (eds i , above n. I, 97-122. at p. 101.
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arrangemen t s , i 09 the Convention nevertheless SIIOSVS for refusal to extrJitc

where the requested State has 'substantial grounds for believing that the

request for extradition for an offence has been made for the purpose of

prosecuting or punishing a person on account of his race, religion, narionaliry

or political opinion, or that that person's position may be prejudiced for any o1
these reasons . t ° The Convention preserves the .aut dcdcre ant ;udicure

principle.
1 he European Union (EU) has also passed numerous Declarations,

Resolutions and entered Into treaty arrangements in order to deal with

the problem of terrorism and terrorist activitics.tt I The OAS, which has

f:cqucn:ly encountered this problem, has also adopted numerous specialist

instruments dealing with terrorism- These include the Convention to Prevent

and Punish the Act of Terrorism Taking the form of Crimes against Persons

and Related Extortion that are of International Significance (197] ) ; t :2 and she

OAS General Assembly Resolution on Acts of Terrorism (1970), 03 Ihe OAS

Convention is of special significance in that it does not allow for the political
offence exception. The Consention establishes a duty for States parties to

cooperate in the prevention and punishment of 'acts of terrorism'. According

to Article 2 of the Convention:

Kidnapping, murder and other assaults on life or personal integriry of those whom
the State has to give special protection according to international law, as well as
extortion in connection with those crimes, shall be considered common crimes of
international significance regardless of motive.

The Convention is based on the principle of ant dedere ansi' jud:care and has

provisions regarding extradition. t14 Article 6 provides for the right of asylum

and a number of obligations are contained in Article 8 for the purpose of

ensuring a general duty of cooperation in the prevention and punishment of

the crimes covered. According to Article 9, the Convention is open to the

participation of States other than members of the CAS.

In the contemporary debate on terrorism, a number of misconceptions have

arisen concerning Islam, Islamic law and the State practices of Islamic States.

:	 Article 3.
A-Ticle S.

See the Declaration by the European Council on !rtrrnaiioiijl Tcrroris;a (19 -6); Resolution
ca Ac-s of Trrrorism in i he Coinmirn my 1977) F uropean Con' nun ri Cs: A grer i-ne am Concrrr, rig
he Application of the Europe.in Convennon on the Supp:cssicn of Terrorisn, am-:n'.it the slcnibrr

States (1979); European Parliament Resolution on Probkms Relating to Cornhatir.g Tcrroiisnm
I AS9I; also see the T:ratv of European Union 1992 (Pros siors on Co-operation a -.he Spheres

ci Justice and Horne Aifairs-Arm vlc A).
10 I.L.M. (1971) 255.
9 I.L.M. (1970) 10S4.

114 .Artklcs 3, 5 and 7.
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hi order to eradicate some of these misconceptions, it is crucial to anal: se the

practices and arrangements made by the Organisation of Islamic Conference

(OICl, the principalorgarisation representing the Islamic world The

nteiobership of the OIC is exclusively Islamic. The organisation was fornied

in Rabba:, the Kingdom of Morocco in September 1969. It currenrIv has a

membership of fifty-six States. Lii view of the growing concerns regardtag

terrorism, the OIC adopted the Convention of the Organisation of the

Islamic Conference on Combating International Terrorism (1999).1 The

Convention represents a strong condemnation of terrorist activities. It defines

terrorism in a very clear and precise manner. Thus according to Article (2) of

the Convention, Terrorism means:

any act of violence or threat thereof notwithstanding its motives or intentions

perpccra:ed to carry out an indeideal or collective criminal plan with the ann of
terrorizing people or threatening to harm them or imperilling their lives, hor.our,

freedoms, security or rights or e\posing the environment or any facility or puhttc

orpriva:e property to hazards or occ u pying or seizing them, or endanrtertn a

rational resource, or international facilities, or threatening the stabili ty, territorial

integrity, political unity or sovereignty of independent States.

\Vhi!e suggesting art in cases of self-determination, the Co:t zutton

ensures that OIC members accept the established norms which prohibit and
condemn inrcrnatiOnal terrorism. The Convention lists major treaties on the

subject and requires States parties to follow the principles established in these

treaties. According to the Convention special preventive measures are to be

ititrodrtced by State parties and mmebers are to undertake to cooperate in

combating in terna ti onal ten orism.

Acrid terri)risln

As recent events confirm, anti tCii orisin pOSCS a serious thrcit to international

peace and security. Historically, there have been many instances of hijacking

and sabotage. The first practical response to such forms of terrorism was the

ailnptton of the Conventton Oil Offcnccr and Certain Other Acts committed

en hoard Aircraft. siened :: ok o ott September 11 19b3. 'file  Cons entior.

v-as ado:ed unJr the aespces of ICAO. It deals principally with crimes

cort:ir:i:ted on hoard ci, bait aircraft. The principal pnrposr of the Tok n

Cor;,cni:ioit is to protect the s:ifets cd the atrra.h and of the persons or

propert y thereon, and to matn:atn good order and discipline oil

The Convention airtliotiscs the alrera ft commander, thc crew ineit:bcrs and

05	 jj!.1D	 (h:i/iuitre.its	 'Ecu	 ',ierri si.ssn i 31 March 2002.

htni 3 (31 .'t
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the passengers to take reasonable actions in order to protect the safety of the
aircraft, or that of persons or property on board)

The Convent ion establishes a number of jurisdictional rules dealing with
arid hijacking. The State of registration has the principal jurisdiction to try
offences committed on hoard the aircraft) is However, additional grounds of
Jurisdiction eXist inter alia in cases of the territory of the State where the
offence has effect on its territory,' where the offence has been committed by
or against a national or permanent resident of such State 120 or the offence is
against the security of such a St, te.'2'

For the purposes of extradition, Article 16 of the Convention provides that
offences committed on hoard the aircraft shall be treated as if they were coin-
mitted not only in the place where they occurred but also in the territory of
the registering State. Other provisions of the Convention concern such mat-
ters as taking offenders into custody, restoring control of the aircraft to the
commander and the continuation of the aircraft's journey.' 12 The Convention
represents an important development in international efforts to combat arid
terrorism. At the same rime there are a number of shortcomings in the treaty.
It does not define or list any offences which States parties are required to
suppress; nor does it impose any obligations regarding the extradition or
prosecution of offenders.

In order to overcome some of these weaknesses in the Tokyo Convention
and to further consolidate international norms on the hijacking of aircraft, the
Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft was adopted
in 1970 in The Hague. According to the Convention an offence is committed
when any person:

who on board an aircraft in flight ... unlawfully, by force or threat thereof, or by
any other form of intimidation, seizes, or exercises control of that aircraft; or is
an accomplice of a person who performs or attempts to perform any such act.123

According to Article 2, States parties are obliged to make offences under the
Convention punishable by severe penalties. Jurisdiction is granted inter a/ia to
the State where the aircraft is registered, to the State where the aircraft lands
once an offence has been committed on board and to the State or place of

7 Article 6(l)(2).
Ste P. Freestone, 'lmcinarionil Cooperaron .i.-nsr Terrorism and the Dcvclopmenr of

lin:cnn;icionil trw i'rirncpins of (urisdicnios' in R. H:is and M. Flury cd,(, ahvt n. I.
at p. 49.
''' Article 4(a).
'° Article 4(h).

Article 4(c).
Articles 6—I5.
Article 1.
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business or residence of the lessee in the case of aircraft which are leases

without crew . i	If the offender is not extradited, the Sos te party where the

offender is found undertakes to prosecute him. 'the  Convention obliges

parties to alow one another j udicial assistance in criminal proccdngs

brought in respect of the offence- 1 ` 6 It also requires States parties to report to

the Council of ICAO any relevant information in their possession- 127 \'Ohile

both the 1963 and 1970 Conventions deal with aerLel hijacking, the subject of

aeriel sabotage was left to be addressed by the Convention for the Suppression

of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation adopted in Montreal in
1971. According to Article I of the Convention a person commits an offence

if he unlawfully and intentionally:

performs an act of violence against a person oil 	 an aircraft in flight if that

act is likely to endanger its saferv; destroys all or causes damage to it;

places or causes to be placed on an aircraft in service a device or substance which

is likely to dc^tro y that aircraft or to cause damage to which renders it incapable

of flight or endangers its safety; destroys or damages air navtgation facilities or
interferes with their operation, if any such act is likcls to endanger tht safety of
aircraft in flight or communicates information which he knows to be false, thereby
endangering the safety of aircraft in flight.

Article 1 also makes it an offence to attempt to COInrilit the aforementioned

offerices. The Convention provides for jurisdictional principles which are
similar to the Hague Convention. Through a number of provisions, the

Convention deals with such issues as custody, prosecution and extradition of

the alleged offender. The Convention like the earlier Hague and Tokyo

Convctrions, does not apply to aircraft used in military, customs or police

services. Article 5(1) attempts to provide a wide basis of jurisdiction,

approaching the threshold of universal j urisdiction. The Convention follows

the principle of ant dedere ant fuduare.

A further treaty, the Protocol oil 	 Suppression of Unlawful Acts of

at Airports Serving lntcriiatior..s! Civil Aviation, supplementary to

the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safely of

Civil Aviation, Montreal, was adopted in February 198S) 28 The Protocol is

pea red ro.'.a rds dealing with acts of violence which endanger or are likely co
endariper the safety of persons at airports serving riterr..sttnnal civil avi,stIoii

c	 ArsiCe 4 it.ic).

lii Article 7.
..'srtiee	 0

Ii	 Article 11
Proroi on the Surrcsunu o [nIa 1i Aers of Vi i ier,ce a: A:r;nn Serving :re

C. AvatOr, sc7rerien ry tc the Conr ention for she Su"rreii of i*ila win1 Acts Aacst

ri Sjfc:' of Cru 1 Anstiuc. \ 1. rjI 24 Febnnry 19.i
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or which jeopardise the safe operations of such airports. The 1988 Protocol
adds to the definition of offences as provided in Article I of the Montreal
Convention, thereby providing for the punishment of any person who unlaw-
fully commits an act of violence against a person at an airport serving inter-
national civil aviation which causes or is likely to cause death or serious injury
by any device, substance or weapon. The jurisdictional issues are addressed in
Article Ill, which also affirms the principle of aut dedere aut juclicare.

Maritime terrorism

Under general international law, the crime of piracy has a universal jurisdic-
tion allowing any Stare to prosecute the offenders - "" Piracy as a crime,
however, is distinguishable from Maritime Terrorism in the sense that the
latter is conducted in order to pursue or achieve political ends (as opposed to
private ends in the case of piracy)) 30 While a number of instances of maritime
terrorism have taken place, the Achille Lauro incident prompted the inter-
national community to take concrete action as regards formulating binding
standards for the protection of ships from terrorists . 1 31 With this objective
the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of
Maritime Navigation was adopted in Rome during March 1988. The
Convention defines a 'ship' as 'a vessel of any type whatsoever not
permanently attached to the sea-bed') 32 A positive feature in the definition of
the offences is the inclusion of murder as a separate crime. As Malivana
Halberstam points our, although exceptional when compared to the
Convention against Airline Hijacking and Sabotage and the Convention
against Hostage-taking, this inclusion was prompted directly by the murder of
a crippled Jewish man Leo Klinghoffer on board the Achi/le Lauro.133

According to Article 3(1) of the Convention any person commits an offence
if that person unlawfully and intentionally:

(a) seizes or exercises control over a ship by force or threat thereof or any other
form of intimidation; or

See Article 101 of the Law of the Sea Convention (1982); M.N. Shaw, International Law, 4th
edn (Cambridge: Grotius Publication) 1997,3c p.423; Elagab, above n. 43, it p. 465.
°° Ibid: p. 465.

For Ivrrher consideration of the incident see J . McCredie. Contemporary Uses of Force
against Terrorism: The United States Response to Achilk Lauro—Qoesrion of Jurisdiction and its
E,ercicr 16 Georgia Jourm,! of Conparath;e and J'ziernafjo,ziJ l..uv (19 1,6) 435,-Note, The
Achdle Iauro Incident and the Permissible Use of Force' 9 Lüs'oL, of Los Angeles Journal of
International and Comparative Lw (1987) 481; M. Halbertsam. Terrorism on the High Seas:
The Achilk Liam, Piracy, and the (MO Convention on Maritime Safety' SI AJIL (1988) 269.132 Article 1.

M. I-ialbertsam, 'Terrorist Acts Against and on Board Ships' IS fYI-JR (1989) 331 at p. 333.
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(h) performs an act of violence against a person on board a ship if that act is

likely to endanger die safe navigation of that ship; or
(c) destroys a ship or causes damage to a ship or its cargo which is likely to

endanger the safe navigation of that ship; or

d places or causes to be placed on a ship by any means whatsoever, a deicc or

substance which is likely to destroy that ship, or cause damage to that ship
or its cargo which endangers or is likely to cndarsger the safe navigation of

that ship;
(c) destroys or seriously damages maritime navigational facilities or seriously

interferes with their operation, if any such act is likely to endanger the safe

navigation of a ship; or
() communicates information which he knows to he false, thereby endangering

the safe navigation of a ship; or
(g) injures or kills any person, in connection with the commission or the

attempted commission of any of the offences set forth in subparagraph

(a) to (1).

The Convention does not cover ships used in military, aistoms or police

service) 3t The jurisdiction of the Convention is very extensive and covers

territorial waters as well as the high seas. 13 Equally, the treaty is applicable

to ships navigating or scheduled to navigate into, through or from waters

be yond the outer limit of the territorial sea of a single State, or the lateral lim-

its of its territorial sea with adjacent States, or when the alleged offender is
found in the territory of a State party. At the time of approving the

Convention in March 1988, a Protocol was also adopted. This Protocol

addresses acts committed against 'fixed platforms', fixed platforms being

defined as an artificial island, installation or structure permanently attached

to the sea-bed for the purpose of exploration or exploitation of resources or

for other economic purposes. The offences under the Protocol are almost

identical to those under the Rome Convention, differing only in so far as is

necessary to take into account of the differences between ships and such

platforms) 3 Despite the many positive features of the Convention and the

Protocol on Maritime Terrorism, a number of weaknesses have been pointed

out. These instruments do not deal with State terrorism; nor do they provide

for universal jurisdictiors, the absence of which is likely to gerlerste prubfems

where either the State is nor a party to the treaty or the offence is committed

by a national belonging to a Stare which is not part y to the reatv.1

Articic 2
Ar t icle 4.

Article 2.
CC. Joyner, 'Suppression of Terrorism on the 1-ugh Scs: The 1958 IMO Con' rininori ott

Sfcty of M.r;timc Navigarion 19 IItLR (19S9) 343 at p. 365.
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INTERNATIONAL LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS SINCE
Ii SEPTEMBER AND DIFFICULTIES RELATED TO

COMPENSATION FOR VICTIMS OF INTERNATIONAL
TERRORISM

On Tuesday 11 September 2001, four commercial planes were hijacked by
terrorists. One hijacked passenger jet caving Boston; Massachusetts crashed
nto the north tower of the World Trade Center at 8.45 a.m. setting the tower

on fire. Eighteen minutes later, a second hijacked airliner, United Airlines
Flight 175 from Boston, crashed into the south tower of the World Irade
Center and exploded. Later that morning both the North and South towers
collapsed, plummeting into the streets below. At 9.43 am., a third hijacked
airliner (American Airlines Flight 77) crashed into the Pentagon sending up a
huge plume of smoke. A portion of the building later collapsed. At 10.10 am.
a fourth hijacked airliner (United Airlines Flight 93) crashed in Somerset
county, Pennsylvania, south-east of Pittsburgh) 38 The crashing of these

hijacked airliner's into buildings and on land were the worst terrorist attacks
in the history of the United States. They led to the loss of thousands of
innocent lives and damaged property running into billions of dollars.

The terrorist attacks not only served as a chilling reminder of the dangers
inherent in international terrorism, but have also sent shock waves around the
world. The attacks have been unequivocally condemned by all States and by
all international organisations. On 12 September 2001, the United Nations
General Assembly passed a Resolution condemning the heinous acts which
had resulted in the lost of lives and enormous destruction. While showing soli-
darity with the peoples of the USA, it called for international cooperation to
bring to justice. the perpetrators, organisers and sponsors of the crimes
committed on 11 September. On 12 September, the United Nations Security

Council also condemned the terrorist acts, expressing it to be a threat to inter-
national peace and securiry.' 39 The Council called upon all States urgently to
work vogether to bring to justice the perpetrators of the crime, organisers and
sponsors of the terrorist attacks) 40 A further resolution, Resolution 1373 was
adopted on 28 September 2001, requiring States to undertake a series of
actions. Since the Council was acting under Chapter VI], all its decision were
binding upon States.'-' Under this Resolution, the Council requird States to
adopt and implement the existing international legal instruments on
terrorism. According to this Resolution States are under an obligation to

" !nIormton taken !orn CNN. September	 I 2001: Chronolo gy 01 terror
thttp;//europe.cnn.coini200 I .'US/09/ 1 1/chr000logy.ttztCkJ).

S/RES/I 368 Adopted hr the Sr,-urirv Council at its 4370th meeting.
Ibid. parn 3.
See above Chapter 2.
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present and suppress the financing rind  the freezing of funds and finaicia!
matters. It also requires States to offer one another assistance for criminal
investigations and proceedings related to the financin g or support of terrorist
act;.' According to the Reso!urion, Stares are also to prevent the movement
of terrorists or their groups by effective border controls. The Council also
determined that States shall intensify and accelerate the exchange of informa-
tion regarding terrorist actions or movements; forged or falsified documents;
traffic in arms and Sensitive material; use of communications and technologies
by terrorist groups; and the threat posed by the possession of weapons of mass
destruction. In addition States are required to exchange information and
cooperate to prevent and suppress terrorist acts and to take action against the
perpetrators of such acts. By Resolution 1373, the Council established a
Committee of the Council to monitor the implementation of the Resolution
and called upon all States to report on actions they had taken to that end no
later than 90 days from the date of the adoption of the Resolution (chat is,
28 Sfrrember 2001). On 4 October,Sir Jeremy Greenstock of the United
Kingdom was named chair of the Security Council Committee on terrorism.

Immediately after the terrorist acts of 11 September 2001, there were calls
for military action against the terrorists. While the United Nations Charter pro-
hibits the use of force, it does expressly endorse an inherent right to self-defence
for States.' 42 The military action in and the bombing of Afghanistan that was
commenced in October 2001 has principally been justified by the United States
and the United Kingdom Governments on the basis of this inherent right
of individual and collective self-defence. In the face of the heinous acts of
11 September, the loss arid destruction of lives and property and the threat of
future attacks by terrorists, there is some strength in reliance upon the prin-
cirnes of sell-defence. However, the rinhr to self-defence must be conducted in
accordance with well-esnablnshed principles of international law. According to
these principles, which emanate from the Caroline case and are now accepted
as Iormlni part of customary international law, there must exist 'a necessity of

Sccurhv Co:ncd ScI7I5S 4335:h !rnz) 25 Scperrnber 2001.
' Arctcle SI presides chat Nonhia in t-e present Charter shah Impair the ihereni right of
nc!is,diia! or coTk-ctive se!i-deinrnr if an arrrf artach cenurs a g ainst a Member of the timird
a :ic::s, uncil clic Securit y Connril has iJ.e:t 	 casur	 lecessa es no m.liniails iIlieiinJC1D111I çea_e

srstriny Measures raktri its hIs iii m exercise of thu right of scIf-dnfcr.te shah he
s. r d!ateIs rcpo:td no the Secuntrs Courel and shall not rn any 'say affect the authority and
rrsrorrsihilic of the Secssiirv Courruil under the present Charter to take at any time suli 501011
as it deems r.ecessary in order 10 matntaiin or restore ,nrrnstionaI çace and security. lire Uird
Nations Chartc Adopted at San Francisco 26 June 1945-Entered irs to force 24 October 1945.

UNT S xi; IJ.K.T.S 67 (1946) 59 Star 103
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self-defence, instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no

moment for deliberation'."' The right to sell-defence, in order to be legitimate,

must also comply with the requirement of proportionality- l " 5 In the present

case there are the significant legal questions about the strength of evidence

against Osama Bin Laden, and the responsibility of the Tahban and State of
Afghanistan - issues which have been consistently raised since the commence-

ment of the bombings in Afghanistan. 146 There have been claims that the US
has used an indiscriminate bombing campaign in Afghanistan which has led to

a huge number of civilian ca50alties) 47 A further disturbing feature (which as

yet remains unresolved) is the treatment of the suspected terrorists who have

been arrested by the United States and taken to its base in Cuba)48
While the condemnation of terrorism has been universal, some of the pur-

ported actions against the terrorists have been criticised as threatening civil
liberties and human rights. Recent legislation adopted by the United States

and the United Kingdom has raised substantial concerns; 149 similarly there is
a fear that in the aftermath of the events of 11 September, minority groups -
in particular Arab-Asian minorities in the western world	 would be

Sec the Caroline case 29 B.F.S.P. 1137-38; 30 B.S.ER 19S-6 (1837). RY. Jennings, 'The
Caroline and McLeod Cases' 32 AJIL (1938) 82; Shaw, above n. 129 at pp. 787-791.

A. Conte, 'The Cost of Terror' New Zealand Law Journal (November 2001), 412 at p. 414;
A. Cassese, 'Terrorism is Also Disrupting Some Crucial Legal Categories of International Law' 12
EJIL (2001) 993 at P. 995.
146 International law allows for imputability of acts of private individuals where the concerned
Stare endorses terrorist acts and fails to cooperate with the international community. See further
the Case Concerning United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff in Tehran (United Stares of
America v. Iran) 61 I.L.R. 559, Para 74.
"7 hsrp:llnewa.bbc.co.ukThiicnglish/worldisoush_asia/newsid ..1740000/3 74072 7.stm 'Pressure
grows to stop Afghan bombing.' (4 January 2002) 'Continuing reports of civilian csualtics in
Afghanistan are raising questions about US military tactics and adding to a growing clamour for
an end to the bombing. Evidye of civilian deaths in the village of Nitzi Qalaye in Pakria
province, struck in the early hours of 29 December, offers a direct challenge to the American mili-
tary's version of the snack. The United Nations says it has an unconfirmed but reliable report
from the area that 52 civilians were killed in the raid'.
' BBC South Asia, Head to Head (16 January, 2002) prisonershrrp-J/news.bbc.co .uIrJhiI
englishlworldl2mericas/newsid1763000/1763307.smi Head to Head Guantanamo. See the
Statement made by United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights Mary Robinson,
16 January 2002.
t49 On 13 November 2001, the United States President George W. Bush issued a Presidential
Order, Detention, Treatment, and Trial of Certain Non-Citizens in the \X'ar Against Terrorism
Providing his administration the option 0f svtng non-US drums suspected of terrorism before
special military tribunals as opposed to civilian courts. The composition and jurisdiction of these
tribunals represent substantial curtailmenrs of the rights of the accused. See President Issues
Military Order Detention, Treatment, and Trial of Certain Non-Citizens in the War Against
Terrorism (httpJ5 hitchouse.govIne ' s'releases12001I1 112001111 3-27.h:ml). For the pos-
ition in the United Kingdom see the Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001 c.24 (text avail-
able: http://w\vw.hm so.gov.uk/.icts/;3cts2OOl.hrm) 31 January 2002.
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discriminated against and their fundamental rights violated. Amidst the com-
plexities in formulating legal principles to prevent terrorism and to punish
perpetrators of this crime, a major disrurbing feature is the absence of iate-

national mechanisms for providing remedies to the victims of terrorism. As we

have considered throughout this book, international human rights law
remains an unsatisfactory nicdiurn iii according adequate remedies to victims

of violations; nowhere is this more accurate than in the case of victims of
international terrorism. In a handful of cases only have individual claimants
been able to receive damages before international and national tribunals. In
others, the existing State apparatus defies meaningful forms of remedies and
compensation. This position can be confirmed through the events arising from
the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001. It would appear that some rela-
tives arid next of kin of victims of the attacks that took place in United Stares
are entitled to compensation, though many others would be unsuccessful. A
more unfortunate future awaits the millions of innocent men, women and
children who have suffered foryears under the terrorist regime of the Tatiban

and have endured the US bombings since October 2001.

CONCLUSIONS

- 1 tie date of 11 September 2001 has gone down as one of the tragic days in the
history of mankind. The hijacking of American airliners, their crash into the
World Trade Center and the collapse of the twin towers continues to haunt
not only the survivors of the tragedy but all those who believe in the inherent
cligniry and worth of mankind. The terrorist attacks of 11 September were fol-
lowed by ariel bombardment (by the United States and the United Kingdom)
which led to the unfortunate deaths of thousands of Afghani men, women arid
children. Although these events represent a tragedy of enormous magnitude,
they also provide a number of lesous. First, the events reconfirm the view that
international terrorism is a crime against humanity and that the international
community of States should treat it as such. In this context it is interesting to
note that during the dvafting stages of the Statute of the lrttcrn.itional
Criminal Court, attempts were made to provide the new court with a specific
jurisdiction to try terrorist offences) However, such efforts proved unsuc-
cessful because of the opposition of many countries - including the United
States. In hindsight such an approach can only be rcga:ded as unfortunate.
Despite the absence of a specific incorporation of the crime of terrorism, there
is sufficient breadth its the delinition of crimes'against h'.i:n.tr.it; to try crimes

For further consideration of the Staruic cc the	 nrnross! C, ' i.i? Court see above

Chapter ii. Conic, above a. 145, at p. 413.
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of terrorism. 151 An international criminal court should provide a useful,
impartial and internationally acceptable forum for trials of individuals
indicted with the crime of mernational terrorism.

Secondly, the events of 1 1 September reinforce the need for an internation-
ally binding agreement which condemns terrorism and provides for severe
penalties for those involved in committing this crime.

This chapter has considered the enormous ideological and political differ-
ences that exist with regard to defining and conceptualising international ter
rorism. At the same time, a great measure of consensus exists on the absolute
crirninalisation of certain forms of activities such as hostage-taking of civliaris
and internationally protected persons, as well as the banning of acricl. and mari-
time terrorism. Although, as considered earlier, there are treaties crimninalisim:g
these activities, the global prohibition would be more effective if the major
offences were codified in the form of a single binding instrument. Finally, there
is an important message in the political developments that led to the events of
11 September 2001. There is a strong connection between human rights viola-
tions and terrorist activities; in order to put an end to international terrorism,
the international community of States must also address the underlying causes
which lead individuals to resort to such extreme measures.

G. Robertson, The (;14ardiam 19 S.eptrnhcr 2001.


